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In this thesis, we perform detailed analysis of novel foxc1a, foxc1b, calcrla and calcrlb zebrafish 

mutants and determine their function during vascular development and haematopoietic stem 

cell (HSC) formation. Overall, our data indicate a requirement for foxc1a and foxc1b during 

angiogenesis and HSC formation, whereas calcrla and calcrlb genetically interact to promote 

vascular integrity and lymphangiogenesis. 

The Forkhead box transcription factors Foxc1 and Foxc2 are essential to establish intact vascular 

networks in mammals. How these genes interact with endothelial signalling pathways to exert 

their functions remains incompletely understood. We have generated novel zebrafish mutants in 

foxc1a and foxc1b, the zebrafish orthologues of mammalian Foxc1, to determine their function 

during angiogenesis. foxc1a mutants display abnormal formation of cranial veins including the 

primordial hindbrain channels (PHBC), reduced Vascular endothelial growth factor (Vegf) 

receptor expression in these and loss of central arteries. foxc1b mutants are normal, whereas 

foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants exhibit ectopic angiogenesis from trunk segmental arteries. 

Dll4/Notch signalling is reduced in foxc1a; foxc1b double mutant arteries and ectopic 

angiogenesis can be suppressed by induction of Notch or inhibition of Vegfc signalling. We 

conclude that foxc1a and foxc1b play compensatory and context-dependent roles to co-ordinate 

angiogenesis by promoting venous sprouting via induction of Vegf receptor expression whilst 

antagonising arterial sprouting by inducing Dll4/ Notch signalling. foxc1a/ b-mediated induction 

of both pro- and anti-angiogenic axes of Vegf-Dll4/ Notch negative feedback imparts competition 

to balance arterial and venous angiogenesis within developing vascular beds. Furthermore, we 

also demonstrate that foxc1a and foxc1b promote HSC formation via positively regulating 

expression of Notch ligands which mediate cell-autonomous and non-cell-autonomous induction 

of HSC gene expression. 

In calcrla/ calcrlb zebrafish mutants, abnormal trunk lymphatic development and increased 

vascular permeability were observed. By performing detailed analysis, we demonstrate that 

calcrla is dispensable for embryonic development and calcrlb is dispensable for blood vessel 

formation. However, calcrlb plays a key role in promoting trunk lymphatic development and 

vascular integrity. In addition, our data also provide the first evidence of the genetic 

compensation between calcrla and calcrlb, which contributes to these processes in zebrafish.   
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1.1 Blood vessel formation 

The cardiovascular system is the first system to form in embryogenesis, and is essential for 

metabolic exchange and nutrient transport to facilitate growth and to link all organ systems in 

the body. The first descriptive record of difference between arteries and veins was made two 

millennia ago (Historically reviewed in (Lawson and Weinstein, 2002a)), yet, the functional 

definitions of these were not established until nearly 400 years ago by William Harvey, who 

provided a meticulous description of blood circulation of vertebrates and proposed that arteries 

carry blood away from the heart, whereas veins do the opposite (Lawson and Weinstein, 2002a). 

Theodor Schwann first provided evidence that vertebrate vessels showed different layers 

composed of cells (Schwann, 1993). The inner layer of cells that contact blood directly were 

identified as endothelium and these specialised cells were then termed endothelial cells (ECs) 

(Historically reviewed in (Bikfalvi, 2017)). The internal surfaces of newly formed blood vessels are 

covered by a monolayer of ECs (Giannotta et al., 2013). Various congenital and acquired diseases 

are related to abnormalities in blood vessel formation (Folkman, 1995). Two of the leading causes 

of death worldwide, cardiovascular disease and cancer (World Health Organization, 2018), are 

linked to abnormalities in the structure and function of blood vessels. Tumours hijack the signals 

and mechanisms which promote blood vessel formation to create their own blood supply, leading 

to tumour growth and subsequent metastasis. Targeting the tumour blood supply is therefore a 

major therapeutic goal. Conversely, during cardiovascular disease the ability to promote 

angiogenesis and allow the circulation to bypass blockages in vessels would be advantageous. 

Therefore, understanding how blood vessel growth is regulated in vivo is essential to achieve 

these therapeutic goals. 

During these pathological cases, abnormally regulated signalling pathways have been identified, 

and these pathways are similar to those detected during embryogenesis (Lawson and Weinstein, 

2002a). Studies in blood vessel formation during embryonic development has therefore became 

an attractive translational subject (Lawson and Weinstein, 2002a). There are 3 key steps involved 

in embryonic blood vessel formation in vertebrates (Lawson and Weinstein, 2002a): (1) 

Vasculogenesis; the de novo formation of main vessels from angioblasts (Fig. 1.1 C) (Pardanaud 

et al., 1989, Poole and Coffin, 1989), (2) Angiogenesis; the formation of new blood vessels from 

pre-existing blood vessels (Fig. 1.1 D) (Pardanaud et al., 1989, Poole and Coffin, 1989) and (3) 

Blood vessel maturation, recruitment of non-endothelial cells including pericytes and vascular 

smooth muscle cells (vSMC) to provide support and stabilise the vascular network (Gaengel et al., 
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2009, Jain, 2003). Haematopoietic stem cells (HSC) are vital but rare cells that are capable of self-

renewal and generating all adult blood lineages throughout the adulthood of vertebrates 

(Medvinsky et al., 2011). HSCs are derived from the haemogenic endothelium of the aorta-gonad-

mesonephros (AGM), therefore intact and functional blood vessel formation is necessary for HSC 

formation (Burns et al., 2005, Gering and Patient, 2005, Bertrand et al., 2010). 

Zebrafish have become an attractive animal model organism for many aspects of embryonic 

development, particularly for blood vessel formation (reviewed in (Dahm and Geisler, 2006, 

Lawson and Weinstein, 2002a)). Over 70% of human genes showed identifiable orthologues in 

zebrafish (Howe et al., 2013). In addition, zebrafish has undergone partial genome duplication, 

which facilitates the in vivo study of lethal mammalian genes which often result in prenatal death 

(Isogai et al., 2001, Haffter et al., 1996, Driever et al., 1996). The zebrafish develops primary 

vasculature with functional blood circulation from 26 hours post fertilisation (hpf) followed by 

secondary remodelling of the primary vasculature (Gore et al., 2012). Vascular development and 

the signalling pathways which govern this process are highly conserved among zebrafish, 

mammalian models and humans (Hasso and Chan, 2011). Zebrafish can be genetically 

manipulated easily, their small and translucent embryos facilitating experimental procedures 

such as cell labelling to allow cell- and tissue-tracking during development. Furthermore, various 

genome editing strategies have been developed including Zinc Finger Nuclease (Sander et al., 

2011), Transcription Activator-Like Effector Nuclease (TALEN) (Cermak et al., 2011) and Clustered 

Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats (CRISPR)/Cas system (Hwang et al., 2013) to 

introduce mutations and to generate stable zebrafish mutant lines. Their small size and oxygen-

rich environment permit zebrafish embryos to develop normally without blood circulation for up 

to 9 days due to passive diffusion of oxygen from the water (Sarmah and Marrs, 2016). This makes 

zebrafish an advantageous animal model to visualise and study blood vessel formation and its 

interactions with other developmental processes in vivo. In this introduction, we will discuss 

embryonic development of blood vessel formation, haematopoiesis and review recent works 

related to these essential processes in different species. In particular, we focus on the key 

signalling pathways that control these processes. 
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Figure 1.1 Vasculature formation in zebrafish 

(A) Lateral view of 5dpf vasculature in WT embryo with Tg(fli1a:EGFP) background. (B) Illustration of transverse section of zebrafish trunk from panel A 

(yellow dotted line). (C) Illustration of the process of de novo vasculogenesis of dotted boxed area in panel B. Arterial angioblasts (red cells with purple 

outline) and venous angioblasts (blue cells with purple outline) are generated from the lateral plate mesoderm, migrate to the midline and form the 

intermediate cell mass, which then differentiates into the DA and PCV. (D) Illustration of the process of angiogenesis. Arterial sprouts form from the DA 

and migrate dorsally to form the ISV and DLAV; secondary angiogenesis initiates at 32hpf with venous sprouts emerging from the PCV. CtA, central artery; 

AA’, aortic arch; DA, dorsal aorta; PCV, posterior cardinal vein; ISV, intersegmental vessel; DLAV, dorsal longitudinal anastomosing vessel; NT, neural tube; 

NC, notochord; H, hypochord; Y, yolk. 
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1.2 Vasculogenesis 

1.2.1 de novo vasculogenesis 

Vasculogenesis describes the process of vessel formation from free migratory endothelial 

precursor cells termed angioblasts. In vertebrates, angioblasts are derived from the lateral plate 

mesoderm (LPM) (Fouquet et al., 1997). The LPM is situated bilaterally in the embryo and both 

tissues migrate towards the midline during early embryonic specification (Fouquet et al., 1997, 

Zovein et al., 2010). After arriving at the midline, angioblasts, in association with haematopoietic 

progenitors and bipotential haemangioblasts form blood islands, which subsequently contribute 

to the primary capillary plexus formation in the extra-embryonic yolk sac in mammals or the 

intermediate cell mass in teleosts (Fig. 1.1 C) (Adams and Alitalo, 2007, Warga et al., 2009, Tam 

and Behringer, 1997). 

The avascular zebrafish cloche mutants were characterised over two decades ago and the 

potential gene that is responsible for this mutation has been shown to be essential for EC 

formation and haematopoiesis (Stainier et al., 1995). It was not until recently that the cloche gene 

was successfully isolated and identified as a basic-helix-loop-helix-PAS gene called npas4l 

(Reischauer et al., 2016). npas4l is a master regulator for endothelial lineage specification 

(Reischauer et al., 2016) that functions upstream of etv2 (previously known as etsrp, er71 and 

etsrp71) and scl/tal1, which are early markers of endothelial lineages (Kennedy et al., 1997, Lugus 

et al., 2007). The angioblast migration requires etv2 (Sumanas and Lin, 2006, Lee et al., 2008). 

Completely abolished blood vessel formation was observed in Etv2-depleted mice (Lee et al., 

2008). Similarly, etv2 zebrafish morphants display reduced medial migration of angioblasts, which 

in turn results in significantly reduced blood vessel formation (Sumanas and Lin, 2006). Multiple 

signalling pathways have been reported to play essential roles during establishment of this 

primitive vascular network. Bone morphogenetic protein 4 (BMP4) and fibroblast growth factor 

2 (FGF2) are both important for primitive mesoderm formation from which blood and 

endothelium derive (Winnier et al., 1995, Saxton and Pawson, 1999). Failure in mesoderm 

development was observed in the absence of Bmp4 in mice (Winnier et al., 1995). In the absence 

of the murine receptor for FGF2, Fgfr1, accumulated mesodermal precursors failed to migrate 

through the primitive streak and therefore failed to form the mesoderm (Saxton and Pawson, 

1999). Vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and its receptor (VEGFRs) have also been shown 

to play essential roles during many aspects of vascular development (Ferrara et al., 1996, Shalaby 
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et al., 1995, Carmeliet et al., 1996, Fong et al., 1999, Lawson et al., 2002, Coultas et al., 2010, 

Takashima et al., 2002). During de novo vasculogenesis, loss of function of Vegfr2 (also known as 

Flk1/Kdr) in mice resulted in reduced EC number and absent blood island in the yolk sac (Shalaby 

et al., 1995). Furthermore, in the absence of both murine VEGF co-receptors, Neuropilin-1 (Nrp1) 

and Neuropilin-2 (Nrp2), completely abolished vasculature formation within both the embryo and 

yolk sac (Takashima et al., 2002). Consistent with these vital functions of the VEGF pathway, 

zebrafish mutants of vegfa failed to establish the arterial identity resulting in a single ‘vein-like’ 

axial vessel, which suggests vasculogenesis was abnormal (Rossi et al., 2016). Expression of aplnra 

and aplnrb, which encode the receptors for Elabela/Toddler, were observed in endothelial 

precursors (Helker et al., 2015). Elabela is a short hormonal peptide which functions as an 

attractant located in the midline to guide angioblast migration (Helker et al., 2015). Zebrafish 

Elabela-deficient mutants showed significantly impaired angioblast migration (Helker et al., 

2015). 

1.2.2 Arterial-venous specification 

During the de novo formation of endothelial cords via vasculogenesis, endothelial progenitors are 

specified as arterial- and venous- progenitors via processes of segregation and differentiation. In 

zebrafish embryos, two distinct populations of angioblasts which are specified to form arteries or 

veins are derived from the LPM (Fig. 1.1 C) (Kohli et al., 2013). The migration of Notch-positive 

arterial angioblasts initiates 3 hours earlier than the migration of the venous angioblasts (Fig. 1.1 

C) (Quillien et al., 2014, Kohli et al., 2013, Zhong et al., 2001, Zhong et al., 2000). Arterial or venous 

fate in the primary blood island is determined by a complex signalling network (Fig. 1.2 A). The 

Hedgehog (Hh)-VEGF-Notch signalling axis was first identified as a key regulator of de novo 

vasculogenesis and arterial-venous differentiation in zebrafish and subsequently demonstrated 

to be conserved in mammals (Lawson et al., 2002, Coultas et al., 2010, Lawson et al., 2001). At 

the top of this hierarchy is Sonic Hedgehog (Shh), which acts through its receptor Patched-1 (Ptc1) 

to induce expression of Vegfa, which promotes arterial specification (Le Bras et al., 2010, Vokes 

et al., 2004, Jia et al., 2004b). Interestingly, Nicoli et al. proposed that the calcitonin receptor-like 

receptor (Calcrl) functions upstream of Vegf signalling and is required for arterial-venous 

specification in zebrafish (Nicoli et al., 2008). However, in vitro data suggests CALCRL and VEGF 

do not function as a linear pathway (Fernandez-Sauze et al., 2004). Consistent with this, in 

zebrafish, calcrl has been shown to signal in parallel to Vegf to promote arterial differentiation 

via induction of Notch signalling (Wilkinson et al., 2012).  
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In mammals, 5 VEGF ligands (VEGFA-E) and 3 VEGF receptors (VEGFR1-3) have been identified 

(Fig. 1.2 B) (Takahashi and Shibuya, 2005). A partial genome duplication in zebrafish has resulted 

in two zebrafish orthologues of mammalian VEGFA, namely vegfaa and vegfab (Bahary et al., 

2007). The vegfd (orthologue of mammalian VEGFB (Song et al., 2007, van Rooijen et al., 2010)) 

and vegfc ligand (Ober et al., 2004) are also present in zebrafish. These four zebrafish Vegf ligands 

selectively bind to 4 cognate Vegf receptors (Vegfr1-4) (Bussmann et al., 2008) to induce specific 

cellular responses (Fig. 1.2 B). VEGFA-mediated signalling activates phospholipase C-gamma (PLC-

γ) and the mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK)/extracellular signal regulated kinase kinase 

(ERK) signalling, whereas VEGFD activates the phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K)/protein kinase 

AKT pathway (Jia et al., 2004a). VEGFC-mediated signalling is essential to induce both MAPK and 

AKT pathways (Makinen et al., 2001). Zebrafish studies have demonstrated that the PLC-γ/ERK 

pathway positively regulates arterial EC formation (Lawson et al., 2003b, Takahashi et al., 2001), 

whereas PI3K/AKT signalling inhibits PLC-γ/ERK-mediated arterial specification in vivo and in vitro 

(Hong et al., 2006). In addition, there is an additional level of control for VEGF activity. During 

arterial-venous differentiation, Neuropilin-1 (NRP1) stimulates VEGFR2 to increase its affinity to 

bind VEGFA, which is essential for arterial differentiation (Fig. 1.2 A) (Mukouyama et al., 2005). 

A characteristic feature of an EC to adopt an arterial fate is the activation of the Notch pathway 

(Fig. 1.2 A; Fig. 1.3) (Quillien et al., 2014). In mammals, the Notch signalling pathway is composed 

of 4 Notch receptors (Notch1-4) and 5 Notch ligands (Delta-like 1, 3, 4 and Jag1-2). Notch 

signalling functions through interactions between Notch receptors and Notch ligands (Fig. 1.3), 

which subsequently induce two cleavages via ADAMs and γ-secretase to release the Notch 

intracellular domain (NICD) (Fig. 1.3). The NICD then enters the nucleus and binds to transcription 

factor CSL (also known as RBPJ) along with other accessory proteins including coactivators (CoA) 

and Mastermind (MAM, the co-activator of CSL) (Fig. 1.3), which is essential for transcription of 

the Notch target genes including the Hes and the Hey genes (Radtke et al., 2005). 

Lost function of Notch signalling leads to failure in arterial specification in both mammals and 

teleosts (Lawson et al., 2001, Krebs et al., 2004, Krebs et al., 2000, Duarte et al., 2004, Gale et al., 

2004). The expression of arterial marker, EphrinB2, is controlled by Notch signalling (Wang et al., 

1998, Adams et al., 1999), whereas the expression of EphB4 (cognate receptor of ephrinB2) is 

venous-restricted (Fig. 1.2 A) (Wang et al., 1998, Adams et al., 1999). This Ephrin-Eph interaction 

was suggested to play an important role in maintaining arterial/venous identity (Wang et al., 

1998, Adams et al., 1999, Moyon et al., 2001). It was postulated that venous fate was a default 

state during embryonic development and that induction of Shh/Vegf/Notch signalling functioned 
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as a switch to divert EC differentiation from venous to arterial fate (Thurston and Yancopoulos, 

2001). This hypothesis was refuted when active venous signalling was identified which inhibited 

arterialising signals (You et al., 2005). Such a factor, COUP-TFII (NR2F2) was identified as a positive 

regulator of venous specification (Fig. 1.2 A) (You et al., 2005). Overexpression of COUP-TFII 

negatively regulates Delta-like 4 (Dll4) and NRP1 expression to antagonise arterial specification 

(You et al., 2005). Furthermore, Forkhead box (Fox) transcription factors including Foxc1 and 

Foxc2 promote arterial vessel formation via direct activation of Notch signalling pathway (Fig. 1.2 

A) (Hayashi and Kume, 2008b, Seo et al., 2006). Interestingly, in vitro data suggests that COUP-

TFII inhibits expression of FOXC1 in HUVECs (Chen et al., 2012). Taken together, COUP-TFII 

antagonises the Notch signalling pathway via direct suppression of FOXC1 to regulate arterial-

venous development (Fig. 1.2 A) (Chen et al., 2012). 
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Figure 1.2 Molecular control during vascular development 

(A) Illustration of simplified signalling pathways involved in de novo vasculogenesis and arterial-venous specification. Adapted from (Wilkinson and van 

Eeden, 2014) (B) Illustration of VEGF ligand-receptor interactions. (C) Illustration of lateral inhibition. Adapted from (Herbert and Stainier, 2011). DA, 

dorsal aorta; PCV, posterior cardinal vein.
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Figure 1.3 Notch signalling pathway 

Illustration of Notch signalling pathway. Adapted from (Radtke et al., 2005). The interactions between Notch ligands and receptors can induce two 

cleavages including ADAMs and γ-secretase, which will in turn release NICD. After entering the nucleus, NICD will bind accessory proteins including MAM, 

CLS, CoA and transcribe the Notch downstream gene targets including the Hes and Hey genes. 
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1.2.3 Cranial vasculogenesis 

Similar to trunk vasculogenesis, which originates from the posterior LPM (PLPM), angioblasts 

derived from the anterior lateral plate mesoderm (ALPM) contribute to the zebrafish cranial 

vasculature (Fig. 1.4 A) (Lieschke et al., 2002, Warga et al., 2009). Instead of migrating medially, 

ALPM angioblasts retain their bilateral position (Proulx et al., 2010), which is not surprising since 

major cranial vessels including the primordial hindbrain channel (PHBC) and lateral dorsal aorta 

(LDA) are located bilaterally in the head (Fig. 1.4 B). In zebrafish, the common cardinal vein (CCV) is 

the major vein that transports all venous blood to the heart (Fig. 1.4 B) (Helker et al., 2013). It forms from 

a sub-population of angioblasts from the ALPM (Fig. 1.4 A) (Helker et al., 2013). 

In addition to angioblasts, the ALPM also generates endocardial and myeloid progenitors (Fig. 1.4 

A) (Bussmann et al., 2007, Schoenebeck et al., 2007). Unlike the cranial angioblasts, ALPM-derived 

endocardial precursors will migrate towards the midline from the 12 somite stage (s) (15hpf) 

onwards in zebrafish (Bussmann et al., 2007, Schoenebeck et al., 2007). Siekmann et al. provided 

the first evidence of distinct EC populations giving rise to different arteries in the head and trunk 

(Siekmann et al., 2009). Subsequent generation of the Tg(etsrp:EGFP) transgenic line facilitated a 

comprehensive description of cranial vasculogenesis in zebrafish (Proulx et al., 2010). Etv2/etsrp, 

as previously described, is essential for vasculogenesis and also myelopoiesis in vertebrates 

(Ferdous et al., 2009, Lee et al., 2008, Pham et al., 2007, Sumanas et al., 2008, Sumanas and Lin, 

2006, Liu et al., 2012, Liu et al., 2015). Cranial blood vessels form via a combination of 

vasculogenesis and angiogenesis (Proulx et al., 2010). Cranial vasculogenesis originates from two 

separate clusters of endothelial progenitors termed the rostral organising centre (ROC) and 

midbrain organising centre (MOC) (Fig. 1.4 A) (Proulx et al., 2010). Endocardial progenitors 

derived from the MOC give rise to the first aortic arch (AA1) and the heart. Both clusters give rise 

to arteries and veins, which suggest unlike trunk vasculogenesis, where angioblasts acquire 

arterial/venous identity before migration (Kohli et al., 2013), cranial vasculogenesis may have less 

defined arterial/venous identity prior to initiation of blood circulation (Fig. 1.4 A) (Proulx et al., 

2010). 
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Figure 1.4 Cranial blood vessel formation 

(A) Illustration of simplified process of cranial vasculature development. Adapted from (Proulx et al., 2010). Angioblasts derived from the ALPM retain their 

bilateral position and then differentiate into multiple cranial vessels including PMBC, PHBC and LDA, whereas endocardial precursors specified from the MOC 

migrate to the midline and differentiate into the AA1 and heart. Angioblasts from ROC develop into anterior cranial vessels including CRDI and CADI. A sub-

population of angioblasts derived from the MOC will differentiate into CCV. (B) Dorsal and lateral view of cranial vessels in WT embryos with Tg(fli1a:EGFP) 

background at 28hpf. (C) Dorsal and lateral view of cranial vessels in WT embryos with Tg(fli1a:EGFP) background at 3dpf. ALPM, anterior lateral plate 

mesoderm; ROC, rostral organising centre; MOC, midbrain organising centre; PMBC, primordial midbrain channel; CRDI, cranial division of internal carotid artery; CADI, 

caudal division of internal carotid artery; AA1, first aortic arch; PHBC, primordial hindbrain channel, LDA, lateral dorsal aorta; CCV, common cardinal vein; MCeV, 

middle cerebral vein; MSV, mesencephalic vein; BA, basilar artery; CtA, central artery; AA’, aortic arch. 
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1.3 Angiogenesis 

1.3.1 Angiogenesis and vascular patterning 

Angiogenesis refers to the formation of new blood vessels from pre-existing vessels by a process 

of remodelling. Angiogenesis is an essential step to facilitate blood transportation into developing 

organs and increase exchange of metabolic products in the blood (Adams and Alitalo, 2007). The 

formation of segmental arteries (SeA) within the zebrafish trunk has been developed as a 

stereotypical model to study primary sprouting angiogenesis. Primary angiogenic sprouts in 

zebrafish originate from the dorsal wall of the dorsal aorta (DA), in contrast to haematopoietic 

stem cells (HSCs) which arise from the ventral wall (Bertrand et al., 2010, Boisset et al., 2010, 

Kissa and Herbomel, 2010). Primary sprouts migrate dorsally to form the SeA until they reach 

their dorsal migration limit and begin sprouting laterally, forming a T-branch along the roof of the 

neural tube where they form long filopodia to reach rostrally and caudally to connect with 

adjacent sprouts. This dorsal vessel is called the dorsal longitudinal anastomotic vessels (DLAV) 

(Fig. 1.1 A, D) (Isogai et al., 2003). 

During angiogenesis, a small proportion of ECs will be selected as endothelial tip cells (TC), which 

have highly dynamic filopodia and lead the sprouting of angiogenic vessels (Gerhardt et al., 2003). 

The cells following the lead of TCs are termed stalk cells (SC), which are less mobile and also 

contribute to the developing vessels (Fig. 1.2 C) (Adams and Alitalo, 2007). Tip versus stalk cell 

selection is regulated by the interactions between VEGF and Notch signalling. VEGF induces and 

guides the leading TC, which in turn induces expression of a Notch ligand, delta-like 4 (dll4) within 

the TC (Fig. 1.2 C) (Gerhardt et al., 2003, Hellstrom et al., 2007). Conversely, Notch signalling is 

elevated in the SCs, in which TC fate is suppressed by Notch-mediated inhibition of VEGFR 

expression, thereby inhibiting the ability of SCs to respond to VEGF and thus controlling the 

number of TCs within a sprouting vessel (Fig. 1.2 C) (Lobov et al., 2007). 

VEGFR2 is the major VEGF receptor expressed in TCs, especially in filopodia (Gerhardt et al., 

2003). VEGFR2 binds to VEGFA and provides guidance for migrating ECs (Fig. 1.2 B) (Ruhrberg et 

al., 2002, Gerhardt et al., 2003). Expression of matrix-binding VEGFA (murine VEGF164 and 

human VEGF165) was shown to exhibit spatial gradients, and act as chemoattractant to lead TC 

filopodia elongation and therefore sprout formation (Ruhrberg et al., 2002, Gerhardt et al., 2003). 

Other isoforms of VEGFA which do not possess a heparin-binding motif (murine VEGF120 and 

human VEGF121) facilitate EC proliferation (Ruhrberg et al., 2002, Gerhardt et al., 2003). In vitro 
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data further demonstrate that matrix-binding VEGFA induces prolonged activation of VEGFR2, 

whereas other isoforms of VEGFA without an extracellular matrix binding domain do not exert 

this effect (Chen et al., 2010). In addition, VEGF co-receptor NRP1 binds to matrix-bound VEGFA 

(VEGF164/ VEGFA165) but not soluble VEGFA (VEGF120/ VEGF121), and this interaction was 

shown to contribute to angiogenesis (Pan et al., 2007, Mamluk et al., 2002, Lee et al., 2002). Mild 

abnormalities were observed in Nrp1 knock-out (KO) mice, however, which indicates other 

VEGFRs may possess more important roles in angiogenesis than NRP1 alone (Ruhrberg et al., 

2002, Gerhardt et al., 2004). 

The decoy VEGFR (termed VEGFR1/Flt1) also interacts with VEGFA (Fig. 1.2 B) (Hiratsuka et al., 

2005) and exhibits higher affinity for VEGFA than VEGFR2 (Hiratsuka et al., 2005). In zebrafish, 

vegfr1/sflt1 has been shown to function as an anti-angiogenic factor (Krueger et al., 2011). 

Membrane binding FLT1 (mFLT1) and soluble Flt1 (sFLT1) were identified as major isoforms of 

VEGFR1 (Krueger et al., 2011). Knock-down (KD) of flt1 in zebrafish embryos induces 

hypersprouting in the trunk (Krueger et al., 2011). sFLT1 also contributes to vascular development 

by binding free VEGFA and acting as a sink which efficiently limits VEGFA-VEGFR2 signalling-

induced angiogenic activity (Gerhardt et al., 2003, Ambati et al., 2006, Roberts et al., 2004). Very 

recently, studies utilising zebrafish mutants with loss of function of isoform-specific flt1 indicate 

that sflt1 plays a more important role in negative regulation of angiogenesis than mflt1 (Wild et 

al., 2017). Furthermore, sflt1 zebrafish mutants display ectopic angiogenesis from veins but not 

arteries, overexpression of both neuronal sflt1 and endothelial sflt1 could rescue this ectopic 

angiogenesis (Wild et al., 2017, Matsuoka et al., 2016). However, it remains unclear in which cells 

sflt1 functions to antagonise angiogenesis. 

The balance between Notch and VEGF signalling pathways is essential to maintain normal 

patterning of the vasculature. Activation of the Notch signalling pathway limits VEGF-VEGFR-

induced angiogenesis (Siekmann and Lawson, 2007). Reduced Notch signalling in dll4 morphants 

(Leslie et al., 2007), mind bomb (mib) mutants (Lawson and Weinstein, 2002a, Lawson et al., 2001) 

and DAPT (γ-secretase inhibitor)-treated embryos (Geudens et al., 2010) display ectopic 

angiogenesis. Furthermore, Dll4-mediated suppression of Flt4/Vegfc signalling negatively 

regulates arterial angiogenesis (Le Guen et al., 2014, Villefranc et al., 2013, Hogan et al., 2009b, 

Lobov et al., 2007). 
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1.3.2 Secondary angiogenesis and lymphangiogenesis 

Zebrafish lymphatic endothelial cells (LECs) derive from the venous axial vessels, posterior cardinal vein 

(PCV) (Fig. 1.1 D) (Karpanen and Schulte-Merker, 2011). Segmental vein (SeV) sprout from the PCV at 

32hpf, via a process termed secondary angiogenesis, following which, these venous sprouts will adapt to 

one of two fates: (1) Connect to existing SeA and remodel to become a SeV; (2) Migrate to the horizontal 

myoseptum and become parachordal lymphangioblasts. Around half of these venous sprouts will follow 

the latter lymphatic fate. Normally, parachordal lymphangioblasts form at 50hpf (Karpanen and Schulte-

Merker, 2011, Hogan et al., 2009a). In a process which takes approximately 10 hours, parachordal 

lymphangioblasts will migrate along the ISVs either dorsally to form the longitudinal lymphatic vessel 

(DLLV) or ventrally to form the thoracic duct (TD). Formation of DLLV is similar to the formation of the 

DLAV, however the DLLV is located ventral to the DLAV (Hogan et al., 2009a). When forming the TD, 

lymphangioblast migration beneath the DA at 3dpf is followed by extensions of filopodia from 

lymphangioblasts horizontally along the DA to connect with other lymphangioblasts to form a continuous 

TD (Kuchler et al., 2006). At 5dpf, the trunk lymphatic system including TD, DLLV and intersegmental 

lymphatic vessels (ISLV) will become functional (Karpanen and Schulte-Merker, 2011). 

The VEGF pathway also plays key roles in lymphangiogenesis (Jeltsch et al., 2003). Unlike arteries, 

in which Flt4/Vegfc expression is suppressed by Dll4/Notch signalling (Le Guen et al., 2014, 

Villefranc et al., 2013, Hogan et al., 2009b, Lobov et al., 2007), in veins, Flt4/Vegfc signalling is 

absolutely required to promote secondary angiogenesis and lymphangiogenesis (Gordon et al., 

2013, Le Guen et al., 2014, Villefranc et al., 2013). Zebrafish vegfc mutants and flt4 mutants share 

similar phenotypes including lymphoedema and completely abolished lymphatic development 

due to a failure of LEC specification (Gordon et al., 2013, Le Guen et al., 2014, Villefranc et al., 

2013). Interestingly, full-of-fluid mutant zebrafish do not undergo venous angiogenesis and 

lymphangiogenesis, and the responsible locus was later isolated and identified as ccbe1 (Alders 

et al., 2009, Hogan et al., 2009a). Ccbe1 was shown to be essential for Vegfc maturation and 

activation and thus important to facilitate binding between Vegfc and Flt4 (Alders et al., 2009, 

Hogan et al., 2009a, Le Guen et al., 2014, Roukens et al., 2015). 

Murine Prospero homeobox 1 (Prox1) is a transcription factor which is also critical for lymphangiogenesis 

(Wigle and Oliver, 1999, Wigle et al., 2002). Prox1 mutant mice do not undergo lymphangiogenesis (Wigle 

and Oliver, 1999, Wigle et al., 2002). In vitro studies of human oral squamous cell carcinoma cells 

further suggested that PROX1 promotes lymphatic development via positive regulation of the 

expression of VEGFC (Sasahira et al., 2014). Furthermore, FOXC2 is an upstream activator of 

PROX1 in oral squamous cell carcinoma (Sasahira et al., 2014). In section 1.2.2 we described how 
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COUP-TFII plays an essential role in establishment of venous fate during vasculogenesis (You et 

al., 2005). Since lymphangiogenesis has a venous origin, it is not surprising that COUP-TFII is also 

vital for lymphatic development (Lee et al., 2009, Yamazaki et al., 2009). Indeed, murine and 

human cell culture studies have demonstrated that COUP-TFII physically interacts with PROX1 to 

form a protein complex essential for LEC specification via positive regulation of VEGFC/FLT4 

signalling (Lee et al., 2009, Yamazaki et al., 2009). In addition, the dosage of PROX1 is important 

for activation of Flt4 expression, but activation of VEGFC/FLT4 signalling also promotes the 

expression of Prox1 and its downstream functions via positive feedback (Srinivasan et al., 2014). 

Sex determining region Y box 18 (Sox18) is a transcription factor also implicated in lymphatic 

formation (Irrthum et al., 2003, Francois et al., 2008) since Sox18 null mice showed arrested LEC 

specification and overexpression of Sox18 induces lymphatic marker expression including Prox1 

(Francois et al., 2008). Zebrafish injected with a sub-phenotypic dose of both sox18 and vegfc 

morpholinos (Mo) induce abnormal lymphatic formation, indicating a genetic interaction 

between sox18 and vegfc during lymphatic development (Cermenati et al., 2013). Zebrafish 

mutants with depleted prox1a function (orthologue of mammalian Prox1) showed significantly 

reduced trunk LEC numbers (Koltowska et al., 2015), whereas prox1b (orthologue of mammalian 

Prox1) alone was shown to be dispensable for lymphangiogenesis (Tao et al., 2011). prox1a is 

expressed prior to secondary angiogenesis and lymphangiogenesis in zebrafish, which suggests 

LEC fate is established before lymphatic sprouting (Shin et al., 2016b, Nicenboim et al., 2015, 

Koltowska et al., 2015). A ventral-to-dorsal movement of ECs, which are lyve1-positive (lymphatic 

endothelial marker (Okuda et al., 2012)), occurs at 24hpf within the zebrafish PCV (Nicenboim et 

al., 2015). These pre-specified LECs within the ventral PCV were suggested to form the future 

trunk lymphatic system (Nicenboim et al., 2015). However, later zebrafish studies proposed the 

induction of Prox1 expression after this ventral-to-dorsal migration from 30-32hpf establishes the 

LEC fate of these ECs within the dorsal PCV (Koltowska et al., 2015, Shin et al., 2016b). These 

dorsal LEC precursors then proliferate prior to secondary angiogenesis, which further contribute 

to lymphatic development (Koltowska et al., 2015). It still remains unclear, which cell population 

represents the true LEC precursor. 

1.3.3 Cranial angiogenesis and lymphangiogenesis 

As introduced in section 1.2.3, cranial vascular development in zebrafish occurs via a combination of 

vasculogenesis and angiogenesis (Proulx et al., 2010). The first angiogenic sprout is detected around 12-

16s (15-16hpf) from the ROC, and migrate posteriorly to form cranial division of internal carotid artery and 

eventually connect with the primordial midbrain channel (PMBC), which is derived from the MOC via 
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vasculogenesis (Fig. 1.4 A) (Proulx et al., 2010). Major cranial vessels in zebrafish that contribute to the 

blood brain barrier (BBB) including the PHBC, LDA and central arteries (CtAs), form via a complicated 

morphogenetic mechanism (Fig. 1.4) (Isogai et al., 2001). The formation of CtAs via angiogenesis has 

become an attractive area for studying the formation and function of the BBB in the past decade. Similar 

to trunk angiogenic development, the formation of CtAs requires balanced Vegf-Notch signalling, since dll4 

morphants and DAPT treated zebrafish embryos display ectopic formation of CtAs (Bussmann et al., 2011). 

In addition, Vegfa (including Vegfaa and Vegfab) signalling through Kdrl is essential for CtA sprouts 

(Bussmann et al., 2011). Zebrafish vegfaa mutants and vegfaa; vegfab double mutants display an absence 

of CtAs (Rossi et al., 2016). 

A zebrafish mutant screen isolated the no food for thought mutant (Shaw et al., 2006), which were 

subsequently identified as reck mutants, displaying an absence of CtA formation but retaining trunk 

angiogenesis (Ulrich et al., 2016, Vanhollebeke et al., 2015). Ulrich et al. further proposed that Reck, a 

Glycosylphosphatidylinositol-anchored membrane protein, positively regulates the canonical Wnt 

signalling pathway to contribute to intracerebral vessel formation (Ulrich et al., 2016). Gpr124 functions to 

promote angiogenesis in the murine central nervous system (CNS) by positively regulating the Wnt/β-

catenin pathway (Kuhnert et al., 2010, Zhou and Nathans, 2014). Reck and Gpr124 have been shown to 

interact with each other and positively regulate CtA sprout formation in a cell-autonomous manner 

(Vanhollebeke et al., 2015). Chemokines have also been proposed to guide CtA sprouting, since increased 

CtA interconnections were observed in cxcrl12b and cxcr4a zebrafish mutants (Bussmann et al., 2011). 

Blood flow is also essential for cranial vessel patterning as reduced blood circulation induces increased 

angiogenic activity in CtAs (Bussmann et al., 2011). However, this conclusion conflicts with another 

zebrafish study, which showed that lack of blood circulation induced by tnnt2-KD did not affect CtA 

patterning (Fujita et al., 2011). 

The basilar artery (BA), located medially to the bilateral PHBCs within the hindbrain, forms via angiogenesis 

from the PHBC from 28hpf (Ulrich et al., 2011). Similar to CtAs, BA formation is dependent upon Vegfa/Kdrl 

signalling. vegfaa; vegfab double mutants and kdrl mutant zebrafish display similar absent BA formation 

(Bussmann et al., 2011, Rossi et al., 2016). During BA formation the connections formed between BA and 

PHBC are called arterial-venous connections (AVC), which normally regress via pruning after BA 

establishment at 48hpf (Ulrich et al., 2011). Blood flow has been shown to be important for this AVC 

pruning process and in silent-heart zebrafish mutants, which do not exhibit blood circulation, increased 

AVCs are present (Ulrich et al., 2016).  

The facial lymphatic system represents the major cranial lymphatic system in zebrafish, and this originates 

from the CCV sprouts, which are termed facial lymphatic sprout (FLS) (Helker et al., 2013). At 1.5dpf, facial 
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lymphatic sprouts undergo further migration and remodelling to form the facial lymphatic network 

including lateral facial lymphatic (LFL); lymphatic branchial arches (LAA); medial facial lymphatic 

(MFL) and otolithic lymphatic vessel (OLV) (Helker et al., 2013). At 5dpf, the posterior extension of the 

facial lymphatics specifies the jugular lymphatic vessel (JLV) from LFL, which connects to the TD and forms 

an intact lymphatic system throughout the body (Helker et al., 2013). Angioblasts specified from the 

primary head sinus (PHS) also contribute to the LFL (Helker et al., 2013). Similar to trunk lymphatic 

development, facial lymphatic formation is also largely controlled by Vegfc/Flt4 signalling (Okuda et al., 

2012). In addition, zebrafish morpholino studies have suggested that knocking down of neither vegfc nor 

vegfd alone can completely arrest facial lymphatic development and that these 2 genes co-operate to 

promote facial lymphatics formation (Astin et al., 2014). Zebrafish vegfc; vegfd double mutants display 

more severe defects in facial lymphatics formation when compared with either vegfc or vegfd single 

mutants thereby demonstrating interaction between vegfc and vegfd (Duong et al., 2014). 

In addition to the facial lymphatic network, brain lymphatic endothelial cells (BLECs) have been recently 

identified which potentially contribute to tissue drainage (van Lessen et al., 2017, Venero Galanternik 

et al., 2017). Brain lymphatic endothelial cells originate from venous sprouts from the PMBC which 

subsequently migrate along the mesencephalic vein (MsV) to form two stereotypical loop structures 

bilaterally behind the eyes in the forebrain (van Lessen et al., 2017). In ccbe1 null zebrafish, BLEC 

formation was abrogated, indicating the Ccbe1-mediated Vegfc/Flt4 pathway is required for BLEC 

specification (van Lessen et al., 2017).  
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1.4 Vascular Maturation 

Newly formed blood vessels consist of a fragile monolayer of ECs. During later development these single-

layered blood vessels recruit non-endothelial mural cells (MC) including pericytes and vascular smooth 

muscle cells (vSMCs), which helps maintain vessel stability and regulate vasomotor tone during 

subsequent development and throughout adult life (Whitesell et al., 2014, Wilkinson and van Eeden, 2014, 

Dejana, 1997, Dejana et al., 1997). Vessel leakage caused by hyperpermeability is responsible for many 

cardiovascular diseases including myocardial infraction, diabetes and also cancer (reviewed in (Claesson-

Welsh, 2015)). Fluid and macromolecules that leak from vessels can cause oedema and subsequently lead 

to organ failure or even death. Therefore understanding the mechanisms which regulate vascular 

permeability may hold the key to solve many blood vascular diseases. 

1.4.1 Vascular permeability 

Vascular permeability describes the capability of the vasculature to allow solutes and molecules to travel 

through (Claesson-Welsh, 2015). Molecules under 40kDa are subject to spontaneous extravasation (Egawa 

et al., 2013). However, larger molecules may require distinct mechanisms to extravasate. There are three 

major mechanisms involved in extravasation including fenestrae, transcellular gaps and paracellular gaps 

(Fig. 1.5) (Claesson-Welsh, 2015). These three extravasation mechanisms vary in different tissues and 

organs, and also largely depend on the nature of the cargo undergoing extravasation (Fig. 1.5) (Claesson-

Welsh, 2015). Fenestrae occur in the endothelium of the kidney glomerulus to facilitate rapid exchange 

and filtration of molecules (Tse and Stan, 2010). Transcellular gaps including the vesiculo-vascuolar 

organelle (VVO) (Dvorak and Feng, 2001) facilitate transcytosis, which is characterised as the major 

pathway for transportation of macromolecules and inflammatory cells (Claesson-Welsh, 2015, Kohn et al., 

1992). Paracellular gaps also support macromolecule extravasation. The VVOs were observed mainly by 

electron microscopy previously, and were shown to be present in normal vasculature and also in tumour 

vasculature (Dvorak and Feng, 2001). The VVO has been described as the dominant transcellular pathway 

for transportation of macromolecules (Kohn et al., 1992) but has not been studied in a living organism 

(Claesson-Welsh, 2015). 

Two types of junctions that connect ECs are tight junctions (TJ) and adherens junctions (AJ). Among these 

junctions, AJ can be targeted by specific signalling pathways and lead to modulation of vascular 

permeability paracellularly (Corada et al., 1999, Dejana, 2012). One special cadherin which is specific to ECs 

is vascular endothelial cadherin/ Cdh5 (Dejana et al., 2009). Starved ECs in vitro display very low 

phosphorylation of Cdh5, however, under permeability-increasing stimuli, Cdh5 phosphorylation was 
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increased dramatically (Esser et al., 1998, Allingham et al., 2007, Turowski et al., 2008). 

Interestingly, continuous phosphorylation of Cdh5 was detected only in veins but not in arteries in vivo 

without treatment of permeability-increasing agents (Orsenigo et al., 2012). Therefore, this venous 

vascular endothelial cadherin phosphorylation is not sufficient to increase vascular permeability. However, 

it is possible that this continuous phosphorylation of Cdh5 in veins but not arteries can sensitise the effects 

caused by permeability-increasing agents, which is consistent with previous observations that veins are the 

primary target of inflammatory agents (Orsenigo et al., 2012). Oxidative stress, inflammation and EC 

apoptosis are believed to be the main causes for microvascular dysfunction and vessel leakage. In addition, 

ageing is also a common cause for hyperpermeability (Oakley and Tharakan, 2014). 

Angiopoietin 1 (Ang1), is a well-known antagonist of hyperpermeability, which maintains vascular 

permeability by blocking endocytosis (Dejana, 2012). Angiopoietin 2 (Ang2) is an antagonist of Ang1 and 

plays a contradictory role, and disrupts vessel formation by promoting vessel permeability during 

embryonic development (Maisonpierre et al., 1997, Pitera et al., 2004). In addition, Adrenomedullin (AM) 

is a well-known vasodilator, whose expression has been reported to increase during multiple 

cardiovascular conditions (reviewed in (Gibbons et al., 2007)). The Calcitonin receptor-like 

receptor (CALCRL, formerly known as CLR and CRLR) is a 7-transmembrane G-protein receptor 

(GPCR) which binds to numerous receptor activity-modifying proteins (RAMPs) to regulate 

downstream signalling (Sexton et al., 2006, McLatchie et al., 1998). In mammals, RAMP1 and 

CALCRL comprise the receptor for the calcitonin gene-related peptide (CGRP), whereas RAMP2-

CALCRL and RAMP3-CALCRL are the receptor complexes for AM (McLatchie et al., 1998). This AM 

signalling pathway promotes angiogenesis, maintains blood vessel integrity, and guides arterial 

differentiation (Hippenstiel et al., 2002, Nicoli et al., 2008, Nikitenko et al., 2006), and will be further 

discussed in Chapter 5. 
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Figure 1.5 Major mechanisms of extravasation 

Illustration of three major mechanisms involved in extravasation including fenestrae, transcellular gap and paracellular gap. Fenestrae mainly facilitate the extravasation for 

solutes. Transcellular gaps including the VVOs are the dominant mechanisms for extravasation of macromolecules and cells in the brain. Paracellular gaps also facilitate 

macromolecule extravasation. VVO, vesiculo-vascuolar organelle. 
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1.4.2 Vascular stability 

Vascular maturation involves MC recruitment including vSMC and pericytes. These periendothelial cells 

form extravascular layers and provide physical support to stabilise the formed vasculature (Whitesell et al., 

2014, Wilkinson and van Eeden, 2014, Dejana, 1997, Dejana et al., 1997). In zebrafish, vSMCs have only 

recently been characterised (Whitesell et al., 2014). Using a transgenic line which highlights cells expressing 

acta2, it was demonstrated that vSMCs develop post initiation of blood circulation from around 72hpf 

(Whitesell et al., 2014). The platelet-derived growth factor (PDGFB) and its receptor (PDGFRβ) are pericyte 

markers and this signalling pathway plays an essential role in pericyte recruitment (Ohlsson et al., 1999, 

Olson and Soriano, 2011, Wang et al., 2014). Recently, TgBAC(pdgfrb:EGFP) was generated by Ando et al. 

to visualise the MC recruitment and coverage in vivo, which showed arterial preference of MC coverage 

during vascular development (Ando et al., 2016). Interestingly, the avascular cloche mutants (Stainier et al., 

1995) displayed transgelin-positive MCs, which are located in the corresponding DA position (Santoro et 

al., 2009). On the contrary, hand mutants with abnormally developed LPM exhibit complete loss of 

perivascular MCs (Santoro et al., 2009, Yelon et al., 2000). Taken together, these findings suggest MCs are 

derived from LPM rather than from ECs (Santoro et al., 2009). However, in mammals, vSMC derived from 

multiple tissues (reviewed in (Majesky, 2007)). Similarly in zebrafish, cranial vSMCs are derived from the 

neural crest, while posterior vSMCs emerge from the mesothelial tissues (reviewed in (Majesky, 2007)). A 

recent zebrafish study described that vSMCs, which cover the DA, are derived from the adjacent 

sclerotome (Stratman et al., 2017). 

Multiple signalling pathways including TGFβ and Notch have been reported to be required for the 

differentiation and recruitment of MCs (Wang et al., 2014, Krymskaya et al., 1997). Recent zebrafish studies 

have provided evidence suggesting that blood flow promotes the recruitment of vSMCs (Chen et al., 2017). 

This will be further discussed in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. 

1.4.3 The blood brain barrier 

The blood brain barrier (BBB) is important for the brain to maintain its tightly enclosed construction 

(Claesson-Welsh, 2015). In addition to TJs and AJs, the brain vasculature is also composed of vascular 

basement membrane, which further facilitates the high-resistance barrier function (Claesson-Welsh, 2015, 

Paolinelli et al., 2011). The BBB is also constructed with perivascular cells including pericytes, vSMC and 

astrocytes (Paolinelli et al., 2011). Transcytosis-mediated by the VVO is recognised as the major pathway 

for extravasation in the brain (Armulik et al., 2010, Claesson-Welsh, 2015). Murine Pdgfb mutants showed 

reduced pericyte coverage, with increased transcytosis-mediated BBB hyperpermeability (Armulik et al., 

2010). Extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins are essential for BBB formation and also to maintain its 
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integrity since reduced ECM expression induces brain vascular hyperpermeability (Gould et al., 2005, 

Gustafsson et al., 2013). Interestingly, KDs of foxc1 genes in zebrafish induce disorganised basement 

membrane formation (Skarie and Link, 2009). Further discussion of the role of the Foxc1 pathway in BBB 

formation will be provided in Chapter 3.  
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1.5 Haematopoiesis 

Haematopoiesis is the process by which all blood cellular components are made. Haematopoiesis 

occurs concomitant with the development of the vasculature. There are two waves of 

haematopoiesis in vertebrates, the first being a transient primitive wave, or embryonic 

haematopoiesis, followed by a definitive, or adult wave of haematopoiesis. The primitive wave 

gives rise to haemangioblasts, primitive erythrocytes and erythromyeloid progenitors from the 

LPM, intermediate cell mass and posterior blood island (PBI), whereas the definitive wave occurs 

in the aorta-gonad-mesonephros (AGM), which gives rise to haematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) 

(Chen and Zon, 2009). During mammalian embryogenesis, embryonic globin synthesis in primitive 

blood is essential for development of the organism before the definitive wave is established (Palis 

et al., 1999). Conversely, zebrafish can survive without any primitive blood (Chen and Zon, 2009, 

Goessling and North, 2011). Definitive haematopoiesis is initiated with the emergence of HSCs. 

HSCs are vital but rare cells capable of self-renewal and generate all adult blood lineages 

throughout the life of organisms. After definitive haematopoiesis initiates, primitive blood cells 

are gradually replaced by the definitive blood, which will maintain the blood supply during 

adulthood (Medvinsky et al., 2011). 

1.5.1 Haematopoiesis overview and haematopoietic stem cell origins 

Studies on haematopoiesis have been performed using various animal models including chick, 

mouse, amphibian and zebrafish. However, our understanding of the mechanisms which control 

haematopoiesis remain incomplete (reviewed in (Medvinsky et al., 2011, Ciau-Uitz and Patient, 

2016)). 

In mammals, the first haematopoietic organ is the yolk sac, which contributes to primitive 

haematopoiesis extra-embryonically (Fig. 1.6) (Moore and Metcalf, 1970). The intra-embryonic 

haematopoietic origin, termed AGM (Fig. 1.6 B, C), was first identified in chick-quail chimeras 

(Dieterlen-Lievre, 1975), and has been proposed to be the dominant haematopoietic site for 

definitive blood lineages (Medvinsky and Dzierzak, 1996, Muller et al., 1994). Additional 

haematopoietic sites involved in haematopoietic development have been identified, which 

include the fetal liver, thymus, spleen and bone marrow (Fig. 1.6 C). The exact contributions of 

these haematopoietic organs still remain debatable (Medvinsky et al., 2011). Disagreement exists 

about whether mammalian definitive haematopoiesis initiates in the placenta (Gekas et al., 2005, 

Ottersbach and Dzierzak, 2005, Robin et al., 2009, Medvinsky et al., 2011). The placenta has been 
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shown to be the niche for definitive HSCs in many studies (Robin et al., 2009, Gekas et al., 2005, 

Ottersbach and Dzierzak, 2005). However, the possibility that definitive HSCs derive from the 

internal AGM and then colonise the placenta to contribute to the subsequent proliferation of 

these cells cannot be excluded (Medvinsky et al., 2011).  

The very first definitive haematopoietic activity was detected in the AGM (Medvinsky and 

Dzierzak, 1996), however, the possibility that the mammalian yolk sac contributes to definitive 

haematopoiesis has not been excluded (Medvinsky et al., 2011). Several studies have defined the 

origin of the HSC within the ventral wall of the DA (Bertrand et al., 2010, Boisset et al., 2010, Kissa 

and Herbomel, 2010). The ECs with the potential of giving rise to HSCs are called haemogenic 

endothelium (Lancrin et al., 2009). After HSCs enter the blood circulation, they colonise 

haematopoietic niches, firstly, the fetal liver, prior to undergoing further differentiation and 

proliferation (Fig. 1.6 C) (Cumano and Godin, 2007). HSCs will subsequently seed the thymus 

followed by the bone marrow where they reside throughout the life of the organism (Orkin and 

Zon, 2008, Medvinsky et al., 2011, Cumano and Godin, 2007). In zebrafish, as in mammals, HSCs 

are derived from the ventral wall of the DA (Fig. 1.7 A1) (Bertrand et al., 2010). After entering the 

blood circulation, HSCs seed the caudal haematopoietic tissue (CHT) at around 36hpf (Fig. 1.7 A2) 

(Murayama et al., 2006, Tamplin et al., 2015). In zebrafish, this represents an intermediate 

vascular niche for HSC proliferation and maturation and is equivalent to the mammalian fetal liver 

(Fig. 1.6 C) (Murayama et al., 2006). Subsequently, zebrafish HSCs will colonise the thymus and 

then the kidney, which is equivalent to the mammalian bone marrow (Fig. 1.7 A3, 1.6 C) 

(Murayama et al., 2006, Medvinsky et al., 2011). 
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Figure 1.6 Murine haematopoietic development 

Illustration of murine haematopoietic development, adapted from (Medvinsky et al., 2011). (A) 

Illustration of E7.5 murine embryo (anterior to the left). (B) Illustration of E11.5 murine embryo. 

(C) Illustration of murine haematopoietic development timeline. AGM, aorta-gonad-

mesonephros.
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Figure 1.7 Haematopoiesis in zebrafish 

(A) Illustration of lateral view of multiple haematopoietic tissues in zebrafish. (A1) Illustration of how HSCs (green cells) derive from the ventral wall of the 

DA and enter blood circulation. (A2) Illustration of HSC seeding the CHT at 36hpf followed by proliferation of HSCs. (A3) Illustration shows HSCs migrating 

and colonising the thymus and kidney, which will provide all kinds of blood lineages through adulthood. T, thymus; K, kidney; DA, dorsal aorta; PCV, 

posterior cardinal vein; CHT, caudal haematopoietic tissue. 
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1.5.2 Notch signalling and haematopoiesis 

The requirement for Notch signalling in HSC formation is well established (Caolo et al., 2012, 

Kumano et al., 2003). In zebrafish, Notch-deficient mib mutants, show failure in HSC specification 

(Burns et al., 2005, Bertrand et al., 2010). Similar abnormalities have also been observed in 

mammalian mib mutants (Yoon et al., 2008). Signalling pathways upstream of Notch including 

Shh (Wilkinson et al., 2009, Lawson et al., 2002, Gering and Patient, 2005) and VEGF (Gering and 

Patient, 2005, Rowlinson and Gering, 2010) are essential to promote Notch expression in arteries 

and thus induce HSC emergence. In addition, Bmp4 signalling contributes to induction of HSC 

gene expression programs independently of arterial fate in zebrafish and mammals (Wilkinson et 

al., 2009, Kobayashi et al., 2014, Souilhol et al., 2016). Induction of tgfb1a/ b by Vegfa-Kdrl/ Kdr 

signalling is important to specify HSCs within haemogenic endothelium (Monteiro et al., 2016). 

The Notch1 receptor is a major regulator of HSC specification (Kumano et al., 2003, Hadland et 

al., 2004). Murine and zebrafish Notch1 mutants display reduced HSC formation (Kumano et al., 

2003, Hadland et al., 2004, Kim et al., 2014), whereas Notch2 appears to be dispensable for this 

process (Kim et al., 2014, Kumano et al., 2003). Recently, the Notch1-medicated Foxc2 pathway 

was proposed as a novel signalling pathway for HSC formation in mice (Jang et al., 2015). This will 

be further described in Chapter 4. 

In addition to the cell-autonomous Notch pathway which specifies HSCs, Notch signalling is also 

involved in HSC emergence via a non-cell-autonomous manner in zebrafish (Clements et al., 

2011). In zebrafish, there are 5 homologues of the mammalian Delta/ Delta-like ligands, namely 

dla, -b, -c, -d and dll4. Non-canonical Wnt (wnt16) signals within the developing somites to induce 

dlc/ dld expression, which further contribute to Notch signalling activation in migrating 

angioblasts and promote their HSC potential during vasculogenesis and haematopoiesis 

(Clements et al., 2011). This elegant Notch transduction between the somite and angioblast is 

facilitated by the interaction between Jam1a and Jam2a, which are junctional adhesion molecules 

(Kobayashi et al., 2014). Further evidence provided by the Traver lab suggests Notch3 functions 

downstream of the Wnt16-Dlc/ Dld pathway to specify HSCs (Kim et al., 2014). However, it 

remains unclear how this Notch3 somitic pathway functions to contribute to haematopoiesis (Kim 

et al., 2014). Recently, R-spondin 1 has been shown to function upstream of both Wnt16-Dlc/ Dld 

and Vegfa-TGFβ pathways, thus also positively regulating HSC formation (Genthe and Clements, 

2017).  
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1.6 Aims and Objectives 

The aims of this project were to determine the mechanism by which foxc1a and foxc1b control 

blood vessel formation and how the GPCR Calcrl controls blood vessel formation and function. In 

the following chapters we will address the following questions: 

1. How do foxc1a and foxc1b control angiogenesis? 

2. With which cell signalling pathways do foxc1a and foxc1b interact to regulate angiogenesis? 

3. How does calcrl regulate the formation and function of blood vessels in zebrafish? 

4. Is calcrl function important for normal lymphangiogenesis and/ or vascular integrity? 

By understanding the regulatory roles of both Foxc1 and Calcrl pathways in vivo, we will gain novel 

insights into blood vessel formation which may ultimately be exploited for therapeutic benefit. 
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CHAPTER 2 
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2.1 Materials 

2.1.1 Zebrafish husbandry 

All fish were kept between 24C and 30C, at pH7.5. The aquarium system operated on a 14-hour 

light and 10-hour dark cycle. Zebrafish were fed with artemia. Breeding was performed by either 

pair mating or by group-laying (marbling). Zebrafish husbandry was undertaken by the NACWO 

team of The University of Sheffield. All zebrafish experiments were performed in accordance with 

UK home office guidelines. 

2.1.2 Wild-type strains 

AB, LWT and Nacre strains were used. 

2.1.3 Transgenic lines 

Transgenic lines used in this thesis are listed below. 

Transgenic lines Tissue labelling References 

Tg(fli1a:EGFP)y1 Endothelial GFP 
(Lawson and Weinstein, 

2002b) 

Tg(-0.8flt1:enhRFP)hu5333 Arterial RFP (Bussmann et al., 2010) 

Tg(gata1a:DsRed) Erythrocyte RFP (Traver et al., 2003) 

Tg(gfi1aa:GFP)Qmc551 
Haematopoietic stem cells and 

progenitor cells GFP 

(Thambyrajah et al., 

2016) 

Tg(fli1a:LifeACT-

mClover)sh467 
Endothelial filopodia GFP 

Generated by Mr Aaron 

Savage 

Tg(kdrl:HRAS-mCherry) Vascular membrane RFP (Hogan et al., 2009a) 

Tg(sm22ab:mcherry) Smooth muscle RFP 
Generated by Dr Robert 

Wilkinson 

Tg(flk1: EGFP-NLS)zf109 Nuclei localised endothelial GFP (Zygmunt et al., 2011) 
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Tg(dll4in3:GFP) Arterial endothelial cell specific GFP (Sacilotto et al., 2013) 

Tg(hs:Gal4; UAS-NICD) 
Heat-shock induced gain of function of 

notch signalling 

(Scheer and Campos-

Ortega, 1999) 

Table 2.1: Transgenic line information. 

2.1.4 Mutant lines 

Mutant lines used in this thesis are listed below, homozygotes lethal mutants were generated by 

heterozygotes incross. 

Mutants lines Mutation Generated by 
Mutagenesis 

Approach 

foxc1ash356 4bp insertion Dr Robert Wilkinson TALENs 

foxc1bsh408 13bp deletion Dr Robert Wilkinson CODA ZFNs 

foxc1bsh409 7bp deletion Dr Robert Wilkinson CODA ZFNs 

calcrlash404 1bp deletion Dr Robert Wilkinson TALEN 

calcrlash405 1bp deletion Dr Robert Wilkinson TALEN 

calcrlbsh468 8bp insertion 7bp deletion Ms Zhen Jiang CRISPR/CAS9 

calcrlbsh469 4bp deletion 10bp insertion Ms Zhen Jiang CRISPR/CAS9 

calcrlbsh487 7bp deletion 3bp insertion Ms Zhen Jiang CRISPR/CAS9 

Table 2.2: Mutant allele information. 

2.1.5 Mutant Genotyping 

Mutants lines Enzyme used WT band size Mutant band size 

foxc1ash356 NsiI 186bp 119bp + 71bp 

foxc1bsh408 NdeI 130bp + 98bp 215bp 

foxc1bsh409 NdeI 130bp + 98bp 221bp 
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calcrlash404 DrdI 71bp + 78bp 149bp 

calcrlash405 DrdI 71bp + 78bp 149bp 

calcrlbsh468 BslI 333bp + 68bp 402bp 

calcrlbsh469 BslI 333bp + 68bp 407bp 

calcrlbsh487 BslI 333bp + 68bp 397bp 

Table 2.3: Mutant genotyping information 

2.1.6 Solution and buffers 

All chemicals were from Sigma-Aldrich®, unless otherwise stated. 

Solutions and buffers Ingredients 

20X SSC 300mM Na3Citrate; 3M NaCl. 

1X E3  
5mM NaCl, 0.17mM KCl, 0.33mM CaCl2, 0.33mM MgSO4, 10-

5 % Methylene Blue 

4% Paraformaldehyde 4% PFA in 1X PBS 

1X TAE 40mM Tris-Cl, 20mM Acetate and 1mM EDTA 

BCL buffer III 
100mM Tris-Cl pH:9.5; 50mM MgCl2; 100mM NaCl; 0.1% 

Tween 20 

Hybridisation buffer +/+ 
50% Formamide; 5X SSC; 50µg/ml Heparin; 500µg/ml tRNA; 

0.1% Tween 20 

Hybridisation buffer -/- 50% Formamide; 5X SSC; 0.1% Tween 20 

Maleic acid buffer (MAB) For 500mL stock: 5.8g maleic acid, 1.5M NaCl, pH: 7.5,  

Blocking reagent MABtw containing 2% block reagent (from Roche) 

Blocking with antibody 
0.02% Anti-Digoxigenin-AP in MABtw containing 2% blocking 

reagent (from Roche) 

Bleaching solution 0.5X SSC, 5% formamide, 1% H2O2 
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0.5M EDTA 
For 500mL stock: 93.06g disodium EDTA in milliQ water, 

pH:8.0 

Phosphate buffered solution 

(PBS)  
Made up from the 10X stock (from Thermo Fisher) 

Linker buffer 50mM Tris-Cl pH8.0, 100mM NaCl, 1mM EDTA 

1% low melting point agarose 

gel for lightsheet mounting 

1% Low melting point agarose gel in 1X E3 without methylene 

blue. 

1% agarose gel 
1% agarose gel in 1X TAE buffer containing 0.2-0.5μg/mL 

ethidium bromide. 

3% agarose gel 
1.5% agarose gel, 1.5% Metaphor agarose gel in 1X TAE buffer 

containing 0.2-0.5μg/mL ethidium bromide.  

Pronase  1 in 10 dilution of 20mg/mL stock pronase 

Proteinase K 10μg/mL proteinase K in PBStw 

TE buffer 10mM Tris-Cl pH:8.0; 1mM EDTA 

TES 10mM Tris-Cl pH:8.0; 1mM EDTA; 0.1M NaCl 

Table 2.4: Solution and buffers 

2.1.7 Probes for in situ hybridisation 

Probes template Made by Reference 

calcrlb-both PCR Ms Zhen Jiang This thesis 

calcrlb-long PCR Ms Zhen Jiang This thesis 

cdh5 PCR Dr Robert Wilkinson Unpublished 

cmyb Plasmid Dr Robert Wilkinson (Thompson et al., 1998) 

cxcl12b  Mr. Christopher Mayo Unpublished 

cxcr4a Plasmid Dr Sheng-Wei Chong   
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dlc Plasmid Dr Robert Wilkinson (Lawson et al., 2001) 

dld Plasmid Dr Robert Wilkinson   

dll4 Plasmid Dr Robert Wilkinson   

ephrinb2a Plasmid Dr Robert Wilkinson (Lawson et al., 2001) 

flt4 Plasmid Dr Robert Wilkinson (Thompson et al., 1998) 

foxc1a Plasmid Dr Robert Wilkinson IMAGE:6789584 

foxc1b Plasmid Dr Robert Wilkinson IMAGE:5601888 

grl Plasmid Dr Martin Gering   

gata2a Plasmid Dr Robert Wilkinson (Butko et al., 2015) 

gata2b Plasmid Mr. Jack Adams (Butko et al., 2015) 

her12 PCR Dr Robert Wilkinson IMAGE: 6904047 

mflt1 Plasmid Dr Jenna Krueger (Krueger et al., 2011) 

msr Plasmid Dr Ellen van Rooijen IMAGE: 6795347 

notch1b Plasmid Dr Martin Gering (Butko et al., 2015) 

notch3 Plasmid Dr Robert Wilkinson  

pax1a Plasmid Dr Wilson Clements (Clements et al., 2011) 

pax9 Plasmid Dr Wilson Clements (Clements et al., 2011) 

pdgfrb Plasmid Dr Yuying Wang (Wang et al., 2014) 

rag1 Plasmid Dr Robert Wilkinson (Wilkinson et al., 2009) 

runx1 Plasmid Dr Robert Wilkinson (Kalev-Zylinska et al., 2002) 

sflt1 Plasmid Dr Jenna Krueger (Krueger et al., 2011) 

snai1b Plasmid Dr Wilson Clements (Clements et al., 2011) 
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snai2 Plasmid Dr Wilson Clements (Clements et al., 2011) 

sox18 PCR Dr Robert Wilkinson Unpublished 

sox7 PCR Dr Robert Wilkinson IMAGE: 7045912 

tbx20 plasmid Dr Robert Wilkinson (Wilkinson et al., 2012) 

twist1b plasmid Dr Wilson Clements (Clements et al., 2011) 

twist2 Plasmid Dr Wilson Clements (Clements et al., 2011) 

vegfc Plasmid Dr Robert Wilkinson (Hogan et al., 2009b) 

wnt16 PCR Dr Robert Wilkinson (Wilkinson et al., 2012) 

wnt5b   Dr Montserrat Garcia Romero 

(Montserrat Garcia Romero, 

PhD thesis, University of 

Sheffield) 

xirp1 Plasmid Dr Cecille Otten (Otten et al., 2012) 

xirp2a Plasmid Dr Cecille Otten (Otten et al., 2012) 

Table 2.5： Probes for in situ hybridisation 

2.1.8 Primers used  

Primer name Sequences 

CRISPR-F 5’- GCGTAATACGACTCACTATAG -3’ 

CRISPR-R 5’-AAAGCACCGACTCGGTGCCAC-3’ 

calcrlb-both-F 5’-ACTGTTGGCAACCTCTGAGT-3’ 

calcrlb-both-R 5’-ACATGAGGTGCTTCTCT-3’ 

calcrlb-ex4-bslIF 5’-TGCACTAATTCGGGCCATTG-3’ 

calcrlb-ex4-bslIR 5’-CATCATTGTGGGCTCAAGATCA-3’ 

calcrlb-FL-F 5’-GGATCCATGGATAGATGCTGCATTACC-3’ 
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calcrlb-FL-R 5’-CTCGAGTCACATGTACAGGTTGTCTG-3’ 

calcrlb-large-F 5’-CCTGCATTCATCCACGCAAT-3’ 

calcrlb-large-R 5’-CATGTGACCGTCAATGCTGT-3’ 

foxc1a-F 5’-TACATCAGCGACCAAAG-3’ 

foxc1a-R 5’- GTAGCTGTACGGGGGTTTCA-3’ 

foxc1b-F 5’-GCCTTATATCCCCGGAGACC-3’ 

foxc1b-R 5’-TCGGATGAGTTCTGGATGGC-3’ 

sox18-FL-F BamHI 5’-GGATCCATGAATATATCTGAGTCTAGTTGC-3’ 

sox18-FL-R ClaI 5’-ATCGATTTATCCTGTAATGCAGGC-3’ 

sox7-FL-F ClaI 5’-ATCGATATGGCGGCTCTGATAAGTG-3’ 

sox7-FL-R XhoI 5’-CTCGAGTTATGAAATGCTGTAGTTGTTC-3’ 

Table 2.6： Primers used 

2.1.9 Tested CRISPR and Morpholino 

Name CRISPR targeting sequence Designed by Additional info 

calcrlb-ex2-1 CTCTCAGAGAACAGCACTGGAGG Ms Zhen Jiang  

calcrlb-ex4-2 GGAGTAATTACACCGACTGTAGG Ms Zhen Jiang  

ramp2b ex5-mwoI CCG GCATTGCAGGCTGCTTTTAC 
Dr Marcus 

Keatinge 
 

ramp2b ex5-BslI CTTTTACCCAAACCATGTGGTGG 
Dr Marcus 

Keatinge 
 

foxc1a new 1 AAATACGGTGGACTCTGTGGTGG Ms Zhen Jiang 
Not working 

with CRISPRi 
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Table 2.7: Tested CRISPR and morpholinos 

  

foxc1a new 2 AACTTCTAAACGCTAAGCATCGG Ms Zhen Jiang 
Not working 

with CRISPRi 

foxc1a new 3 ATGCGCGCTCCGAGAGAAAGAGG Ms Zhen Jiang 
Not working 

with CRISPRi 

foxc1a CRISPR 

5’UTR-MwoI: 
AGAGGAGGCGCATTTCAAGCAGG Ms Zhen Jiang 

Not working 

with  CRISPRi 

foxc1a CRISPR 1-

BsrI: 
GTCTCCAGTCCCAACTCGCTGGG Ms Zhen Jiang Not working 

foxc1a CRISPR 2-

BslI: 
GCCGCCGGAGGGGGGTACACCGG Ms Zhen Jiang Not working 

Ramp2b-ex4-1 GTACTATCGACGAGCAGAACTGG Ms Zhen Jiang Not working 

Ramp2b-ex4-2 GAACTGGTGTGTTATGGAGGTGG Ms Zhen Jiang Not working 

foxc1a-cilia paper GGGTGGAAGGGATGCTGTGCGG 
(Chen et al., 

2017) 

Not working 

with CRISPRi 

foxc1b-cilia paper GGCGGCATGGCTCGCGCATAGG 
(Chen et al., 

2017) 

Not working 

with CRISPRi 

vegfc-ATG-Mo GAAAATCCAAATAAGTGCATTTTAG 
(Hogan et al., 

2009a) 

0.4ng was 

injected 

tnnt2 blocking Mo CATGTTTGCTCTGACTTGACACGCA 
(Sehnert and 

Stainier, 2002) 

4ng was 

injected 

Standard control Mo CCTCTTACCTCAGTTACAATTTATA (Lee et al., 2002)  
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2.2 Methodology 

2.2.1 Preparation of DNA 

2.2.1.1 Genomic DNA extraction 

Genomic DNA was extracted using 50mM NaOH. Tissue sample or embryos were incubated with 

20-50μL 50mM NaOH at 95°C for 10mins in PCR machine. After incubation, samples were 

neutralised by 10% of total volume of 1M Tris-Cl pH 8.0 (Wilkinson et al., 2013). 

2.2.1.2 Bacterial transformation and culture 

50μL NEB10β chemically competent Escherichia coli were thawed on ice for 10mins prior to 

transformation. 1-3μL plasmid sample was added to competent cells followed by gentle mixing. 

The mixture was then cooled on ice for 30mins before 30s heatshock at 42°C followed by 5mins 

cooling on ice. 950μL LB was added into mixture directly with gentle mixing. This was then 

cultured in shaking incubator for at least 1 hour before plating out on LB agar plates, which 

contained corresponding anti-biotics. LB agar plates were incubated overnight at 37°C. 

2.2.1.3 Mini and midi prep isolation of plasmid DNA 

Plasmid DNA extraction from culture was performed with QIAGEN® mini Kit or Nucleobond® 

Plasmid midi Kit for small or medium scale culture respectively. Experiments were performed 

according to manufacturer’s instructions. 

2.2.2 Manipulation of DNA 

2.2.2.1 DNA sequencing 

All Sanger DNA sequencing was performed by the Medical School sequencing facility of the 

University of Sheffield. For purification of PCR products, see section 2.2.2.5. 

2.2.2.2 Restriction enzyme digestion 

All enzymes and digestion buffers were from New England Biolabs (NEB), unless otherwise stated. 

Restriction enzyme digestion was set up according to manufacturer’s instructions, with exception 

of mutant genotyping where digestions were performed within PCR ReddymixTM. 
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2.2.2.3 Preparation of total RNA extracted from zebrafish embryos 

TRIZOL® Reagent was used to extract total RNA from 24hpf zebrafish embryos according to 

manufacturer’s instructions. 

2.2.2.4 PCR and electrophoresis 

PCR was performed in a total reaction volume of 20μL, containing 10μL 2x ReddymixTM PCR 

Master Mix (Thermo), 1μL 10μM forward primer, 1μL 10μM reverse primer, 1-2μL gDNA template 

and milliQ water.  

Standard cycling parameters were as follows: 94°C for 3mins, (94°C for 30s, 55°C for 30s, 72°C for 

30s) (bracketed steps were repeated for 35 cycles), 72°C for 3mins and 12°C hold. The annealing 

and extension temperature and period may vary for different primer sets. 

PCR products were verified for size by electrophoresis on 1% agarose under 120V with 1X TAE 

buffer containing ethidium bromide. 

2.2.2.5 PCR purification prior to sequencing 

PCR products were ExoI/SAP purified prior to sequencing using the following protocol: 

Reaction Mix: 5μL PCR product, 1μL SAP, 0.25μL ExoI, 3.95μL milliQ water. Reaction was 

incubated at 37°C for 45mins followed by 80°C incubation for 15mins within a PCR machine.  

2.2.2.6 PCR purification using QIAquick® PCR Purification Kit 

PCR purification was carried out using QIAquick® PCR Purification Kit according to manufacturer’s 

instructions. 

2.2.2.7 PCR gel extraction using QIAquick® Gel Extraction Kit 

PCR gel extraction was carried out by using the QIAquick® gel extraction Kit according to 

manufacturer’s instructions. 

2.2.2.8 Construction of in situ probes from plasmid 

a. Plasmid linearisation and precipitation  
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Table 2.8: Plasmids used to synthesise probes 

After linearisation, the digestion mixture was made up to 400μL with milliQ water. Plasmid DNA 

was then extracted by 400μL phenol:chloroform:soamylalcohol (25:24:1) and 400μL 

chloroform:isoamylalcohol (24:1) successively. After 5mins centrifuge spinning at max speed, 

supernatant was transferred to a fresh tube. 40μL 3M NaAC or 10M NH4AC and 1mL 100% Ethanol 

were added into the supernatant to precipitate DNA. The mixture was vortexed thoroughly, 

followed by incubation for 30mins at -20°C. To pellet the DNA, samples were centrifuged for 

30mins at maximum speed. After removal of supernatant, DNA pellets were washed with 70% 

ethanol followed by 5mins centrifugation at maximum speed. DNA pellets were then air dried 

and re-suspended in 20μL milliQ water and stored at -20°C for future usage. 

b. In vitro transcription  

Transcription was performed in a 20μL reaction volume containing 2μL linearised plasmid DNA 

template, 4μL 5x transcription buffer, 2μL 10X Anti-Digoxigenin-labelling, 0.5μL rRNAse-inhibitor, 

Probe name vector antibiotic 
antisense 

linearisation 

antisense 

polymerase 

calcrlb-both PGEMT-easy Amp SacII SP6 

calcrlb-long PGEMT-easy Amp SacI T7 

pax1a PCRII Amp+Kan HindIII T7 

pax9 PCR4 Amp XbaI T7 

pdgfrb PCS2 Amp smaI T7 

snai1b PCRII Amp+Kan NotI SP6 

snai2 PCRII Amp+Kan NotI SP6 

twist1b PCRII Amp+Kan NotI SP6 

twist2 PCRII Amp+Kan BamHI SP6 

xirp1 PGEM-TEasy Amp SalII Sp6 

xirp2a PGEM-TEasy Amp NsiI T7 
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1μL corresponding RNA polymerase (See table 2.8) and MilliQ water. Reaction mixtures were 

incubated in 37°C water bath for at least 2 hours prior to precipitation (See section 2.2.2.8.c). 

c. Probe RNA precipitation 

After transcription, 1μL DNAse was added into the sample followed by 15mins incubation at 37°C 

in a water bath to digest the DNA template. To stop the reaction, 1μL of 0.5M EDTA and 80μL 

milliQ water were added into the mixture followed by addition of 33μL 10M NH4AC or 3M NaAC 

and 350μL ice cold 100% ethanol. Mixture was vortexed well prior to chilling at -20°C for 2 hours 

to precipitate RNA followed by 30mins centrifugation at maximum speed at 4°C. After removal of 

supernatant, RNA pellet was washed with 70% ethanol followed by 10mins centrifugation at 

maximum speed at 4°C. Resulting pellets were air dried and re-suspended in 100μL milliQ water 

and stored at -20°C for future use. 

2.2.2.9 Construction of in situ probes from PCR templates 

a. RT-PCR 

SuperScript™III One-Step RT-PCR System from Invitrogen was used for RT-PCR according to 

manufacturer’s instructions, in a 20μL volume with 2μL RNA template (See section 2.2.2.3). 

b. Gel extraction 

See section 2.2.2.7 

c. Transcription 

See section 2.2.2.8.c 

2.2.2.10 In vitro synthesis of full length mRNA  

a. RT-PCR 

See section 2.2.2.9.a 

b. Gel extraction 

See section 2.2.2.7 
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c. DNA ligation into pGEM®-T Easy vector 

pGEM®-T Easy vector system was used. DNA ligation was set up according to manufacturer’s 

instructions. Ligation was performed either at room temperature for 2 hours or 4°C overnight. 

d. DNA ligation into pCS2+ 

Ligation into pCS2+ expression vector was performed in a 20μL reaction volume containing pCS2+ 

vector: insert DNA in a 1:3 ratio, 1μL T4 ligase, 2μL 10X T4 ligase buffer and MilliQ water. 

e. Transformation and plasmid DNA extraction 

See section 2.2.1.2 and 2.2.1.3. Prior to ligation into pCS2+ vector, insert DNA was excised from 

pGEM®-T with corresponding enzymes and purified with QIAquick® Gel Extraction Kit (See section 

2.2.2.7). 

f. In vitro transcription of full-length mRNA 

Prior to transcription, the PCS2+ plasmid containing DNA insert was linearised with NotI, after 

complete linearisation, the linearised plasmid was extracted with phenol/chloroform extraction 

(See section 2.2.2.8.a/ b). 

Transcription of full length mRNA was performed with mMESSAGE mMACHINE® Transcription Kit 

according to manufacturer’s instructions. 

g. Phenol/ chloroform extraction of full-length mRNA 

After transcription 115μL milliQ water and 15μL 10M NH4AC were added into the mixture to stop 

the reaction. RNA was successively extracted by same volume of 

phenol:chloroform:isoamylalcohol (25:24:1) and chloroform:isoamylalcohol (24:1). After 

recovery of equeoss phase, supernatant was transferred to fresh tube. RNA was then precipitated 

by adding 1 volume of isopropanol and mixed throughly. The mixture was then chilled at -20°C 

for 15mins and followed by 15mins centrifugation at maximum speed to pellet RNA. The 

supernatant was carefully removed before air drying and then resuspended with 20μL milliQ 

water. 

2.2.2.11 Construction of multisite Gateway® constructs 

Multisite gateway LR reaction was set up with 10 fmoles of each entry clone, 20 fmoles of 

destination vector and 2μL of LR ClonaseTM II Plus enzyme mix. This reaction mix was made up 
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with TE buffer to 10μL followed by overnight incubation at 25°C. To terminate the reaction, 1μL 

of the Proteinase K was added into the solution and incubated at 37°C for 10mins. Resulting 

reactions were transformed into chemically competent E.coli as described in section 2.2.1.2. 

2.2.3 Manipulation of zebrafish embryos 

2.2.3.1 Microinjection 

a. Normal injection 

Mo, full length mRNA, CRISPR and construct were directly injected into embryos at one cell stage. 

b. Rhodamine Dextran injections 

20µg dextran tetramethylrhodamine dextran (2,000,000 molecular weight) was injected directly 

into the common cardinal vein at both 2dpf and 3dpf or into the posterior cardinal vein at 3dpf.  

2.2.3.2 Dechorionation of zebrafish embryos 

Pronase treatment was used to dechorionate large batches of embryos, 1mL of stock pronase 

(20mg/mL) was diluted with 9mL E3, embryos were treated with pronase solution for 10-15mins 

before washed into E3. Manual dechorionation was also employed for both small batches of 

embryos and also young embryos. 

2.2.3.3 Fixation and preparation of zebrafish embryos for in situ hybridisation 

Embryos were fixed in 4% PFA in PBS either overnight at 4°C or at room temperature for 3 hours 

(embryos up to 15 somite stage were fixed in chorions and dechorionated prior to in situ 

hybridisation). After fixation, embryos were washed with PBStw 3X5mins followed by 25%, 50%, 

75% and 100% methanol in PBStw wash 5mins each. Embryos were then stored at -20°C at least 

overnight. 

2.2.3.4 Whole–mount in situ hybridisation 

Whole–mount In situ hybridisation was performed as described previously (Thambyrajah et al., 

2016, Wilkinson et al., 2012). 

a. Day one 

Dehydrated embryos were rehydrated through 75%, 50%, 25% Methanol in PBStw followed by 

100% PBStw wash 4X5mins.  
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If embryos were older than 24hpf, they were treated with 10μg/ml Proteinase K for 20-45mins 

according to different stages. Proteinase K treatment was stopped by 2mg/ml glycine in PBStw 

wash 2X5mins followed by refixing in 4% PFA in PBStw for 20mins at room temperature. Embryos 

were then rinsed with PBStw 5X5mins with gentle agitation before washing with 50%PBStw;50% 

Hybe+/+ for 5mins. For pre-hybridisation, embryos were incubated in 100% Hybe+/+ for at least 

1hour at 65°C. The pre-hybridisation solution was then be replaced by Hybe+/+ containing a 1:200 

dilution of Probe, embryos were then incubated at 65°C overnight. 

b. Day two 

Hybe+/+ containing probe was removed from the sample, which can be re-used up to 6 times. 

Samples were then washed through 100%, 75%, 50%, 25% Hybe-/- in 2XSSC 10mins each followed 

by a 10mins 2XSSC wash and 0.2XSSC wash 4X15mins successively. All above washes were done 

at 65°C. Embryos were then be washed through 75%, 50%, 25% 0.2XSSC in MABtw, 5mins each 

at room temperature. 100% MABtw wash was applied to embryos before blocking with 2% 

Boehringer Blocking ReagentTM (Roche) in MAB for 1 hour with gentle agitation at room 

temperature. Block was then replace with anti-Digoxigenin antibody diluted in 2% Boehringer 

Blocking ReagentTM (Roche) in MAB and incubate at 4°C overnight with gentle agitation. 

c. Day three 

Embryos were further incubated in anti-Digoxigenin antibody diluted in 2% Boehringer Blocking 

ReagentTM (Roche) in MAB for 1 hour at room temperature, followed by MABtw wash 8X15mins 

at room temperature with gentle agitation. Samples were then washed with BCLIII buffer 

3X5mins. Embryos were then washed into 50% BMpurple TM (Roche);50% BCLIII for staining in 

dark. (Staining duration depends on the probe efficiency). After staining was properly developed, 

the reaction was stopped by 5mins BCLIII wash and then refixed with 4%PFA at room temperature 

for 3 hours or at 4°C overnight followed by PBStw wash 3X5mins in the dark. 

Bleaching step was only applied to embryos with pigmentation by incubating embryos with 

bleaching solution at room temperature for 1-1.5 hour depends on the embryos stage, followed 

by PBStw wash 4X5mins. Embryos were long-term stored in 80% glycerol in PBS at room 

temperature in the dark. 
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2.2.3.5 Fluorescence-in situ hybridisation and immunostaining 

a. Day one 

See section 2.2.3.4.a. 

b. Day two 

Hybe+/+ containing probe was removed from samples, samples were then washed through 

100%, 75%, 50%, 25% Hybe-/- in 2XSSC 30mins each followed by a 30mins 2XSSC wash and 

0.2XSSC wash 2X30mins successively. All above washes were done at 70°C. Embryos were then 

washed through 75%, 50%, 25% 0.2XSSC in MABtw, 5mins each at room temperature with gentle 

agitation. 100% MABtw wash was applied to embryos before blocking with 2% Boehringer 

Blocking ReagentTM (Roche) in MAB for 1 hour with gentle agitation at room temperature. Block 

was then replaced with 1 in 400 diluted anti-Digoxigenin POD in 2% Boehringer Blocking 

ReagentTM (Roche) in MAB and 1 in 1000 diluted anti-GFP (Torrey Pines Biolabs), which was then 

incubated at 4°C overnight with gentle agitation. 

c. Day three 

Embryos were further incubated with MABtw wash 7X15mins and one 15mins PBStw washed 

successively at room temperature with gentle agitation. Samples were then stained with 100μL 

of 1:25 diluted Cy3 tyramide in amplification buffer (Perkin Elmer) for 30mins at room 

temperature, and then briefly washed with PBStw prior to PBStw 4X30mins wash. 

For subsequent immunostaining. Embryos were treated with PBDT for 20mins and then 

incubated with 1 in 500 diluted anti-Rabbit Alexa 488 secondary antibody in PBDT for 2h (or 

overnight incubation at 4°C) with gentle agitation. Stained embryos were then washed through 

PBStw 4X15mins before 4% PFA fixation and another PBStw 4X5mins wash. Embryos with 

Fluorescence-in situ hybridisation and immunostaining were stored in PBStw at 4°C for a short 

period prior to imaging. 

2.2.3.6 Fin clipping 

Fin clipping was used to identify the genotype of adult zebrafish. A small amount of tissue was 

biopsied from the caudal fin. Zebrafish were maintained under light anaesthesia (4.2% Tricaine in 

aquarium water). After clipping, the processed fish was kept in an isolated tank until fully 

recovered. 
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2.2.3.7 Adult zebrafish wax sections 

Adult fish were culled by overdose of anaesthetic (4.2% Tricaine in aquarium water) under 

schedule 1. After the onset of rigor mortis, zebrafish were transferred into 15mL freshly made 4% 

PFA for fixation at room temperature for 48h, followed by 15mL 0.5M EDTA decalcification at 

room temperature for 48h. Paraffin embedded tissue section were performed by Ms Fiona 

Wright of the core histology service, University of Sheffield. 

2.2.3.8 Hematoxylin and eosin stain 

Slides were dewaxed thoroughly in 2 changes of xylene 20mins each, followed by rehydration 

through graded alcohols 2X 100% ethanol 5mins; 1X 95% ethanol 5mins; 1X70% ethanol 5mins; 

running water 5mins. Slides were then stained with 50% haematoxylin for 3mins and then rinsed 

under running water until all residual staining solution was removed. Slides were then rinsed 

quickly in 0.1M TBS pH8 to ‘blue’ the nuclei. Prior to 30mins eosin staining, slides were rinsed well 

under running tap water. After removal of the residual staining solution by a quick rinse in water, 

slides were dehydrated quickly back through the graded alcohols 1X70% ethanol 3 dips; 1X95% 

ethanol 3 dips; 2X100% ethanol 3 dips, followed by 2X xylene wash 2mins each. Stained tissue 

slides were mounted with a xylene based mounting media. 

2.2.3.9 Heat shock induction of UAS-NICD 

Heat shock was performed at 18s by incubating embryos with pre-warmed E3 at 37°C for 30mins. 

Embryos were maintained at 28.5°C following heat shock prior to imaging. 

2.2.3.10 Drug treatment 

DAPT stock solution (10mM) was made up to 50µM with E3. Embryos were incubated in DAPT 

solution from budding stage (10hpf) up to 30hpf prior to image taking. Same concentration of 

DMSO was used as control treatment. 

AV951 stock solution (10mM) was made up to 250nM with E3. Embryos were incubated in AV951 

solution at budding stage (10hpf) up to 28hpf prior to image taking. Same concentration of DMSO 

was used as control treatment.  
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2.2.3.11 Mounting embryos prior to imaging 

a. Flat mount in situ embryos 

Early stage embryos were mounted on the tissue slide. Prior to the mounting, the yolk was 

removed gently using forceps. Embryos were then mounted in 80% glycerol. 

b. Spinning disc confocal microscopy 

Embryos were mounted in 0.7% or 1% Low melting point agarose gel in 1X E3 with 4.2% tricaine 

on coverslide. 

c. Light sheet microscopy 

Embryos were mounted in 1% Low melting point agarose gel in 1X E3 without methylene blue in 

capillary tube. 

2.2.3.12 Imaging of zebrafish embryos 

Microscopic imaging was performed using spinning disk (Leica DM IRE2 microscope) and ZEISS 

Lightsheet Z.1. Images were analysed using Velocity Version 6.0.1 (PerkinElmer) and ZEN 

respectively. Images of embryos following in situ hybridisation and using epifluorescence were 

taken using a Leica M165FC and Leica DFC and imaged using Leica Application Suite software (LAS 

v4.3.0).  

2.2.3.13 Preparation of figures 

Figure preparation was done using Adobe Photoshop CS6 and Adobe Illustration CS6. 

2.2.4 CRISPR 

2.2.4.1 CRISPR design 

CRISPR design was performed using online tools http://crispr.mit.edu/ and 

http://chopchop.cbu.uib.no/  

DNA ultramers were ordered from integrated DNA technologies according to protocols described 

previously (Hruscha et al., 2013). 

 

 

http://crispr.mit.edu/
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2.2.4.2 CRISPR gRNA synthesise 

CRISPR ultramers were amplified with CRISPR-gRNA primer set (sequences are provided in section 

2.1.7) with 2µL Ultramer (100µM) template. PCR programme was set to 40cycles with 60°C 

annealing temperature. PCR products were then purified with QIAquick® PCR Purification Kit and 

eluted with 20µL EB buffer before checking on 1% agarose gel. 

Transcription reactions were performed using MEGAshortscript™ T7 Transcription Kit, reaction 

was set up according to manufacturer’s instructions with 1µL amplified Ultramer (>30ng), 

reaction mixture incubated at 37°C for at least 2 hours prior to 30mins DNAse purification at 37°C. 

After transcription, the mixture was made up to 100µL with RNAse free water, and then ice cold 

350µL ethanol and 33µL 10M NH4AC were added. The mixture was vortexed and chilled at -20°C 

for 2 hours followed by 30mins centrifugation at 4°C at maximum speed. Pellet was washed with 

ice cold 70% ethanol before air drying and then resuspended with 7µL RNAse free water. 

2.2.5 Genetic synteny analysis 

Genetic synteny analysis was performed by our collaborators Dr Teri Evans and Dr Matt Loose, 

The University of Nottingham.  

2.2.6 Statistical analysis 

Statistical analysis was performed Using GraphPad Prism 6. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Investigating the Role of foxc1a and foxc1b 

Transcription Factors in Cranial Blood Vessel 

Formation 
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3.1 Introduction 

The Fork Head Proteins (previously known as Hepatocyte Nuclear Factor 3/ Winged Helix 

Proteins) were first identified as transcription factors by Weigel et al. in Drosophila (Weigel et al., 

1989). More than 80 Forkhead box (FOX) genes have been identified in mammals (Kaufmann and 

Knochel, 1996). These proteins possess a highly conserved Forkhead DNA binding domain (Lai et 

al., 1993, Kaufmann and Knochel, 1996). In humans, FOXC1 (previously known as FKHL7), located 

on chromosome 6p25, is mutated in cerebral small vessel disease which leads to stroke (French 

et al., 2014) and Axenfeld-Rieger syndrome, which results in skeletal defects and iris hypoplasia 

(Smith et al., 2000, Winnier et al., 1999, Mears et al., 1996, Nishimura et al., 1998). FOXC1 has 

also been considered as a key therapeutic target for various types of breast cancer (Han et al., 

2015, Han et al., 2017). FOXC2 (previously known as FKHL14), on chromosome 16p22-24, is 

mutated in Lymphoedema distichiasis syndrome, which results in primary lymphoedema (Mellor 

et al., 2011, Kaestner et al., 1996, Miura et al., 1997). Therefore, understanding how these Fox 

transcription factors function is essential for future therapeutic benefits. 

While many murine studies have shown that Foxc1 and Foxc2 are both required for cardiovascular 

development, the regulatory mechanisms remain largely unknown. Due to the limits of the 

viability of the mouse model, it has been difficult to gain information during embryonic 

development in real time. Zebrafish can survive without a functional cardiovascular system for up 

to 7 days, which makes it an excellent animal model to study blood vessel formation in real time 

in vivo (Sarmah and Marrs, 2016). Two Foxc1 orthologues have been identified in zebrafish, 

foxc1a and foxc1b, while no orthologues for mammalian Foxc2 exist in zebrafish based on 

sequence analysis (Topczewska et al., 2001b). In the literature the genetic/ functional orthology 

regarding foxc1a and foxc1b when compared to mammalian Foxc1 or Foxc2 remains unclear and 

inconsistent (Topczewska et al., 2001b, Veldman and Lin, 2012, Jang et al., 2015, Chen et al., 

2017). Therefore, this project is designed to understand: (1) The genetic/ functional 

conservations between zebrafish foxc1a/ foxc1b and the mammalian Foxc1/ Foxc2. (2) The 

mechanisms by which foxc1a and foxc1b regulate different aspects of embryogenesis with a 

particular focus on blood vessel formation. 
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3.1.1 The role of mammalian Foxc1 and Foxc2 during blood vessel formation 

Studies in mice have shown Foxc1 is required for many aspects of blood vessel formation, 

including arteriovenous specification and early lymphatic development (Winnier et al., 1999, 

Siegenthaler et al., 2013, Seo et al., 2012, Haldipur et al., 2014, Kume et al., 2001). Rodent Foxc1 

expression can be detected in endothelial cells (EC) of the cardiovascular system, mesoderm and 

brain pericytes (Winnier et al., 1999, Siegenthaler et al., 2013). In Foxc1 homozygous null 

mutants, cardiovascular abnormalities including interruption and coarctation of aortic arches and 

dysplasia of semilunar valves were observed, which contribute to their pre or perinatal death 

(Winnier et al., 1999). Foxc1 has been demonstrated to be required for angiogenesis in the mouse 

fetal brain (Siegenthaler et al., 2013). Interestingly, the EC-conditional Foxc1 knock-out (KO) mice 

are homozygous viable, no severe abnormal vasculature development was observed (Hayashi and 

Kume, 2008a). This data suggests that murine Foxc1 is required for vascular development via a 

non-cell-autonomous manner. In addition to this pro-angiogenic function of Foxc1, another anti-

angiogenic function was also identified in mice cornea (Koo and Kume, 2013, Schultz et al., 2013, 

Seo et al., 2012). Elegant experiments were performed to demonstrate that Foxc1 secreted from 

the neural crest increases the expression of both matrix metalloproteases and the anti-angiogenic 

sflt1 to inhibit angiogenesis in the cornea; Whereas the EC contribution of Foxc1 does not affect 

cornea angiogenesis (Koo and Kume, 2013, Schultz et al., 2013, Seo et al., 2012). Taken together 

these data indicate that the different regulatory roles of murine Foxc1 in blood vessel formation 

are non-cell-autonomous and cell type-dependent. Conditional KO of Foxc1 in pericytes and 

vascular smooth muscle cells (vSMC) in mice resulted in an increased proliferation of both 

pericytes and vSMCs in the brain, which further led to cerebral haemorrhages and EC hyperplasia 

(Siegenthaler et al., 2013). This data suggests an important role of rodent Foxc1 in maintaining or 

establishing blood vessel integrity. 

Foxc2 also plays an essential role during cardiovascular development (Winnier et al., 1997, Iida et 

al., 1997), which shares largely overlapped expression with Foxc1 in the paraxial mesoderm, 

mesenchyme and ECs of blood vessels (Winnier et al., 1999, Winnier et al., 1997). Foxc2 

homozygous null mutants exhibit pre or perinatal lethality with skeletal and cardiovascular 

defects including loss of intersegmental vessel (ISV) and defects in blood vessel maturation 

resulting in variable blood pooling, which could account for the lethality in Foxc2 homozygous 

mutants (Winnier et al., 1997). These observations indicate that Foxc2 is required for blood vessel 

formation and skeletogenesis during embryonic stage in mice (Winnier et al., 1997, Iida et al., 

1997). Furthermore, Foxc2 positively regulates tumour angiogenesis potentially via regulating the 
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matrix metalloproteases and VEGF signalling, which is opposite to the reported Foxc1 function in 

mouse cornea (Sano et al., 2010, Koo and Kume, 2013, Schultz et al., 2013, Seo et al., 2012). Foxc2 

is also required for different aspects of lymphatic vessel formation (Liebl et al., 2015, Norrmen et 

al., 2009, Mellor et al., 2011, Ivanov et al., 2013, Sasahira et al., 2014). An in vitro study suggests 

that Foxc2 increases the expression of Prox1 to induce angiogenesis and lymphangiogenesis in 

human oral squamous cell carcinoma (Sasahira et al., 2014). In Foxc2 homozygous mice, 

maturation of formed lymphatic vessels was affected (Norrmen et al., 2009). Norrmen et al. 

further demonstrated the interaction between murine Foxc2 and NFATc1 during this process 

(Norrmen et al., 2009). Foxc2 potentially acts downstream of CDK5, which phosphorylates Foxc2 

and positively regulates lymphatic vessel formation and valve formation (Liebl et al., 2015, Ivanov 

et al., 2013). Interestingly, unlike the expression of Foxc1, murine Foxc2 cannot be detected in 

brain ECs at E14.5 (Siegenthaler et al., 2013). This difference in spatiotemporal expression 

between Foxc1 and Foxc2 was also reported in murine heart (Winnier et al., 1999), indicating a 

selective requirement of these two genes during different aspects of vascular development. 

3.1.2 Interaction of Foxc1 and Foxc2 in blood vessel formation 

The genetic interaction between mammalian Foxc1 and Foxc2 has been reported during various 

aspects of embryonic development (Winnier et al., 1999, Kume et al., 2000, Kume et al., 2001). 

Comparison between phenotypes of Foxc1; Foxc2 compound heterozygotes and Foxc1 

heterozygotes revealed an interaction between Foxc1 and Foxc2 during cardiovascular 

development (Winnier et al., 1999, Kume et al., 2000). Foxc1; Foxc2 double mutant mice exhibit 

similar phenotypes to Foxc1 homozygous mutants but with much more pronounced 

abnormalities in cardiovascular system development (Kume et al., 2001, Seo et al., 2006). These 

data indicate that Foxc1 and Foxc2 work synergistically during these processes. Furthermore, 

Foxc1 and Foxc2 have identical DNA-binding domains and target specificities (van Dongen et al., 

2000, Seo et al., 2006, Kume et al., 2000). These observations suggest that murine Foxc1 and 

Foxc2 have similar functions during cardiovascular development. Interestingly, Kume et al. further 

compared the phenotypes between Foxc1-/-; Foxc2+/- and Foxc1+/-; Foxc2-/-. Their data showed 

that Foxc1 and Foxc2 do not share the exact same gene functions (Kume et al., 2001), which could 

potentially be explained by the spatiotemporal difference in their expression patterns as 

mentioned in an earlier section (Winnier et al., 1999, Kume et al., 2001). Foxc1; Foxc2 compound 

mutant mice also exhibited ectopic lymphangiogenesis, which was potentially caused by Foxc1/ 

Foxc2 deficiency-mediated elevated ERK activity (Seo et al., 2006, Fatima et al., 2016). 

Interestingly, a novel vascular-restricted enhancer was discovered previously, which showed that 
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FOXC proteins co-operate with ETS transcription factors to induce endothelial-specific gene 

expression during various aspects of blood vessel formation (De Val et al., 2008). In vitro studies 

also showed that FOXC1 and FOXC2 directly activate the Dll4 and Hey2 promoters in cultured 

murine endothelial cells during blood vessel formation (Hayashi and Kume, 2008b, Seo et al., 

2006). Taken together, these data provide evidence that Foxc genes regulate vasculature 

development cell-autonomously, which conflicts with previous murine data (Koo and Kume, 

2013, Schultz et al., 2013, Seo et al., 2012). 

3.1.3 Zebrafish foxc1a and foxc1b in blood vessel formation 

Whole mount in situ hybridisation of foxc1a and foxc1b in zebrafish embryos showed an 

overlapping expression pattern in the paraxial mesoderm, presomitic mesoderm and vasculature 

during early embryonic development (Topczewska et al., 2001b, Skarie and Link, 2009). Early 

zebrafish studies of foxc1a and foxc1b were limited by using identical morpholinos (Mo) 

(Topczewska et al., 2001a, De Val et al., 2008, Skarie and Link, 2009, O'Brien et al., 2011, Veldman 

and Lin, 2012, Jang et al., 2015). However, the reported foxc1a/ foxc1b morphants’ phenotypes 

are variable and inconsistent between studies due to dosage variability and Mo toxicity 

(Topczewska et al., 2001a, O'Brien et al., 2011, Veldman and Lin, 2012, Jang et al., 2015). 

Nevertheless, KD of foxc1a showed reduced ISV formation (De Val et al., 2008) and haemorrhages 

(Skarie and Link, 2009), indicating the foxc1a is required for blood vessel formation and 

maintaining vessel integrity and/ or stability. On the contrary, foxc1b morphants showed no 

obvious or a less profound phenotype when compared with foxc1a single morphants (De Val et 

al., 2008, Skarie and Link, 2009). Interestingly, in foxc1a; foxc1b double zebrafish morphants, 

disrupted arterial-venous specification, reduced trunk angiogenesis, haemorrhages and 

disorganised hyaloid vessels were observed (De Val et al., 2008, Skarie and Link, 2009). foxc1a; 

foxc1b double morphants showed more substantial abnormalities than those observed in foxc1a 

single morphants (De Val et al., 2008, Skarie and Link, 2009), which are similar to the phenotypes 

following loss of mammalian Foxc1 and Foxc2, indicating there is functional conservation of these 

Foxc genes between mammals and zebrafish (Kume et al., 2001, Seo et al., 2006). Collectively, 

these data suggest functional redundancy between foxc1a and foxc1b during vasculature 

development. 

During this project, several studies were published using independent zebrafish foxc1a mutants 

which report that foxc1a is required for anterior somite formation (Hsu et al., 2015, Li et al., 2015) 

and neural circuit development (Banerjee et al., 2015), which is in line with previous Mo studies 
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(Topczewska et al., 2001a). Similar phenotypes in foxc1a mutants (Hsu et al., 2015, Banerjee et 

al., 2015, Li et al., 2015) to foxc1a morphants were reported with smaller eyes, pericardial 

oedema and variable blood circulation defects but without haemorrhages (Skarie and Link, 2009). 

While several studies have shed light on foxc1a functions using mutant zebrafish (Hsu et al., 2015, 

Banerjee et al., 2015, Li et al., 2015), neither the genetic interaction between foxc1a and foxc1b 

nor their roles in vascular development have been addressed in foxc1a mutant backgrounds. In 

addition, many Mo studies reported variable and dose-dependent phenotypes suggesting the 

possibility of off-target effects caused by the published Mos (Topczewska et al., 2001a, De Val et 

al., 2008, Skarie and Link, 2009, O'Brien et al., 2011, Veldman and Lin, 2012, Jang et al., 2015). 

3.1.4 Objectives 

The aim of this project was to generate and utilise novel zebrafish mutants of foxc1a and foxc1b 

to determine: (1) how these genes transcriptionally regulate blood vessel formation; (2) to 

understand the conserved genetic functions of Foxc genes between mammals and teleosts during 

evolution. 

This chapter will focus on the signalling pathways that are involved during cranial blood vessel 

formation and how foxc1a/ foxc1b interact with these to regulate angiogenesis within the 

developing brain. Here we report that foxc1a is required for both cranial vasculogenesis and 

angiogenesis by regulating the expression of different vegf receptors. In addition, our data also 

suggest a regulation of sox7 and sox18 by foxc1a/ foxc1b during cranial blood vessel formation 

and cranial lymphangiogenesis. While foxc1a is required for cranial angiogenesis, foxc1b is 

dispensable for this. Interestingly, foxc1b cooperates with foxc1a to contribute to major vessel 

formation in the head, suggesting that foxc1a but not foxc1b is a master regulator of cranial blood 

vessel formation in zebrafish. Furthermore, our observations suggest that the level of VEGF 

signalling perceived by endothelial cells within developing cranial vessels is critical to promote 

cranial angiogenesis.  
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3.2 Results 

3.2.1 Generation of foxc1ash356, foxc1bsh408 and foxc1bsh409 mutant alleles 

Unlike mammals, who possess two FOXC genes, zebrafish have two Foxc1 orthologues (foxc1a 

and foxc1b) (Topczewska et al., 2001b), whereas no identifiable Foxc2 orthologues exist in 

zebrafish (Fig. 3.1, 3.2). This data is in line with previously published sequence alignment of 

foxc1a/ b (Topczewska et al., 2001b), but contrary to report which claim foxc1a and foxc1b are 

orthologues of Foxc2 (Jang et al., 2015). 

foxc1a and foxc1b are single exon genes and encode proteins containing 476 and 433 amino acids 

respectively (Fig. 3.3) (Topczewska et al., 2001b). To investigate the function of zebrafish foxc1a 

and foxc1b during vascular development, foxc1a and foxc1b mutants were generated by Dr 

Robert Wilkinson using genome editing via Zinc Finger Nuclease and Transcription activator-like 

effector nuclease (TALEN) technologies respectively before I joined his lab. The foxc1ash356 allele 

has a 4bp insertion at position 169 (CATG), which is predicted to retain the first 56 amino acids 

of wildtype (WT) Foxc1a before shifting frame (Fig. 3.3 A, B Boxed area), inducing a premature 

stop codon at amino acid position 71 after 14 incorrect amino acids (Fig. 3.3 A Red asterisk 

indicates stop codon). The foxc1bsh408 allele is predicted to contain the first 58 WT amino acids, 

then shifts frame due to a 13bp deletion (CGCGCATATGGGC at position 172) (Fig. 3.3 C, D Boxed 

area), 10 incorrect amino acids and a termination codon were induced after this point, before the 

conserved Forkhead DNA binding domain (Fig. 3.3 C Red asterisk). foxc1bsh409 allele has a 7bp 

deletion (GCATATG at positon 175) (Fig. 3.3 E, F Boxed area). foxc1bsh409 allele contains the first 

58 amino acids of WT Foxc1b, then frame shifts truncating 12 amino acids after this point, before 

the conserved DNA binding domain (Fig. 3.3 E). The conserved Forkhead DNA binding domain is 

predicted to be lost in all foxc1ash356, foxc1bsh408 and foxc1bsh409 alleles, therefore these alleles are 

likely to represent severe loss of function or null mutations. All data in Chapter 3 and 4 were 

generated with foxc1ash356 and foxc1bsh408 alleles, hereafter referred to as foxc1a and foxc1b, 

unless otherwise stated.
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Figure 3.1 FOXC1 Synteny 

The genomic region containing Foxc1 has undergone duplication in teleost lineages, generating 

two orthologues of mammalian Foxc1, foxc1a and foxc1b. Arrow directions indicate 

corresponding DNA strand, predicted genes are represented as dotted arrows. At left are scaffold 

lines showing the relatedness of the individual species. Grey arrowheads represent non-

conserved genes. Zebrafish lineage is shown in red boxed area. Data kindly provided by Dr Teri 

Evans, University of Nottingham. 
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Figure 3.2 FOXC2 Synteny 

The genomic region containing Foxc2 has been lost in teleost lineages. Arrow directions indicate 

corresponding DNA strand, predicted genes are represented as dotted arrows. At left are scaffold 

lines showing the relatedness of the individual species. Zebrafish lineage is shown in red boxed 

area. Data kindly provided by Dr Teri Evans, University of Nottingham. 
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Figure 3.3 Generation of foxc1ash356, foxc1bsh408 and foxc1bsh409 alleles 

(A) Schematic representation of the WT foxc1a and foxc1ash356 allele with premature stop codon 

after amino acid 70 (red asterisk). (B) WT foxc1a coding sequence and foxc1ash356 allele contains 

4bp insertion at boxed region. (C) Schematic representation of WT foxc1b and foxc1bsh408 allele 

with premature stop codon after amino acid 68 (red asterisk). (D) WT foxc1b coding sequence, 

13bp boxed region is deleted in the foxc1bsh408 allele. (E) Schematic representation of WT foxc1b 

and foxc1bsh409 allele with premature stop codon after amino acid 70 (red asterisk). Green box 

indicates the conserved Forkhead (FH) Domain. (F) WT foxc1b coding sequence, 7bp boxed region 

is deleted in the foxc1bsh409 allele.  
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3.2.2 foxc1a single mutants and foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants exhibit reduced blood circulation 

within the trunk 

Zebrafish foxc1a mutants displayed absent or substantially reduced blood circulation within the 

developing trunk (Fig. 3.4 C, E), variable blood pooling in the caudal vein plexus (CVP) (Fig. 3.4 C 

Black arrowhead, E) and severe pericardial oedema in comparison to WT siblings (Fig. 3.4 A, C 

Red arrowhead). However, some foxc1a mutants retained the anterior cranial circulatory loop, 

comprised of the heart, ventral aorta, lateral dorsal aorta (LDA), primitive internal carotid artery, 

basilar artery (BA), primordial hindbrain channel (PHBC) and common cardinal vein (CCV) (Fig. 3.4 

C Red dotted line; E Orange colour coded). Overall, around 25% of pooled embryos from multiple 

foxc1a heterozygous incrosses showed disrupted blood circulation (Fig. 3.4 E). These embryos 

with reduced blood flow were later proved to be foxc1a mutants, whereas the embryos with WT 

phenotype were siblings (data not shown). This observation fits with Mendelian ratios. By 

contrast, foxc1b homozygous mutants were morphologically normal, viable and fertile (Fig. 3.4 

B). The morphology of foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants was similar to that observed in foxc1a 

single mutants (Fig. 3.4 C, D) with disrupted blood flow (Fig. 3.4 D Red dash line), pericardial 

oedema and variable blood pooling in the CVP (Fig. 3.4 D Red and black arrowheads respectively). 

However, foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants displayed more severe vascular abnormalities, which 

will be introduced in the following sections. 

3.2.3 foxc1a single mutants and foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants display abnormal vasculature 

Since foxc1a single mutants and foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants displayed reduced blood 

circulation, we employed the pan endothelial cell transgenic line Tg(fli1a:EGFP) to analyse the 

vasculature in both WT and mutant embryos. At 3 days post fertilisation (dpf), PHBC formation 

was irregular in foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants (Fig. 3.5 C Blue arrowhead) but not in foxc1a single 

mutants (Fig. 3.5 B Blue arrowhead). Under normal circumstances, the PHBC forms via 

vasculogenesis (Gore et al., 2012). This data suggests foxc1a and foxc1b might interact genetically 

during PHBC formation. 

Central artery (CtA) formation was significantly reduced in foxc1a single mutants with almost total 

loss of cranial angiogenic sprouts (Fig. 3.5 B Red arrowheads, D) at 3dpf. In foxc1b single mutants, 

all vasculature was normal when compared to the WT embryos at 3dpf (Fig. 3.6 A-D). In addition, 

CtA formation in the foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants was similar to foxc1a single mutants (Fig. 3.5 
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B, C Red arrowheads, D). This suggests that the reduced CtA formation displayed in foxc1a; foxc1b 

double mutants is more likely due to loss of foxc1a alone. 

The axial vasculature (i.e. dorsal aorta and posterior cardinal vein) was patented and specified 

normally, however, foxc1a single mutants and foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants exhibited reduced 

diameter of the DA (Fig. 3.5 B, C Red bar), which may have been due to absent trunk blood 

circulation. In addition, in both foxc1a single mutants and foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants, more 

leading tip cells were observed within the developing sub-intestinal vein. This is also likely caused 

by disrupted blood circulation in the mutants (Unpublished observations, Ms Yan Chen, Wilkinson 

lab). 

Interestingly, in foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants, we observed vascular hypersprouting (Fig. 3.5 C 

Yellow arrowheads), suggesting a genetic interaction between foxc1a and foxc1b during trunk 

intersegmental vessel (ISV) formation. Further analysis of trunk angiogenesis in foxc1a; foxc1b 

double mutants will be described in chapter 4. 

Taken together, we report almost complete loss of cranial angiogenesis in the absence of foxc1a, 

suggesting foxc1a is required for normal CtA formation, whereas foxc1b is dispensable for cranial 

angiogenesis (Fig. 3.6). These data indicate that foxc1a and foxc1b genetically interact during 

zebrafish blood vessel formation.  
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Figure 3.4 foxc1a single and foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants display defective blood circulation, 

leading to variable blood pooling and pericardial oedema 

(A, B) WT sibling and foxc1b single mutants (B) show normal morphology, whereas foxc1a single 

mutants (C), and foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants (D) display disrupted blood circulation 

(highlighted by red dotted line). Red arrowheads highlight presence of pericardial oedema; black 

arrowheads highlight variable caudal blood pooling. (E) Quantification of variable circulation 

defects in foxc1a heterozygous incrossed embryos. 491 embryos were analysed. Each number on 

the X-axis represent an independent foxc1a heterozygous incross, AV represents average data of 

9 individual incrosses.  
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Figure 3.5 foxc1a single mutants and foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants display abnormal vasculature 

(A-C) Lateral view of confocal microscopy images in 3dpf Tg(fli1a:EGFP) WT sibling (A), foxc1a single mutants (B) and foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants (C). 

Red arrowheads point to CtAs; blue arrowheads indicate PHBC; yellow arrowheads denote ectopic ISVs; blue bar points to PCV and Red bar denotes the 

DA. (D) Number of CtAs per embryo at 2.5dpf of WT embryos (n=8), foxc1a single mutants (n=5) and foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants (n=3). One-way 

ANOVA multiple comparisons. ****<0.0001, NS: not significant. CtA: central artery; ISV, intersegmental vessel; PHBC, primordial hindbrain channel; DA, 

dorsal aorta; PCV, posterior cardinal vein; SIV, sub-intestinal vein. 
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Figure 3.6 foxc1b single mutants display normal vasculature 

(A, C) Dorsal view of the head in WT (A) and foxc1b single mutants (C). (B, D) Lateral view of WT and foxc1b single mutants show normal vessel formation. 

Yellow arrowheads highlight CtAs, white arrowheads indicate ISVs. CtA: central arteries; ISV: intersegmental vessel.  
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3.2.4 foxc1a is required for formation of zebrafish lateral dorsal aorta 

foxc1a single mutants displayed abnormal LDA formation by 3dpf, which was variable in severity. 

This LDA defect might be responsible, at least partially, for the variable trunk blood circulation 

defects that was displayed in the mutants (Fig. 3.5 B). The LDA is the main artery in the head 

(Gore et al., 2012, Hermkens et al., 2015). In WT embryos, the LDA formed a stereotypical ‘V’ 

shape to connect the cranial blood circulation with the posterior circulation via the dorsal aorta 

(DA). There are two aortic arches (AA’) located and connected bilaterally with the posterior LDA 

(Fig. 3.7 A, A’). In foxc1a single mutants, this structure was disrupted with abnormal LDA vessel 

patterning and absent AA’ connections (Fig. 3.7 B-D’). Three examples of abnormal LDA formation 

are highlighted in the illustration in Fig. 3.7: (1) Connections between LDA and DA were present 

in foxc1a mutants, but with reduced diameters, which may contribute to the disrupted blood 

circulation (Fig. 3.7 B, B’); (2) LDA patterning was disrupted with abnormal connection to the DA 

in the trunk, which could potentially result in retention of cranial blood circulation but absence 

of trunk circulation (Fig. 3.7 C, C’); (3) Connections between LDA and DA were severely 

mispatterned with missing connections between LDA and DA (Fig. 3.7 D, D’). This mispatterned 

LDA was likely to account for the failure in trunk circulation in foxc1a single mutants and indicate 

that foxc1a is required for normal LDA formation.  

3.2.5 foxc1a is required for formation of facial and brain lymphatic vessels 

Mammalian Foxc1 and Foxc2 have been reported to play important roles in lymphangiogenesis 

(Kume et al., 2001, Hayashi and Kume, 2008a, Seo et al., 2006). In addition, since foxc1a mutants 

displayed variable oedema, we examined formation of the lymphatic system in the head (Fig. 3.8). 

We utilised the pan endothelial cell marker Tg(fli1a:LifeACT-mClover) (Savage et al. 2018 in 

revision) and Tg(kdrl:mcherry) because expression of Tg(kdrl:mcherry) is excluded from lymphatic 

ECs (Hogan et al., 2009a). Therefore, ECs which express fli1a:LifeACT-mClover alone could be 

identified as lymphatic endothelial cells (LECs). At 5dpf facial lymphatic formation was abnormal 

in foxc1a single mutants with dilated otolithic lymphatic vessel (OLV), absent medial facial 

lymphatic (MFL) vessel and lymphatic branchial arch (LAA) (Fig. 3.8 B, B’ Blue dotted line and 

asterisks). These lymphatic abnormalities could potentially contribute to the severe cranial 

oedema observed in foxc1a single mutants post day 4 (data not shown). 

The brain lymphatic EC (BLEC) is a recently identified unique type of venous endothelium derived 

LEC in the head (van Lessen et al., 2017, Venero Galanternik et al., 2017). Its discovery provided 
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a novel use of zebrafish to study the function of the brain. We analysed BLEC formation in foxc1a 

mutants using the Tg(fli1a:LifeACT-mClove; kdrl:mcherry) transgenes (Fig. 3.9). As described 

previously (van Lessen et al., 2017), at 56hpf, BLECs with weak kdrl expression began to sprout 

alongside the mesencephalic vein (MsV) from the primordial midbrain channel (PMBC) in WT 

embryos (Fig. 3.9 A-A’’ Blue arrowheads). No BLEC sprouts could be detected in foxc1a single 

mutants (Fig. 3.9 B-B’’) at 56hpf, which could be due to delayed BLEC development and/ or 

defective BLEC specification. The morphology of the MsV and PMBC were different in foxc1a 

single mutants when compared with the WT embryos (Fig. 3.9 A-B’’), suggesting loss of function 

of foxc1a disrupted formation of these blood vessels. 

At 5dpf, BLECs normally finish sprouting alongside the MsV and form two stereotypical loop 

structures bilaterally behind the eyes in the forebrain (Fig. 3.10 A-A’’ Blue arrowheads)(van Lessen 

et al., 2017). In foxc1a mutants, BLECs could still be detected, but the stereotypical loop structure 

no longer existed (Fig. 3.10 B-B’’ Blue arrowheads). These observations indicate that foxc1a is 

required for normal facial lymphatic formation and BLEC sprouting and migration.  
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Figure 3.7 foxc1a is required for formation of the lateral dorsal aorta  

(A-A’) Dorsal view of LDA and illustrations (A’) at 3dpf in Tg(Kdrl:mcherry) of WT embryos. (B-D’) 

Dorsal view of LDA and illustrations (B’-D’) show variable deformed LDA at 3dpf in 

Tg(Kdrl:mcherry) of foxc1a single mutant embryos. LDA, lateral dorsal aorta; DA, dorsal aorta; AA’, 

aortic arches. 
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Figure 3.8 foxc1a is required for formation of facial lymphatic vessels 

(A-A’) Lateral view of facial lymphatics with illustration in WT embryos with Tg(fli1a:LifeACT-mClover; kdrl:mcherry) at 5dpf. (B-B’) Lateral view of 

defectively formed facial lymphatics and illustration in foxc1a single mutants with dilated OLV, absent MFL and LAA (blue asterisks). LFL, lateral facial 

lymphatic; MFL, medial facial lymphatic; OLV, otolithic lymphatic vessel; LAA, lymphatic branchial arche.  
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Figure 3.9 foxc1a is required for brain lymphatic endothelial cell sprouting 

(A-A’’) Lateral view of forehead in WT embryos with Tg(fli1a:LifeACT-mClover; kdrl:mcherry) 

background. Blue arrowheads indicate the initiation of BLECs sprouting with high fli1a:LifeACT-

mChlover expression and low kdrl:mcherry expression from the PMBC in WT embryos at 56hpf. 

(B-B’’) Lateral view of forehead in foxc1a single mutants show absent BLECs sprouting at 56hpf. 

PMBC, primordial midbrain channel; MsV, mesencephalic vein.   
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Figure 3.10 foxc1a is required for migration of brain lymphatic endothelial cells 

(A-A’’) Dorsal view of head in WT embryos with Tg(fli1a:LifeACT-mClover; kdrl:mcherry) 

background shows normal formed BLEC loops located bilaterally in the forebrain (blue 

arrowheads) at 5dpf. (B-B’’) Dorsal view of head in foxc1a single mutants with head circulation 

show abnormal BLEC migration (blue arrowheads).   
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3.2.6 foxc1a and foxc1b are required for cranial basal vessel formation 

The major vessels in the hindbrain represent the junction which links rostral and posterior blood 

circulation (Isogai et al., 2001). Therefore, to further investigate the cause of reduced trunk blood 

circulation and abnormal CtAs formation, we analysed cranial vasculogenesis at 22hpf, which 

establishes the basal vessels, namely PHBC, LDA and CCV, in the hindbrain and other major vessels 

in the head. At 22hpf, the CCV was not detectable in either foxc1a or foxc1a; foxc1b double 

mutants (Fig. 3.11 B, C Yellow asterisks), whereas these were correctly formed in WT embryos 

(Fig. 3.11 A Yellow arrowheads). In WT, the LDA was able to form the stereotypical V-shape 

beneath the PHBC at 22hpf, but in foxc1a mutants, LDA was not properly lumenised at this stage 

(Fig. 3.11 B White arrows). In addition, formation of the PHBCs commenced by 22hpf in WT 

embryos (Fig. 3.11 A Red arrowheads), however, we could not detect initiation of PHBC formation 

at this stage (Fig 3.11 B, C Red asterisks) in either foxc1a single mutants or foxc1a; foxc1b double 

mutants. In addition, in the absence of both foxc1a and foxc1b the delay in formation of major 

cranial vessels were more pronounced than those observed in foxc1a single mutants. Formation 

of middle cerebral vein (MCeV) and LDA were not detectable in foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants 

at 22hpf (Fig. 3.11 C Blue and white asterisks respectively). These observations indicate that 

foxc1a and foxc1b function co-operatively during cranial vasculogenesis. 

3.2.7 foxc1a is required for common cardinal vein formation 

Formation of CCVs was abnormal in foxc1a single mutants at 28hpf (Fig. 3.12 C). foxc1a; foxc1b 

double mutants also showed disrupted CCV formation, which was similar to the phenotype 

displayed in foxc1a single mutants (data not shown). We employed the Tg(fli1a:LifeACT-mClover) 

transgenic line to label filopodia in ECs, which allowed us to observe CCV formation more clearly. 

As opposed to the WT embryo, in which the CCVs formed evenly outgrowing EC sheets with 

tightly connected cell-cell junctions (Fig. 3.12 B, D), the CCVs in foxc1a single mutants were 

significantly disrupted (Fig. 3.12 C, E). At 28hpf, the initiation of EC collective migration to form 

the CCV was not detectable in foxc1a single mutants (Fig. 3.12 C blue arrowheads)(Helker et al., 

2013) and by 56hpf, the CCVs were thinner in foxc1a single mutants than observed in WT siblings 

(Fig. 3.12 D, E Blue dotted line). Disrupted CCV formation would also inhibit blood circulation and 

may therefore contribute to reduced circulation in foxc1a mutants. 

Given CCV formation was abnormal in foxc1a single mutants and foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants, 

we analysed expression of foxc1a and foxc1b using fluorescent in situ hybridization (See section 
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2.2.3.5), which provides better resolution than traditional chromogenic in situ hybridisation. 

Expression of foxc1a and foxc1b were detected by fluorescent in situ hybridisation with Cy3 

tyramide (Red channel), endothelial GFP in Tg(fli1:EGFP) was detected by immunofluorescence 

with α-GFP antibody (Green channel) as vessel reference (See section 2.2.3.5). foxc1a Cy3 

tyramide staining could be detected in the pharyngeal arches adjacent to the CCV (Fig. 3.13 A, A’ 

Purple arrowheads) and also the ECs within the CCVs (Fig. 3.13 A’ white and blue arrowheads). 

Interestingly, foxc1a was expressed at higher levels in ECs of the posterior CCV (Fig. 3.13 A’ blue 

arrowheads) than in the anterior migratory CCV ECs (Fig. 3.13 A’ white arrowheads). foxc1b 

expression was not detectable in either developing CCV or adjacent mesenchyme (Fig. 3.13 B’). 

Collectively, foxc1a is expressed in the developing CCV and is required for CCV formation, 

suggesting a potential cell-autonomous role, whereas, foxc1b is excluded from the developing 

CCV and is dispensable for CCV formation. 
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Figure 3.11 foxc1a and foxc1b function co-operatively during cranial vasculogenesis 

(A) Dorsal view of WT hindbrain at 22hpf. Red arrowheads indicate PHBCs, yellow arrowheads 

point to CCVs. (B) foxc1a single mutants show delayed PHBC (red asterisks) and MCeV formation, 

absent CCVs (yellow asterisks) and defective LDA formation. (C) foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants 

show more pronounced delay in PHBC (red asterisks) and MCeV (blue asterisks) formation with 

absent CCV (yellow asterisks) and LDA (white arrowheads) at 22hpf. PHBC: primordial hindbrain 

channel; CCV: common cardinal vein; LDA: lateral dorsal aorta; MCeV: middle cerebral vein.
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Figure 3.12 foxc1a is required for common cardinal vein formation 

(A) Schematic representation of CCV formation in zebrafish embryo with lateral view. (B) Dorsal view of WT embryos show normal CCVs (blue arrowheads and 

dotted lines) located bilaterally above the yolk in Tg(fli1a:LifeACT-mClover). (B) foxc1a single mutant embryo shows abnormal CCV formation (blue arrowheads 

and dotted lines) at 28hpf. (C, D) Lateral view of CCV formation at 56hpf in WT embryos (C) and foxc1a single mutants (D). Blue dotted lines map the CCV 

outline. CCV, common cardinal vein.  
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Figure 3.13 foxc1a is expressed in the developing common cardinal vein, while foxc1b is excluded from this vessel 

(A, B) Dorsal lateral view of Cy3 fluorescent in situ of foxc1a and foxc1b (red channel) with α-GFP antibody staining (green channel) in Tg(fli1a:EGFP) in WT 

embryo head at 28hpf respectively. Yellow arrowheads highlight CCV; pink arrowheads indicate pharyngeal arch expression adjacent to CCV. (A’) Higher 

magnification picture of yellow dotted boxed area in panel A. Small blue arrowheads indicate dorsal CCV with high level of foxc1a expression; small white 

arrowheads indicate ventral CCV with low level of foxc1a expression; pink arrowhead indicates mesenchyme adjacent to CCV. (B’) Higher magnification picture 

of yellow dotted boxed areas in panel B. pink arrowhead indicates mesenchyme adjacent to CCV.CCV, common cardinal vein.
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3.2.8 Vegf signalling is dispensable for common cardinal vein formation  

Relatively little is understood about the mechanisms which control CCV formation. Vegfc and 

Vegfr3/ Flt4 signalling have been shown to regulate formation of angiogenic sprouts with venous 

origin (Karkkainen et al., 2004, Le Guen et al., 2014, Kuchler et al., 2006). To determine whether 

foxc1a controls CCV formation via interaction with Vegfc signalling, we treated the sibling 

embryos and foxc1a single mutants with AV951 (Fig. 3.14), which inhibits VEGF receptor 1, 2 and 

3 (Eskens et al., 2011). 

At 28hpf, control DMSO treated sibling embryos formed functional CCVs bilaterally above the yolk 

(Fig. 3.14 A, A’ Red arrowheads). The AV951 treated sibling embryos showed abnormal formation 

of MCeV (Fig. 3.14 B Blue asterisk) and PHBC formation (Fig. 3.14 B White asterisk) indicating the 

AV951 treatment was effective. However, following Vegf inhibition, CCV formation was normal in 

sibling embryos (Fig. 3.14 B, B’ Red arrowheads), indicating that Vegf signalling is dispensable for 

CCV formation. Interestingly, in the DMSO treated group, no sign of initiation of the EC collective 

migration to form CCV at 28hpf could be detected in foxc1a single mutants (Fig. 3.14 C, C’ Red 

asterisks). This observation further confirmed the importance of foxc1a in CCV formation. 

In addition, post AV951 treatment in foxc1a single mutants, abnormal CCV formation was 

observed (Fig. 3.14 D-D’ Red asterisks), with almost complete loss of MCeV and PHBC formation 

(Fig. 3.14 D, D’ Blue and white asterisks) when compared with the DMSO treated foxc1a mutant 

embryos (Fig. 3.14 C Blue and white arrowheads). These data indicate that major cranial vessel 

formation depends on the Vegf signalling pathway, whereas the Vegf signalling is not required 

during CCV formation. Here we have reported that foxc1a is required for CCV formation, which is 

independent of the Vegf signalling pathway. 
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Figure 3.14 foxc1a is required for common cardinal vein formation while Vegf signalling is 

dispensable for common cardinal vein formation 

(A, A’, C, C’) Lateral and dorsal view of DMSO treated WT embryos (A, A’), foxc1a single mutants 

(C, C’) at 28hpf. Blue arrowheads indicate MCeV; white arrowheads point to PHBC; red 

arrowheads denote CCVs; red asterisks highlight absent CCVs. (B, B’, D, D’) Lateral and dorsal view 

of AV951 treated WT embryos (B, B’), foxc1a single mutants (D, D’) at 28hpf. Blue asterisks 

indicate absent MCeV; white asterisks point to absent PHBC; red arrowheads denote CCVs; red 

asterisks highlight absent CCVs. CCV: common cardinal vein; MCeV: middle cerebral Vein; PHBC: 

primordial hindbrain channel.   
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3.2.9 foxc1a is required for cranial vessel formation 

We further analysed cranial vessel formation in foxc1a mutants using in vivo timelapse imaging 

at 21-38hpf (Fig. 3.15 A-B’, also see Supplementary movies 1 and 2) to investigate cranial 

angiogenesis in greater detail. In WT embryos (Supplementary movie 1), PHBC formation was 

completed by approximately 24hpf (Fig. 3.15 A, A’ Blue colour coded), followed by medial 

migration of ECs from PHBCs to form the BA, which was completed by approximately 30hpf (Fig. 

3.15 A, A’ Red colour coded). During BA formation, the CtAs could be observed to sprout via 

angiogenesis from the anterior PHBC from 28hpf (Fig. 3.15 A, A’ Purple colour coded), which were 

generated via angiogenesis. The CtA sprouts subsequently connected with the BA once it had 

formed (Fig. 3.15 A, A’ Purple colour coded). 

However, in foxc1a single mutants (Supplementary movie 2), PHBC and BA formation were 

delayed by approximately 2-3 hours (Fig. 3.15 B’ Blue and red colour coded), such that in foxc1a 

single mutants, the formation of PHBC and BA finished at around 26hpf and 32hpf respectively. 

The formation of CtAs was not detectable in foxc1a single mutants (3.15 B, B’), which is in line 

with observations reported in section 3.2.3. 

To understand how foxc1a regulates formation of CtAs, we quantified ECs in WT embryos and 

foxc1a mutants in Tg(kdrl:HRAS-mCherry; flk1:nucEGFP), which labels the EC membrane in red 

and EC nuclei in green. At 60hpf, the total EC number of foxc1a single mutants remained 

unchanged when compared with the WT embryos within individual or combined cranial vessels 

(Fig. 3.16 A, C, N). However, there was a significant increase in the number of arterial-venous 

connections (AVC) in foxc1a mutants (Fig. 3.16 O), both in the AVCs between PHBC and BA and 

AVCs between PHBC and posterior communicating segment (PCS) (Fig. 3.16 O). These data 

indicate foxc1a limits the formation of AVCs potentially via regulating EC migration, but is unlikely 

to contribute to EC specification and/ or proliferation. 

To test the role of foxc1a in CtA formation, we therefore examined whether the foxc1a single 

mutant phenotype could be rescued by overexpression of foxc1a. We injected full length foxc1a 

mRNA into WT siblings and foxc1a single mutants at one-cell stage (Fig. 3.16 E-H), GFP mRNA was 

also injected as a negative control (Fig. 3.16 A-D). Overexpression of foxc1a in WT did not cause 

any detectable morphological change (Fig. 3.16 E, F). Post foxc1a mRNA overexpression, no 

change in EC distribution could be detected within the major cranial basal vessels in either WT 

embryos or foxc1a single mutants (Fig. 3.16 N). This data suggests foxc1a is not sufficient to 
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induce EC specification and/ or proliferation. Overexpression of foxc1a in foxc1a single mutants 

partially restored CtA formation in foxc1a single mutants (Fig. 3.16 G, H White arrowheads, M).In 

addition, foxc1a overexpression also reduced the AVC number when compared with the control 

mRNA injected foxc1a single mutants (Fig. 3.16 O), and in particular, the AVCs between PHBC and 

BA in the head.  

Previous zebrafish studies demonstrated conflicting results: Bussmann et al. showed that blood 

flow contributes to zebrafish cranial vessel remodelling (Bussmann et al., 2011), whereas Fujita 

et al. concluded blood circulation is dispensable for cranial vessel patterning (Fujita et al., 2011). 

To exclude the possibility that reduced blood circulation might be responsible for decreased CtA 

numbers in foxc1a single mutants, we injected tnnt2 Mo (Sehnert et al., 2002) into both WT 

siblings and foxc1a mutants to prevent initiation of blood circulation. Injected embryos were 

analysed at 60hpf. In tnnt2 Mo injected WT embryos, CtAs were thinner and unlumenised due to 

lack of blood flow in the head (Fig. 3.16 I, J White arrowheads). However, no significant alteration 

in CtA numbers was detected in the tnnt2 Mo injected WT embryos when compared to the GFP 

mRNA injected WT embryos (Fig. 3.16 M), whereas the tnnt2 Mo injected foxc1a single mutants 

still showed significantly reduced CtA numbers (Fig. 3.16 K, L White arrowheads, M). This data 

indicates that abnormal CtA formation displayed in foxc1a mutants is a result of loss of function 

of foxc1a. In addition, in tnnt2 Mo-injected foxc1a single mutants, AVCs between PHBC and BA 

showed increased diameter (Fig. 3.16 K), indicating a potential role of head blood circulation in 

directing retraction of the AVCs, which is in line with previous report (Ulrich et al., 2016). 
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Figure 3.15 foxc1a is required for central artery formation 

(A-B’) Single frame images from confocal time lapses and corresponding illustrations of cranial vessel formation in Tg(kdrl:mcherry) WT embryos (A, A’) 

and foxc1a single mutants (B, B’) from 21hpf to 38hpf. LDA, lateral dorsal aorta; PHBC, primordial hindbrain channel; BA, basilar artery; CtA, central artery.  
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Figure 3.16 foxc1a is required for central artery formation 

(A-D) 700pg GFP mRNA injected Tg(kdrl:mcherry; flk1:nlsEGFP) WT and foxc1a single mutant embryos with dorsal (A, C) and lateral view (B, D) of head. 

(E-H) 700pg foxc1a full length mRNA injected Tg(kdrl:mcherry; flk1:nlsEGFP) WT and foxc1a single mutant embryos with dorsal (E, G) and lateral view (F, 

H) of the head. (I-K) 2ng tnnt2 Mo injected Tg(kdrl:mcherry; flk1:nlsEGFP) WT and foxc1a single mutant embryos with dorsal (I, K) and lateral view (J, L) of 

the head. White arrowheads indicate CtA sprouts. (M) Quantification of CtA number per embryo at 60hpf. One-way ANOVA multiple comparisons, 

**<0.01; *< 0.05; NS, not significant. (N) Quantification of EC number in cranial basilar vessels at 60hpf. Two-way ANOVA multiple comparisons. AVC:PCS, 

EC numbers in AVC between PHBC and PCS; AVC:BA, EC numbers in AVC between PHBC and BA. Different vessels are colour coded. (O) Quantification of 

AVC number. Two-way ANOVA multiple comparisons. *<0.05, ***<0.001. AVC:PCS, AVC between PHBC and PCS; AVC:BA, AVC between PHBC and BA. 

AVC, arterial venous connection; BA, basilar artery; CtA, central artery; EC, endothelial cell; PHBC, primordial hindbrain channel; PCS, posterior 

communicating segment. . 
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3.2.10 foxc1a is expressed in endothelial cells of cranial vessels, whereas foxc1b expression is 

excluded from these 

To further understand the mechanism of how foxc1a, foxc1b regulate cranial vessel formation, 

we analysed the expression of their transcripts in head at 28hpf by utilising florescent in situ 

hybridisation with endothelial cell α-GFP antibody staining in a Tg(fli1a:EGFP) transgenic 

background employed as a vessel reference as introduced in section 3.2.7. 

In the head, the expression of foxc1a could be detected in mesenchymal derived tissues and the 

majority of cranial blood vessels, including the PHBC, LDA, CCV and MCeV, which exhibited co-

localisation with α-GFP expression (Fig. 3.17 A-C’’). Reconstructed transverse sections of single Z-

planes of the hindbrain demonstrated co-localisation between foxc1a expression and α-GFP 

antibody staining in Tg(fli1a:EGFP) in PHBCs (Fig. 3.17 C-C’’ Blue arrowheads). In addition, foxc1a 

was also strongly expressed in the eye and surrounding vessels (Fig. 3.17 A-A’’), which supports 

the idea that the mutation of Foxc1 is responsible for many eye abnormalities as described before 

in both mice and zebrafish (Smith et al., 2000, Seo et al., 2012, Skarie and Link, 2009). 

The expression of foxc1b could be detected in the cranial mesenchyme, however, unlike the 

expression of foxc1a, foxc1b was excluded from the cranial vasculature (Fig. 3.17 D-F’’). In 

reconstructed hindbrain transverse Z-plane, expression of foxc1b could be only detected 

perivascular to the PHBC but not within ECs of the PHBC (Fig. 3.17 F-F’’ blue arrowheads). Taken 

together, expression of foxc1a and foxc1b overlap in non-endothelial tissues, but only foxc1a can 

be detected within the ECs of cranial vessels. 

We also examined whether foxc1a was expressed in the CtAs at later stages. At 3dpf, the venous 

marker flt4 was used as control, since CtAs are venous derived arteries and flt4 expression is 

periodically retained in these (Bussmann et al., 2011). flt4 expression could be detected within 

CtAs (Fig. 3.18 A’), overlapped with the EC α-GFP antibody staining (Fig. 3.18 B Yellow 

arrowheads). Similar to the early cerebral expression of foxc1a, which could be detected within 

the CtAs, at 3dpf foxc1a expression foci co-localised with EC α-GFP antibody staining (Fig. 3.18 C’-

D Yellow arrowheads). On the contrary, no overlapping expression could be found between α-

GFP antibody staining and expression of foxc1b (Fig. 3.18 F Red arrowheads). Interestingly, foxc1b 

expression could be found adjacent to CtAs (Fig. 3.18 E’ Red arrowheads), suggesting potential 

expression of foxc1b in perivascular cells. 
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Taken together, we find that foxc1a is expressed in both cranial EC and surrounding mesenchyme 

whereas foxc1b is expressed perivascularly and excluded from cranial ECs. 
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Figure 3.17 foxc1a is expressed in the major cranial vessels, while foxc1b is excluded from these 

(A-A’’) Lateral dorsal view of Cy3 fluorescent in situ of foxc1a (red channel) co-expresses with α-

GFP (green channel) in Tg(fli1a:EGFP) in MCeV (white arrowheads), PHBC (blue arrowheads), LDA 

(red arrowheads) and CCV (yellow arrowheads) along with other mesenchymal derived tissue in 

WT embryo head at 28hpf. (B-B’’) Dorsal view of Cy3 fluorescent in situ of foxc1a (red channel) 

co-expresses with α-GFP (green channel) in Tg(fli1a:EGFP) in MCeV (white arrowheads), PHBC 

(blue arrowheads), LDA (lateral dorsal aorta) and CCV (yellow arrowheads) and mesenchymal 

derived tissue in WT embryo head at 28hpf. (C-C’’) Cross section of hindbrain shows the 

fluorescent in situ of foxc1a (red channel) expresses in the PHBC (blue arrowheads). (D-D’’) Lateral 

dorsal view of Cy3 fluorescent in situ of foxc1b (red channel) expresses in the mesenchymal 

derived tissue but excluded from the cranial vasculature in WT embryo head at 28hpf. White 

arrowheads denote MCeV; Blue arrowheads indicate PHBC; Red arrowheads point to LDA and 

yellow arrowheads point to CCV. (E-E’’) Dorsal view of Cy3 fluorescent in situ of foxc1b (red 

channel) expresses in the mesenchymal derived tissue but excluded from the cranial vasculature 

in WT embryo head at 28hpf. White arrowheads denote MCeV; Blue arrowheads indicate PHBC; 

Red arrowheads point to LDA and yellow arrowheads point to CCV. (F-F’’) Cross section of 

hindbrain shows the expression of foxc1b (red channel) is excluded from the PHBC (blue 

arrowheads). PHBC: primordial hindbrain channel; CCV: common cardinal vein; LDA: lateral dorsal 

aorta; MCeV: middle cerebral vein; DA, dorsal aorta; PCV, posterior cardinal vein. 
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Figure 3.18 foxc1a is expressed in central arteries, while foxc1b is excluded from these vessels 

(A) Lateral view of CtAs in the hindbrain of WT Tg(fli1a:EGFP) embryos with flt4 Cy3 staining (Red) 

and α-GFP (Green). (A’) Higher magnification of red dotted boxed area in panel A showing flt4 

expression can be detected within CtAs. Red arrowheads indicate flt4 staining is not co-localised 

with α-GFP antibody staining in the CtAs; Yellow arrowheads point to flt4 co-expressing with α-

GFP antibody staining in the CtAs. (B) Horizontal cross section from the white line in panel A 

showing co-localisation of flt4 and α-GFP antibody staining. Yellow arrowheads indicate co-

localised expression. (C) Lateral view of CtAs in the hindbrain of WT Tg(fli1a:EGFP) embryos with 

foxc1a Cy3 staining (Red) and α-GFP (Green). (C’) Higher magnification picture of red dotted 

boxed area in panel B showing foxc1a expression can be detected within CtAs. Red arrowheads 

indicate foxc1a staining is not co-localised with α-GFP antibody staining in the CtAs; Yellow 

arrowheads point to variable foxc1a co-expressing with α-GFP antibody staining in the CtAs. (D) 
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Horizontal cross section from the white line in panel C showing some co-localisation of foxc1a 

and α-GFP antibody staining. Yellow arrowheads indicate co-localised expression. (E) Lateral view 

of CtAs in the hindbrain of WT Tg(fli1a:EGFP) embryos with foxc1b Cy3 staining (Red) and α-GFP 

(Green). (E’) Higher magnification picture of red dotted boxed area in panel C showing foxc1b 

expression is not co-localised with α-GFP staining in CtAs. Red arrowheads indicate foxc1b 

staining is not co-localised with α-GFP antibody staining in the CtAs at 3dpf. (F) Horizontal cross 

section from the white line in panel E showing foxc1b staining is not co-localised with α-GFP 

antibody staining in the CtAs. Red arrowheads indicate foxc1b staining is not co-localised with α-

GFP antibody staining in the CtAs. CtA, central artery. 
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3.2.11 foxc1a is required for the expression of vegf receptors flt4 and kdrl in developing cranial 

vessels 

vegfr3/ flt4 promotes PHBC formation but not CtA sprouting (Villefranc et al., 2013, Shin et al., 

2016a). Whereas, vegfr4/ kdrl is essential for both BA and CtA formation from the PHBC 

(Bussmann et al., 2011). Given that foxc1a single mutants displayed delayed PHBC formation and 

reduced CtA formation (Fig. 3.5, 3.11, 3.15, 3.16) we therefore examined the expression of flt4 

and kdrl in foxc1a mutants. 

At 24hpf, in WT siblings, flt4 expression could be found in PHBC (Fig. 3.19 A Black arrowhead), 

CCVs (Fig. 3.19 A’ Red arrowheads) and other cranial vessels around the eye (Fig. 3.19 A). In foxc1a 

single mutants, the PHBC expression of flt4 was significantly reduced (Fig. 3.19 B Black 

arrowhead). In addition, flt4 expression was also significantly reduced within CCVs (Fig. 3.19 B’ 

Red asterisks). At later stages, the expression of flt4 was also reduced significantly in PHBC of the 

foxc1a mutants after its formation was complete (Fig. 3.19 C, D Black arrowheads and asterisk). 

In section 3.2.9, we reported that PHBC formation was accomplished at approximately 26hpf in 

the absence of foxc1a. Taken together, this reduced expression of flt4 in foxc1a mutants at 34hpf 

further confirmed that this reduction is due to reduced flt4 expression within ECs rather than 

abnormal PHBC formation. 

Expression of kdrl can be detected in all cranial vessels, including PHBC in WT siblings (Fig. 3.19 E 

Black arrowhead) and CCVs (Fig. 3.19 E’ Red arrowheads) at 24hpf. At 72hpf, in addition to PHBC 

and CCV, kdrl expression could also be observed in CtAs (Fig. 3.19 G Red arrowhead). Similar to 

the reduced expression of flt4 that we observed in foxc1a mutants, kdrl expression was also 

significantly decreased in the PHBC (Fig. 3.19 F, black asterisk) and CCVs (Fig. 3.19 F’ Red asterisks) 

at 24hpf. Furthermore, kdrl expression was reduced at 72hpf in the PHBC (Fig. 3.19 G, H White 

arrowheads) of foxc1a single mutants. Taken together, in the absence of foxc1a, expression of 

flt4 and kdrl were significantly reduced in the cranial vessels, which suggests that foxc1a 

contributes to expression of these vegf receptors during formation of cranial blood vessels. 
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Figure 3.19 foxc1a is required for the expression of vegfrs in cranial vessels 

(A-D) Lateral view of in situ hybridisation of flt4 in WT (A, C), foxc1a single mutants (B, D) at 24hpf 

and 34hpf respectively. (A’, B’) Dorsal view of in situ hybridisation of flt4 in WT (A’), foxc1a single 

mutants (B’) at 24hpf. Black arrowheads indicate PHBC; red arrowheads denote CCVs; black 

asterisks indicate reduced PHCB expression; red asterisks highlight absent CCV formation. (E, F) 

Lateral view of in situ hybridisation of kdrl in the head of WT embryo (E) and foxc1a single mutants 

(F) at 24hpf. (E’, F’) Dorsal view of in situ hybridisation of kdrl in WT (E’), foxc1a single mutants 

(F’) at 24hpf. Black arrowhead indicates PHBC; red arrowheads denote CCVs; black asterisk 

indicates reduced PHCB expression; red asterisks highlight absent CCV formation. (G-H) Lateral 

view of in situ hybridisation of kdrl in the head of WT embryo (G) and foxc1a single mutants (H) 

at 72hpf. White arrowheads indicate PHBC; red arrowhead points to CtAs; red asterisk highlight 

absent CtA formation. CCV, common cardinal vein; BA, basilar artery; PHBC, primordial hindbrain 

channel; CtA, central artery.   
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3.2.12 kdrl overexpression is not sufficient to rescue central artery formation in foxc1a mutants 

Given that expression of kdrl was reduced significantly at both early and late stages in foxc1a 

single mutants (Fig. 3.19 F, H), we hypothesised that the reduced kdrl was responsible for reduced 

CtA formation in foxc1a mutants. We injected kdrl full length mRNA into the progeny of a foxc1a 

heterozygous incrosses at one-cell stage and quantified CtA frequency (Fig. 3.20). 

An expression construct containing full length kdrl cDNA was generated by Dr Robert Wilkinson. 

kdrl overexpression did not cause any discernible vascular defects in WT embryos (Fig. 3.20 C) 

when compared with control mRNA-injected WT embryos (Fig. 3.20 A). Overexpression of kdrl 

mRNA could not rescue either the CtA defect or the ectopic AVCs displayed in foxc1a single 

mutants (Fig. 3.20 B, D, E-G), suggesting kdrl alone is not sufficient to rescue CtAs frequency in 

foxc1a single mutants. 

3.2.13 foxc1a is required for expression of sox7 and sox18 in developing cranial vessels 

In sox7 zebrafish mutants, disturbed trunk blood circulation and reduced CtA formation were 

reported (Hermkens et al., 2015), which are similar to those observed in foxc1a mutants. In 

addition, sox7 and sox18 have been shown to function co-operatively to regulate blood vessel 

formation (Cermenati et al., 2008). sox7 alone is essential for LDA formation and CtA sprouting 

(Hermkens et al., 2015). Given the phenotypic similarity between the sox7 and foxc1a mutants, 

we hypothesised that sox7 and/ or sox18 may be regulated by foxc1a. 

To test this, we first analysed expression of sox7 and sox18 in WT and foxc1a single mutant 

embryos. Expression of sox7 and sox18 could be detected in major cranial vessels of WT siblings 

(Fig. 3.21 A, A’, C Black arrowheads indicate PHBC, red arrowheads point to CCVs), whereas both 

sox7 and sox18 expression were substantially reduced in cranial vessels of foxc1a single mutants 

(Fig. 3.21 B, B’, D Black asterisks indicate PHBC, red asterisks high light CCVs). This data suggests 

that foxc1a is required for the expression of sox7 and sox18 in the developing cranial vasculature. 

We therefore examined whether sox7 and sox18 could rescue abnormal vascular development 

displayed in foxc1a single mutants. We synthesised full length sox7 and sox18 mRNA and 

generated overexpression constructs (See sections 2.1.7 and 2.2.2.10). Overexpression of sox7 

and sox18 did not cause any detectable gross vascular abnormalities in WT embryos (Fig. 3.21 G, 

G’’ White arrowheads indicate CtAs). However, we detected mildly dilated LDA formation in sox7 

and sox18 overexpressed WT embryos (Fig. 3.21 E’, G’), indicating sox7 and sox18 are not only 
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required, but also sufficient to drive LDA formation. In addition, increased expression of sox7 and 

sox18 failed to rescue CtA formation in foxc1a single mutants, suggesting that sox7 and sox18 are 

insufficient to rescue reduced CtA formation in the absence of foxc1a. 

3.2.14 Combined overexpression of kdrl and sox7 are not sufficient to rescue reduced central artery 

formation in foxc1a single mutants 

Both sox7 and kdrl have been reported to directly interact with the Notch signalling pathway and 

regulate blood vessel formation (Hermkens et al., 2015, Sacilotto et al., 2013, Chiang et al., 2017, 

Herbert and Stainier, 2011, Clements et al., 2011). To examine whether sox7 and kdrl could 

function co-operatively to promote CtA formation downstream of foxc1a, we overexpressed both 

kdrl and sox7 in embryos. 

Overexpression of both kdrl and sox7 in WT embryos induced expansion of that developing LDA 

(Fig. 3.21 L) when compared with the control mRNA-injected WT embryos (Fig. 3.21 J’). This 

abnormal LDA formation was more severe than those observed in sox7 and sox18 overexpressed 

WT embryos (Fig. 3.21 G’), indicating sox7 and kdrl may cooperate during LDA formation. 

However, combined overexpression of kdrl and sox7 was not sufficient to rescue either reduced 

CtA frequency or ectopic AVCs in foxc1a single mutants (Fig. 3.21 K, M, N-P). 
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Figure 3.20 kdrl overexpression is not sufficient to rescue reduced central artery formation in 

foxc1a mutants 

(A, B) Dorsal view of control RNA injected siblings (A) and foxc1a single mutants (B) in 

Tg(kdrl:mcherry) background at 60hpf. (C, D) 600pg kdrl mRNA injected siblings (C) and foxc1a 

single mutants (D) in Tg(kdrl:mcherry) background at 60hpf. (E) Quantification of the frequency 

of CtAs per embryo at 60hpf in Control RNA and kdrl mRNA injected WT and foxc1a single mutant 

embryos. One-way ANOVA multiple comparisons were used. (F) Quantification of CtA numbers. 

Two-way ANOVA multiple comparisons. CtA connection with different vessels are colour coded. 

(G) Number of AVC per embryo. One-way ANOVA multiple comparisons. CtA, central artery; AVC, 

arterial venous connection; PHBC, primordial hindbrain channel; BA, basilar artery.   
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Figure 3.21 foxc1a is required for the expression of sox7 and sox18 and overexpression of sox7/ 

sox18 and sox7/ kdrl are not sufficient to rescue central artery formation on foxc1a mutants 

(A-B’) Lateral and dorsal view sox7 expression in WT embryos (A-A’) and foxc1a ingle mutants (B, 

B’) at 24hpf. Black arrowheads indicate PHBC; red arrowheads and asterisks denote CCV; orange 

arrow and asterisk indicate LDA. (C-D) Lateral view of sox18 expression in WT embryos (C) and 

foxc1a single mutants (D) at 24hpf. Black arrowheads and asterisks indicate PHBC. (E-F’) Dorsal 

and lateral view of control RNA injected siblings (E-E’’) with magnified picture of LDA (E’) and 

foxc1a single mutants (F-F’) in Tg(kdrl:mcherry; flk1:nlGFP) at 60hpf. White arrowheads indicate 

CtAs. (G-H’) 350pg sox7 and 350pg sox18 mRNA injected siblings (G-G’’) with magnified picture 

of LDA (G’) and foxc1a single mutants (H-H’) at 60hpf. White arrowheads indicate CtAs. (I) 

Quantification of CtA numbers. Two-way ANOVA multiple comparisons. CtA connection with 

different vessels are colour coded. NS, not significant. (J. K) Dorsal view of control RNA injected 

siblings (J) with magnified picture of LDA (J’) and foxc1a single mutants (J) in Tg(kdrl:mcherry) 

background at 60hpf. (L, M) 600pg kdrl and 700pg sox7 mRNA injected siblings (L) with magnified 

picture of LDA (L’) and foxc1a single mutants (M) in Tg(kdrl:mcherry) background at 60hpf. (N) 

Quantification of the frequency of CtAs per embryo at 60hpf in control RNA and kdrl+sox7 mRNA 

injected WT and foxc1a single mutant embryos. One-way ANOVA multiple comparisons were 

used. NS, not significant. (O) Quantification of CtA numbers. Two-way ANOVA multiple 

comparisons. CtA connection with different vessels are colour coded. (P) Number of AVC per 

embryo. One-way ANOVA multiple comparisons. NS, not significant. CCV, common cardinal vein; 

CtA, central artery; AVC, arterial venous connection; PHBC, primordial hindbrain channel; BA, 

basilar artery.   
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3.2.15 vegfa overexpression is not sufficient to rescue reduced central artery formation in foxc1a 

mutants 

While overexpression of kdrl was unable to rescue CtA sprouting in foxc1a mutants, we 

hypothesised that if reduced Vegf receptor expression was responsible for reduced CtA sprouting 

in foxc1a mutants, then overexpression of vegfa, the main ligand that binds to Vegfr2 and Vegfr4 

(Herbert and Stainier, 2011), would not rescue CtA sprouting. The two dominantly expressed 

isoforms of vegfa in zebrafish are vegfa165 and vegfa121 (Liang et al., 1998). 

vegfa165 (200pg) and vegfa121 (50pg) full length mRNA, had been previously reported to rescue a 

vegfa zebrafish mutant to viability (Rossi et al., 2016), and are thus biologically active at these 

doses. These two vegfa isoforms were injected individually and in combination into one-cell stage 

zebrafish embryos (Fig. 3.22) and CtA connections were quantified at 3dpf. Following injection, 

ectopic angiogenic sprouting was observed within the developing trunk, indicating that full length 

vegfa mRNA was functional at these doses (data not shown). Injection of vegfa165 and vegfa121 

mRNA individually and in combination had no significant effect on CtA numbers in WT embryos 

(Fig. 3.22 C, C’, E, E’, G, G’ Yellow arrowheads, I Blue colour coded, J). In addition, neither 

overexpression of vegfa165 or vegfa121 individually nor combined could rescue CtA formation in 

foxc1a single mutants (Fig. 3.22 D’, F’, H’ Yellow arrowheads, I, J) when compared to control 

siblings (Fig. 3.22 A’, C’, E’, G’ Yellow arrowheads, I, J). Therefore, vegfa overexpression at 

minimum levels sufficient to induce ectopic trunk angiogenesis is not sufficient to rescue reduced 

CtA formation in foxc1a mutants, which is in line with observations of reduced vegf receptor 

expression in the PHBC (Section 3.2.11) since Vegfa ligand functions genetically upstream of Vegf 

receptors. 

3.2.16 High level vegfa reduces central artery formation from primordial hindbrain channel 

Distinct Vegf levels have been reported to selectively regulate trunk angiogenesis from arteries 

and veins (Casie Chetty et al., 2017). We therefore performed high-dose overexpression of 

vegfa121 (700pg) and vegfa165 (700pg) to determine whether higher levels of vegfa could rescue 

CtA sprouting in foxc1a mutants. 

Interestingly, injection of a high dose of vegfa165 or vegfa121 mRNA resulted in reduction of CtA 

sprouts in WT embryos (Fig 3.23 A, A’, C, C’, E, E’ Yellow arrowheads, G, H). In particular, the 

connections between CtA and PHBC were significantly reduced (Fig. 3.23 G Blue colour coded) 

when compared with the control mRNA-injected WT embryos (Fig. 3.23 A, A’ Yellow arrowheads, 
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G). However, the BA to CtA connections were not significantly affected after vegfa high dose 

overexpression (Fig. 3.23 G). This data indicates that in WT embryos high Vegf signalling 

suppresses angiogenic sprouting from the PHBC/ vein but not from the BA/ artery. In addition, 

overexpression of a high dose of vegfa failed to rescue the reduced CtA formation displayed in 

foxc1a single mutants (Fig. 3.23 B, B’, D, D’, F, F’ yellow arrowheads) suggesting that this dose-

dependent Vegfa regulation of cranial angiogenesis lies upstream of foxc1a function.
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Figure 3.22 Low levels vegfa are not sufficient to rescue central artery formation in foxc1a single 

mutants 

(A-H’) Dorsal and lateral view of control RNA injected siblings (A, A’) and foxc1a single mutants 

(B, B’); Low dose vegfa121 overexpression in siblings (C, C’) and foxc1a single mutants (D, D’); Low 

dose vegfa165 overexpression in siblings (E, E’) and foxc1a single mutants (F, F’); Low dose 

combined vegfa121 and vegfa165 overexpression in siblings (G, G’) and foxc1a single mutants (H, 

H’). Yellow arrowheads indicate CtAs. (I) Quantification of CtA numbers. Two-way ANOVA multiple 

comparisons. CtA connection with different vessels are colour coded. (J) Number of CtAs to PHBC 

connections per embryo in WT and foxc1a single mutants. One-way ANOVA multiple 

comparisons. CtA: central artery; BA: basilar artery; PHBC: primordial hindbrain channel. 
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Figure 3.23 High dose overexpression of vegfa inhibits central artery sprouting 

(A-F’) Dorsal and lateral view of control RNA injected siblings (A, A’) and foxc1a single mutants (B, 

B’); 700pg vegfa121 mRNA injected siblings (C, C’) and foxc1a single mutants (D, D’); 700pg vegfa165 

mRNA injected Wt embryos (E, E’) and foxc1a single mutants (F, F’). Yellow arrowheads indicate 

CtAs. (G) Quantification of CtA numbers. Two-way ANOVA multiple comparisons. ****<0.0001; 

***<0.001; **<0.01; NS, not significant. CtA connection with different vessels are colour coded. 

(H) Quantification of CtAs frequency per embryo. One-way ANOVA multiple comparisons. 

****<0.0001; ***<0.001; **<0.01. CtA： central artery; BA: basilar artery; PHBC: primordial 

hindbrain channel.   
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3.3 Discussion 

In this chapter, we describe the generation of novel foxc1a and foxc1b mutant alleles and have 

applied them to characterise the function of these genes during cranial blood vessel formation. 

Our data indicate that foxc1a is required for the formation of PHBC, LDA, CCV and CtAs, whereas 

foxc1b is dispensable for these processes. Here we highlight our findings below: 

1. foxc1a promotes the formation of PHBC potentially by regulating the expression of flt4. 

2. foxc1b alone is dispensable for cranial vascular development. 

3. foxc1a is required for the expression of kdrl, sox7 and sox18, which further contribute to 

cranial angiogenesis from the PHBC/ vein to LDA formation. 

3.3.1 foxc1a and foxc1b are genetic orthologues of mammalian Foxc1 

Early zebrafish studies had used amino acid sequence alignment to show that zebrafish foxc1a 

and foxc1b were genetic orthologues of mammalian Foxc1 by sequence homology (Topczewska 

et al., 2001b). More recent studies have described zebrafish foxc1a as an orthologue of 

mammalian Foxc1 and foxc1b as a orthologue of mammalian Foxc2 (Veldman and Lin, 2012, Chen 

et al., 2017), or alternatively zebrafish foxc1a and foxc1b are orthologues of mammalian Foxc2 

(Jang et al., 2015). To overcome these discrepancies in interpretation we performed 

bioinformatics analysis to determine synteny using multiple species and demonstrated that, in 

keeping with previously published sequence homology (Topczewska et al., 2001b), foxc1a and 

foxc1b are orthologues of mammalian Foxc1, whereas Foxc2 has been lost in teleosts during 

evolution (Fig. 3.1, 3.2). 

3.3.2 foxc1a is required for common cardinal vein formation 

Very little is known about the mechanisms that control formation of the CCV. In foxc1a single 

mutants and foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants at 22hpf, CCV formation was delayed (Fig. 3.11 B, C), 

but by 28hpf, disrupted CCV formation was evident in foxc1a single mutants (Fig. 3.12 C, E). This 

indicates an important requirement for foxc1a during CCV formation. Common cardinal veins 

have a unique open ended structure, they collect all venous blood and transfer it back to the 

heart to terminate the blood circulatory loop (Schuermann et al., 2014, Isogai et al., 2001, Helker 

et al., 2013). Therefore, abnormal CCV formation displayed in foxc1a single mutants and foxc1a; 

foxc1b double mutants could contribute to the absence of trunk blood circulation in these 
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embryos. Interestingly, CCV formation was normal following Vegf inhibition in WT embryos and 

was normal (Fig. 3.14 A’, B’ Red arrowheads) when compared with foxc1a single mutants (Fig. 

3.14 D’ Red asterisks) post AV951 treatment. This data indicates that foxc1a is required for CCV 

formation independently of the Vegf signalling. 

Lumen ensheathment has been proposed as a novel mechanism for CCV formation in zebrafish 

(Helker et al., 2013). Signalling through Vegfc/ Flt4 was reported to be required for EC 

proliferation in the CCV, whereas cdh5 and sema3d are required for extension and maintaining 

the integrity of the CCV EC sheets (Helker et al., 2013, Hamm et al., 2016). At 56hpf, CCVs in 

foxc1a single mutants were hypoplastic (Fig. 3.12 E), however, we did not detect lesions within 

the CCV sheets in foxc1a single mutants (Fig. 3.12 E) as described previously in cdh5 mutants and 

sema3d mutants, which also display abnormal CCV formation (Hamm et al., 2016). Therefore, the 

CCV defect shown in foxc1a single mutants is unlikely to be caused by abnormal cell–cell contacts 

or reduced actin cables as shown in sema3d and cdh5 mutants (Hamm et al., 2016). In addition, 

the expression of sema3d can be detected in the mesenchyme next to the CCV (Hamm et al., 

2016). This mesenchymal sema3d has been reported to repulse ECs and guide the collective EC 

migration non-cell autonomously (Hamm et al., 2016). Overexpression of sema3d showed similar 

hypoplastic CCV formation to foxc1a single mutants (Hamm et al., 2016) (Fig. 3.12 E). 

Interestingly, we have observed expression of foxc1a at high levels in mesenchyme next to the 

developing CCV (Fig. 3.13 A, A’ Pink arrowheads). Thus, foxc1a could potentially regulate CCV 

formation in a non-cell autonomous manner via sema3d. In addition, endothelial expression of 

sema3d has only been detected in the leading tip cells of the CCV (Hamm et al., 2016), whereas 

foxc1a expression can be detected in the EC of the posterior CCV (Fig. 3.13 A’ Blue arrowheads) 

with higher intensity than the leading tip ECs (Fig. 3.13 A’ White arrowheads) during CCV 

formation in WT embryos at 28hpf. This complementary expression within the CCV suggests a 

potential negative interaction between foxc1a and sema3d. It is formally possible that foxc1a may 

negatively regulate the expression of sema3d either in the mesenchyme or in ECs of the CCV to 

control CCV formation. 

Taken together, we propose that foxc1a is essential for CCV formation and that this occurs 

independently of the Vegf signalling. foxc1a potentially contributes to CCV formation via cell-

autonomous and/ or non-cell autonomous manners. However, further experiments are required 

to establish the cause of the CCV formation defect in foxc1a single mutants, for example the 

relative importance of EC specification, apoptosis or proliferation during this process. 
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3.3.3 foxc1a is required for cranial angiogenesis  

In zebrafish, foxc1a and foxc1b displayed largely overlapping expression patterns during 

embryonic development (Fig. 3.17). However, our data indicate that only foxc1a can be detected 

in ECs of developing cranial vessels in the head (Fig. 3.17 A-C). Similar to murine Foxc2, the 

transcript of zebrafish foxc1b cannot be detected in ECs within the developing brain vasculature 

(Fig. 3.17, 3.18) (Siegenthaler et al., 2013). We observed almost total loss of CtAs in foxc1a single 

and foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants (Fig. 3.5 B-D). This reduction in brain angiogenesis has not 

been reported previously in murine Foxc1-depleted mutants. Very recently, reduced CtA 

formation was reported by Yue et al. in their foxc1a single mutants (Yue et al., 2017). In foxc1a; 

foxc1b double mutants, cranial angiogenic defects are similar to those observed in foxc1a single 

mutants (Fig. 3.5 D). In addition, foxc1b single mutants show normal blood vessel formation (Fig. 

3.6). Taken together, foxc1a is likely to be responsible for the absence of CtAs displayed in both 

single and double mutants, whereas foxc1b is dispensable for this process. By utilising tnnt2 Mo 

(Sehnert et al., 2002) to stop the blood circulation in both WT and foxc1a single mutants (Fig 3.16 

I-L), we conclude that cranial angiogenesis is independent of blood circulation. This finding is in 

line with previously published data (Fujita et al., 2011). Therefore the defective cranial 

angiogenesis displayed in the mutants resulted from loss of function of foxc1a rather than 

disrupted blood circulation. 

In mouse brains, Foxc1 is expressed in both perivascular cells and ECs (Siegenthaler et al., 2013, 

Kume et al., 2001). Conditional KO of Foxc1 in pericytes and vSMCs leads to proliferation of these 

two cell types, which contributes to failure of establishing blood brain barrier (BBB) integrity and 

leads to mild focal cerebral haemorrhage (Siegenthaler et al., 2013). Global Foxc1 KO mice show 

similar but more severe defects than pericyte-specific Foxc1 KO mice (Siegenthaler et al., 2013, 

Kume et al., 1998). Interestingly, EC specific KO of Foxc1 did not result in abnormal vascular 

development as displayed in either the pericyte KO mice or the global KO mice (Siegenthaler et 

al., 2013, Kume et al., 1998, Hayashi and Kume, 2008a). Taken together, Foxc1 from pericytes is 

mainly required for maintaining BBB integrity in mice. However, the possibility that Foxc1 and 

Foxc2 can compensate for each other during cerebral vasculature and BBB development still 

remains unclear. To be noted, Foxc2 expression cannot be detected in brain EC in E14.5 mice 

(Siegenthaler et al., 2013). Therefore, this yet identified interaction between murine Foxc1 and 

Foxc2 in the brain is more likely to be in the pericytes than in ECs. 
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Unlike mouse mutants, we did not observe haemorrhage in either foxc1a single or foxc1a; foxc1b 

double mutant zebrafish (Siegenthaler et al., 2013) and also in zebrafish following knockdown of 

foxc1a/ b by Mos (French et al., 2014, Skarie and Link, 2009). Brain haemorrhage has been 

reported in the notch3 zebrafish mutant with significant reduction of pericytes and vSMCs (Wang 

et al., 2014). This phenotype is similar to that reported in the dominant-negative pdgfrb (pericyte 

and vSMC marker) transgenic line (Stratman et al., 2017) and pdgfrb mutant zebrafish (Ando et 

al., 2016). Interestingly, normal vasculature patterns were reported in these zebrafish lines 

(Stratman et al., 2017, Ando et al., 2016, Wang et al., 2014). Thus the reduced CtA formation 

displayed in foxc1a single mutants and foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants is unlikely to be due to 

abnormal pericyte and/ or vSMC recruitment. 

While neuronal Foxc1 negatively regulates lymphangiogenesis in mice cornea (Seo et al., 2012) 

and zebrafish foxc1a is required for neural circuit development (Banerjee et al., 2015), abrogation 

of neural crest formation by Mo KD in zebrafish did not perturb CtA formation (Ando et al., 2016). 

Therefore, neuronal foxc1a is unlikely to contribute to cranial angiogenesis. 

Taken together, the reduced angiogenesis observed within the developing brain of zebrafish 

foxc1a mutants is more likely due to loss of Foxc1a function in ECs rather than perivascular tissues 

or neural crest. Our data reveals an important difference in foxc1a-mediated control of cranial 

angiogenesis between teleosts and mammals. 

3.3.4 foxc1a positively regulates expression of flt4 and kdrl in developing cranial blood vessels 

Among the many Vegf receptors, Vegfr3/ Flt4 and Vegfr4/ Kdrl have been reported to be essential 

for PHBC and CtA formation respectively (Shin et al., 2016a, Bussmann et al., 2011, Villefranc et 

al., 2013). Significant down-regulation of flt4 and kdrl expression were detected in foxc1a mutants 

(Fig. 3.19), suggesting foxc1a promotes cranial blood vessel formation by positively regulating the 

expression of flt4 and kdrl. Delayed formation of cranial blood vessels was more pronounced in 

foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants than foxc1a single mutants (Fig. 3.11 B, C). These data indicate a 

genetic interaction between foxc1a and foxc1b during cranial vasculogenesis. 

Zebrafish foxc1b has previously been proposed as a functional orthologue of mammalian Foxc2 

(Skarie and Link, 2009). Murine Foxc2 single mutants were reported with pre- and perinatal 

lethality, which display defective patterned arterial arches and reduced ISV formation in the trunk 

(Iida et al., 1997, Winnier et al., 1997). Here we report that zebrafish foxc1b single mutants are 

homozygous viable and fertile. During embryogenesis, no morphological or vascular defects could 
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be detected, which suggests that zebrafish foxc1b is not a functional orthologue of mammalian 

Foxc2. However, we cannot exclude the possibility that zebrafish foxc1a could have retained 

some functions of Foxc2 in addition to Foxc1. Further functional conservations between 

mammalian Foxc genes and zebrafish foxc1 genes will be discussed in Chapter 4. 

3.3.5 foxc1a promotes expression of sox7 in developing cranial blood vessels 

sox7 and sox18 are members of the SRY-related high mobility group box superfamily F-subgroup 

(SoxF) (Pendeville et al., 2008). Physical interaction with RBPJ/ Notch intracellular domain (NICD) 

and SoxF transcription factors with Dll4 gene are required for normal arterial dll4 expression 

(Sacilotto et al., 2013). Further evidence suggests that partially redundant but collectively 

essential roles of SoxF transcription factors located directly upstream of Notch signalling during 

early arterial differentiation (Sacilotto et al., 2013, Chiang et al., 2017, Hermkens et al., 2015). 

SoxF transcription factors have also been reported to be important for venous specification via 

Notch-mediated regulation of nr2f2/ coup-tf2 expression (Swift et al., 2014). sox7 has been 

shown to be required for cranial CtA formation and LDA patterning in zebrafish (Hermkens et al., 

2015). We report that foxc1a single mutants display deformed LDA with abnormal connections 

to PHBC and/ or the DA (Fig. 3.7 B-D), which is similar to sox7 zebrafish mutants (Hermkens et al., 

2015). The variable defects in LDA formation are also likely to account for the variable blood 

circulation defects in addition to the defectively formed CCV displayed in foxc1a single mutants. 

Expression of sox7 was significantly reduced in the absence of foxc1a (Fig. 3.21 A, B) suggesting 

foxc1a is required for endogenous sox7 expression, and this may contribute to the CtA and LDA 

formation. In addition, dilated LDA formation after overexpression of sox7 and sox18 in WT 

embryos (Fig. 3.21 G’) more likely resulted from gain of function of sox7 alone, since sox7 is 

required for LDA formation in zebrafish (Hermkens et al., 2015). Furthermore, gain of function of 

kdrl and sox7 in the WT embryos showed more pronounced LDA abnormality (Fig. 3.21 J’, L’) 

suggesting genetic interaction between kdrl and sox7 during LDA formation. 

We were unable to rescue cranial angiogenesis in foxc1a single mutants by constitutive 

overexpression of kdrl and/ or sox7 (Fig. 3.20-3.21). These data indicate: (1) Foxc1a may control 

expression of additional unidentified regulatory genes critical for this process; (2) Timing, 

expression level and tissue specificity of kdrl and sox7 could also be critical in regulating 

angiogenesis from the PHBC. 
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3.3.6 foxc1a positively regulates cranial lymphatic formation potentially by promoting expression 

of flt4 and sox18 

flt4 is not only required for vasculogenesis, but also has been well-established to be required for 

lymphangiogenesis in both mice and zebrafish (Hogan et al., 2009a, Karkkainen et al., 2004, 

Kuchler et al., 2006, Villefranc et al., 2013, Yaniv et al., 2006). Severe facial lymphatic defects have 

been reported with truncated lateral facial lymphatic (LFL) vessel, absent medial facial lymphatic 

(MFL) vessel, otolithic lymphatic vessel (OLV) and lymphatic branchial arches (LAA) in the absence 

of zebrafish flt4 (Shin et al., 2016a). Similar facial lymphatic defects were also observed in foxc1a 

single mutants at 5dpf with absent MFL and LAA (Fig. 3.8 B, B’). This is likely due to the reduced 

activity of Flt4/ Vegfc signalling in foxc1a single mutants. The initiation of facial lymphatic 

formation begins from the facial lymphatic sprout, which originates from the CCV at 26hpf (Astin 

et al., 2014). In section 3.2.7, we report abnormal CCV formation in foxc1a single mutants, which 

could also contribute to the abnormal facial lymphatic patterning. In addition, vegfd also 

compensates with vegfc, and together they control facial lymphatic development, trunk 

lymphangiogenesis and angiogenesis (Astin et al., 2014, Bower et al., 2017). More strikingly, 

Vegfd functions via binding to Kdr (Vegfr2) rather than Vegfr3 or Vegfr4 which are bound by Vegfc 

(Bower et al., 2017). Thus, vegfd/ vegfr2 may provide a potential compensatory pathway for 

lymphatic defects mediated by interaction between foxc1a and vegfc/ flt4. This requires further 

investigation but could potentially explain why facial lymphatic defects displayed in foxc1a single 

mutants were less severe than vegfc/ flt4 mutants (Shin et al., 2016a). 

A novel LEC in the brain has been discovered and described recently as the brain lymphatic 

endothelial cell (BLEC) in zebrafish (van Lessen et al., 2017). The formation of this unique venous-

derived cell type is positively regulated by the Ccbe1-mediated Flt4/ Vegfc pathway (van Lessen 

et al., 2017). In foxc1a single mutants, the initial BLEC sprout from the PMBC was undetectable 

at 56hpf in comparison to WT siblings (Fig. 3.9 B-B’’). At 5dpf, BLECs can be detected in foxc1a 

single mutants with severely disrupted organisation (Fig. 3.10 B-B’’). Collectively, foxc1a might 

have a role for BLEC specification potentially via regulating the Flt4/ Vegfc signalling pathway. It 

has been shown that SeAs are essential for providing guidance for LEC migration along the SeAs 

in zebrafish trunk (Bussmann et al., 2010). Since BLECs migrate alongside with the mesencephalic 

vein (MsV) (van Lessen et al., 2017), it is possible that the MsV potentially guides the migration 

of BLECs. Therefore, foxc1a might also indirectly contribute to BLEC migration via regulation of 

cranial vessel patterning. However, further experiments are needed to examine this hypothesis. 
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The spatiotemporal relationship between the facial lymphatic development and the BLEC 

sprouting suggests a potential contribution from the facial lymphatics to the BLEC specification 

(Okuda et al., 2012, van Lessen et al., 2017, Venero Galanternik et al., 2017). However, this 

potential interaction between the facial lymphatics and BLECs remains to be examined. Ccbe1 

contributes to lymphangiogenesis via regulation of maturation of Vegfc (Le Guen et al., 2014). 

Interestingly, unlike the completely abolished BLEC specification displayed in the ccbe1 zebrafish 

mutant (van Lessen et al., 2017), foxc1a single mutants displayed a milder BLEC defect. This could 

also be explained by vegfd/ kdr-vegfc/ flt4 compensation. 

In addition, sox18 is essential for venous angiogenesis and lymphangiogenesis (Cermenati et al., 

2013). In mice, Sox18 acts as a direct upstream activator of Prox1 to specify lymphatic ECs 

(Francois et al., 2008). In zebrafish, sox18 genetically interacts with vegfc to promote venous and 

lymphatic sprouting (Cermenati et al., 2013). Therefore, the lymphatic defect displayed in foxc1a 

single mutants could also be explained by foxc1a-mediated down regulation of sox18 expression 

level (Fig. 3.21 C, D).  

3.3.7 Different vegfa levels selectively regulate angiogenesis in the head 

Vegfa as the major Vegf ligand has been reported many times to drive angiogenesis positively 

(Herbert and Stainier, 2011). However, we reported that overexpression of vegfa led to dose-

dependent regulation of angiogenesis in WT embryos (Fig. 3.22, 3.23).  

Given that the expression of vegf receptors was reduced significantly in the cranial vessels (Fig. 

3.19), it was not a surprise to see that low dose overexpression of vegfa failed to rescue the 

reduced CtA formation in foxc1a single mutants (Fig. 3.22). Because Vegf ligands act upstream of 

Vegf receptors (Herbert and Stainier, 2011). 

High dose vegfa121 and vegfa165 mRNA individual injections led to reduction of CtA numbers from 

the PHBC/ vein, whereas BA angiogenesis remained unchanged (Fig. 3.23 G). This data indicates 

the possibility that high level Vegf negatively regulates cranial angiogenesis from the PHBC/ vein. 

Interestingly, that high Vegf signalling induces arterial marker expression and inhibits venous 

specification has been reported recently in zebrafish trunk vessels (Casie Chetty et al., 2017). This 

specific Vegf level requirement during cranial angiogenesis explains why constitutive 

overexpression of kdrl and/ or sox7 failed to rescue the reduced CtA formation in foxc1a single 

mutants. 
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A potential explanation for this unusual reduction of venous CtA numbers following the high-dose 

vegfa overexpression in WT embryos (Fig. 3.23 G) would be that high level Vegf signalling 

promotes arterial gene expression while inhibiting venous marker expression in the PHBC. Thus 

high-dose vegfa injection potentially arterialises the PHBC/ vein, which subsequently reduces the 

venous angiogenesis from the PHBC. More experiments are needed to address how the Vegf level 

selectively regulates angiogenesis and to find the key signalling pathways involved in this complex 

regulation process. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Investigating the Role of foxc1a and foxc1b 

Transcription Factors during Trunk Blood 

Vessel Formation and Haematopoiesis 
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4.1 Introduction 

In the previous chapter we introduced the mechanism by which foxc1a and foxc1b promote 

cranial blood vessel formation and the key signalling pathways involved in this process. Given that 

foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants exhibited hypersprouting of intersegmental vessels (ISV) within 

the trunk, this indicates that in contrast to cranial angiogenesis, these genes antagonise 

angiogenesis within the developing trunk. In this chapter we will focus on the functions of foxc1a 

and foxc1b during trunk blood vessel formation and also haematopoietic stem cell (HSC) 

formation from the aortic endothelium, both of which are controlled by similar cellular signalling 

pathways. This chapter will also briefly describe the roles of foxc1a and foxc1b in zebrafish 

somitogenesis. 

4.1.1 Foxc genes in somitogenesis 

Foxc1 and Foxc2 are co-expressed within the pre-somitic mesoderm and somites during early 

somitogenesis (Miura et al., 1993, Kaestner et al., 1996, Winnier et al., 1997, Kume et al., 2001, 

Kume et al., 1998). Both murine Foxc1 and Foxc2 have been reported to be required for axial 

skeleton formation (Kume et al., 2001, Winnier et al., 1997), which develops from sclerotome 

progenitor cells formed during somitogenesis (reviewed in (Mead and Yutzey, 2012)). Murine 

Foxc1 and Foxc2 single mutant mice displayed normal patterning of initial somites from the very 

beginning of somitogenesis but display a malformed cervical vertebral column with fused or 

absent ribs in new-born embryos (Kume et al., 1998, Winnier et al., 1997). Murine Foxc2 has an 

important role in regulating the proliferation and differentiation of sclerotome cells (Winnier et 

al., 1997), which potentially function through sclerotome-specific Pax genes (Smith et al., 2000). 

In addition, both Foxc1 mutant mice and Foxc2 mutant mice have been reported with more 

severely malformed anterior skeleton than posterior skeleton (Kume et al., 1998, Winnier et al., 

1997). This suggests that Foxc1 and Foxc2 might specifically regulate anterior somite formation. 

In Foxc1; Foxc2 compound homozygous mutant mice, somite boundaries in presomitic 

mesoderm were completely absent with a significantly reduced frequency of sclerotomal cells. 

This was further validated via the observation of substantially reduced expression of genes 

related to somite patterning and differentiation, including Pax1 and MyoD (Kume et al., 2001). 

This severe defect was detected from the initiation of somitogenesis (Kume et al., 2001). The 

somite defect observed in Foxc1; Foxc2 double mutants is more severe than Foxc1 single mutants 
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(Kume et al., 1998) and Foxc2 single mutants (Winnier et al., 1997), which indicates redundant 

function between Foxc1 and Foxc2 during somitogenesis in mice. Kume et al. further reported 

reduced expression of Notch signalling components, in Foxc1; Foxc2 double mutant mice (Kume 

et al., 2001), which are known to be involved in the segmentation clock mechanism during somite 

formation (reviewed in (Liao and Oates, 2017)). Taken together, murine Foxc1/ Foxc2 

compensate for each other and interact with the Notch signalling pathway to regulate 

somitogenesis. 

Gene knockdown (KD) studies using morpholinos (Mo) in zebrafish have described that foxc1a, 

but not foxc1b, is required for somite patterning in zebrafish via regulating Notch/ Delta signalling 

and mespb expression (Topczewska et al., 2001a), which are key components of the 

segmentation clock (Takahashi et al., 2000). Interestingly, foxc1a loss of function induces 

abnormal anterior somitogenesis up to 12 hours post fertilisation (hpf) (i.e. the 6 somite stage), 

followed by gradual recovery within these anterior somites (Topczewska et al., 2001a). 

Furthermore, foxc1a-mediated promotion of somitogenesis has recently been reported in 

distinct foxc1a mutant backgrounds (Li et al., 2015, Hsu et al., 2015). Hsu et al. reported 

completely abolished somite segmentation up to the 10 somite stage (s) followed by less defined 

boundaries in established somites post 14hpf in mibnn2002 mutants, whose deletion covers both 

foxc1a and mib loci (Hsu et al., 2015), whereas other mib mutants, including mibta52b mutants, 

show normal anterior 10-12 somite formation (Zhang et al., 2007, Hsu et al., 2015). Furthermore, 

only the absent segmentation within anterior somites displayed in mibnn2002 mutants could be 

partially rescued by foxc1a overexpression, indicating foxc1a is required for anterior somite 

formation rather than posterior somite formation (Hsu et al., 2015). Inconsistent with the foxc1a 

morphant phenotype, Li et al. reported normal somitogenesis up to 5s (10hpf) in their foxc1a 

mutants (Li et al., 2015). However, at 9s, significantly reduced somite size with vague somite 

boundaries were observed in foxc1a mutants, followed by moderate recovery in somitogenesis 

(Li et al., 2015). aldh1a2 expression was supressed by foxc1a, chromatin immunoprecipitation 

indicated Foxc1a directly binds the promotor of aldh1a2 (Li et al., 2015), which further interacts 

with the Notch signalling pathway in paraxial mesoderm to regulate somitogenesis (Li et al., 

2015). 
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4.1.2 Foxc genes and Notch signalling pathway 

The compensatory roles of Foxc1 and Foxc2 during murine blood vessel formation were described 

in chapter 3 (Section 3.2.3). Here we focus on the interaction between the Foxc genes and the 

Notch signalling pathway during angiogenesis and HSC formation. 

Reduced expression of Notch pathway components including Notch1 and its ligand Dll4 are 

observed in arterial ECs following loss of Foxc1 and Foxc2 (Seo et al., 2006), indicating Foxc1 and 

Foxc2 regulate arterial development via the Notch signalling pathway. Consistent with this 

observation, overexpression of Foxc genes in vitro significantly induced the expression of Notch1 

and Dll4 (Seo et al., 2006). Furthermore, in cultured murine ECs, Foxc1 and Foxc2 physically 

activate the Dll4 and Hey2 promoters to activate downstream Notch signalling (Seo et al., 2006, 

Hayashi and Kume, 2008b). In vitro data has also suggested physical interaction between FOXC2 

and suppressor of hairless protein (Su(H)), which further functions along with Notch intracellular 

domain (NICD) to induce Notch function (Hayashi and Kume, 2008b). Taken together, Foxc1 and 

Foxc2 function upstream of the Notch signalling pathway in vitro. Interestingly, Foxc2 has also 

been suggested to positively regulate haematopoiesis as a target downstream of the Notch1 

receptor (Jang et al., 2015). A significant decrease in expression of the HSC marker, runx1, was 

reported in Foxc2 mutant mice, with a reduction in definitive blood cell specification (Jang et al., 

2015). Jang et al. further showed Notch1 is capable of inducing Foxc2 expression in haemogenic 

endothelial cells (Jang et al., 2015), from which haematopoietic stem cells (HSC) are derived 

(Lancrin et al., 2009). Taken together, Foxc2 is a key regulator of definitive blood formation in 

mice downstream of Notch signalling (Jang et al., 2015). 

Similar to mammalian studies, the interaction between foxc1a and the Notch signalling pathway 

has also been described in zebrafish. In situ hybridisation of HSC related genes including runx1, 

cmyb and rag1 in foxc1a; foxc1b double morphants revealed a continuous decreased expression 

of HSC markers from 24hpf up to 4 days (Jang et al., 2015), consistent with reduced HSC formation 

in murine Foxc2 mutants (Jang et al., 2015). Following Notch induction, Jang et al. further showed 

expanded cmyb (haematopoietic stem/ progenitor cell marker) expression in zebrafish, while the 

expression remained completely lost in Notch induced foxc1a/ b morphants. In addition, during 

podocyte development, Foxc1a binds Wt1a and CLS (also known as Rbpj) to form a protein 

complex, which subsequently facilitates the interaction of CLS and the NICD to activate Notch 

signalling (O'Brien et al., 2011). Taken together, these data indicate foxc1a and foxc1b are 

essential to induce Notch function to promote definitive blood development. 

http://www.uniprot.org/uniprot/P28159
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4.1.3 Objectives 

In the previous chapter we have introduced the mechanism by which foxc1a and foxc1b promote 

cranial angiogenesis via positively regulating VEGF signalling and pro-angiogenic gene expression. 

Given the hypersprouting phenotype displayed in foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants, we concluded 

that foxc1a and foxc1b genetically interact while regulating ISV formation in the trunk. In this 

chapter we show foxc1a and foxc1b negatively regulate segmental artery (SeA) formation in the 

developing trunk by positively regulating the Dll4/ Notch signalling, which in turn supresses Vegfc/ 

Flt4 signalling. In addition, we report that foxc1a is required for HSC formation likely via 

promotion of non-cell autonomous somitic Wnt16-Dlc/ Dld signalling and promotion of 

endothelial Notch signalling. Conversely, foxc1b only contributes to HSC formation non-cell 

autonomously. 
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4.2 Results 

4.2.1 foxc1a and foxc1b show dynamic transcript expression in trunk 

Using in situ hybridisation, foxc1a expression could be detected in the anterior somitic mesoderm 

and the presomitic mesoderm at 10s (Fig. 4.1 A Red and orange arrowheads respectively) during 

early somite formation. At 16s, the expression of foxc1a could be detected strongly in the anterior 

somitic mesoderm (Fig. 4.1 B Red arrowhead) and was expressed less strongly in the posterior 

somitic mesoderm (Fig. 4.1 B Orange arrowhead). At 24-30 hpf, expression of foxc1a could be 

found in the axial mesoderm and sclerotome (Fig. 4.1 C-E Red and black arrowheads respectively) 

as previously described (Topczewska et al., 2001b, Skarie and Link, 2009). Interestingly, foxc1a 

was also expressed in the posterior blood island (PBI) (Fig. 4.1 C, D Green arrowheads) at 24hpf 

and caudal haematopoietic tissue (CHT) at 30hpf (Fig. 4.1 E Green arrowhead). The CHT has been 

described as a niche for HSC colonisation and proliferation post initiation of blood circulation 

(Tamplin et al., 2015). At 50hpf, the expression of foxc1a was reduced substantially but retained 

weak expression in the CHT (Fig. 4.1 F Green arrowhead). 

The expression pattern of foxc1b at 10s was similar to the expression of foxc1a, but less enriched 

in the posterior developing somites (Fig. 4.1 G Orange arrowhead) and more strongly expressed 

in the anterior somitic mesoderm (Fig. 4.1 G Red arrowhead) when compared with foxc1a 

expression at 10s (Fig. 4.1 A). At 16s, foxc1b was expressed more strongly in the posterior somitic 

mesoderm (Fig. 4.1 H Orange arrowhead) than anterior somitic mesoderm (Fig. 4.1 H Red 

arrowhead). From 24hpf to 30hpf, expression of foxc1b could be detected in axial-mesoderm (Fig. 

4.1 I-K Red arrowheads), sclerotome (Fig. 4.1 I-K Black arrowheads) and posterior somites around 

the tail bud (Fig. 4.1 I-K Orange arrowheads). Unlike foxc1a expression, foxc1b expression was 

excluded from the PBI (Fig. 4.1 I, J Green arrowheads) and the CHT (Fig. 4.1 K, L Green 

arrowheads). At 50hpf, the expression of foxc1b was also reduced substantially in the trunk (Fig. 

4.1 L). 

4.2.2 foxc1a single mutants display abnormal somite formation 

Abnormal somite formation has been reported in both mice and zebrafish Foxc mutants (Kume 

et al., 2001, Li et al., 2015) suggesting Foxc genes play essential roles during somitogenesis. Subtle 

phenotypic differences were reported among zebrafish foxc1a morphants and foxc1a mutants as 
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introduced in section 4.1.1. We therefore examined somite formation in our foxc1a mutants and 

foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants. 

At 12s, WT and foxc1b single mutant embryos displayed normal somites and a clear definition of 

the somite boundaries (Fig. 4.2 A, B Black arrowheads). We observed abnormal formation of 

somites in foxc1a single mutants with less defined somite boundaries (Fig. 4.2 C Red and black 

arrowheads), which could be observed from the very beginning of somite formation (data not 

shown). In addition, similar abnormally formed somites were also observed in foxc1a; foxc1b 

double mutants (Fig. 4.2 D Red and black arrowheads). Interestingly, the abnormality of the 

anterior somites were more pronounced than the posterior somites in both foxc1a single mutants 

and foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants (Fig. 4.2 C, D Red and black arrowheads respectively). To 

further determine the functions of foxc1a and foxc1b in somitogenesis, we performed blind 

genetic testing of somitic phenotype severity. foxc1a; foxc1b double heterozygous incrossed 

embryos were collected and grouped based on the severity of abnormal somite formation at 9s 

followed by PCR based genotyping for foxc1a and foxc1b. Around 25% of foxc1a; foxc1b double 

heterozygous incrossed embryos showed variable somite abnormalities. No significant difference 

in severity of the abnormal somite formation could be detected between foxc1a single mutants 

and foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants at 9s (data not shown). This data indicates that between 

foxc1a and foxc1b, foxc1a is more likely to be required for somite formation, whereas foxc1b is 

unlikely to contribute to the early development of somites since foxc1b single mutants displayed 

normal somite patterning (Fig. 4.2 B). 

xirp2a is expressed within somite boundaries from 22hpf onwards (Otten et al., 2012). To further 

examine the potential requirement of foxc1a in somite formation, we performed whole mount in 

situ hybridisation in both siblings and foxc1a mutants of xirp2a at 24hpf. xirp2a expression in 

foxc1a single mutants revealed abnormal boundaries between the 4 most anterior somites (Fig. 

4.2 E, F Red arrowheads). Quantification of the average length of these 4 most anterior somite 

boundaries showed a significant reduction in somite boundary length of foxc1a single mutants 

when compared with WT embryos (Fig. 4.2 G). Further quantification of the somite boundary 

angle at 24hpf embryos showed a significant increased somite boundary angle in foxc1a single 

mutants (Fig. 4.2 E, F black arrowheads, H). Taken together these data suggest foxc1a is required 

for early somitogenesis as reported previously (Kume et al., 2001, Li et al., 2015, Hsu et al., 2015). 

Therefore, the abnormality observed during somite formation in both foxc1a single mutants and 

foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants was more likely due to lost function of foxc1a alone and this 

suggests foxc1b is dispensable for somite formation. 
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4.2.3 foxc1a is required for sclerotome patterning 

foxc1a is required for somite formation (Section 4.2.2), and is expressed in somitic mesoderm 

and sclerotome (Fig. 4.1 A-E Red and black arrowheads respectively). In addition, foxc1a was 

previously described as a sclerotome marker (Clements et al., 2011). Therefore, we hypothesised 

that foxc1a might play an essential role in sclerotome formation. To test this, we analysed the 

sclerotome patterning in WT embryos and foxc1a single mutants at 24hpf. 

Expression of sclerotome markers was reduced in foxc1a mutants by 24hpf (Fig. 4.3 D, F, H Black 

arrowheads). The specification of hypochord was normal in foxc1a single mutants (Fig. 4.3 B 

Green arrowhead) with unimpaired twist2 expression (Fig. 4.3 B black arrowhead) when 

compared with the WT twist2 expression (Fig. 4.3 A). The expression of twist1b was significantly 

reduced in the axial mesoderm (Fig. 4.3 D Red arrowhead), but enriched within the somite 

boundaries in foxc1a single mutants (Fig. 4.3 D Black arrowhead) when compared with WT 

embryos (Fig. 4.3 C Black arrowheads) at 24hpf. pax1a and pax9 displayed reduced ‘tip’ 

sclerotome expression in the absence of foxc1a (Fig. 4.3 F, H Black arrowheads) indicating 

disrupted sclerotome patterning in foxc1a single mutants. Taken together these data indicate 

that foxc1a is required for sclerotome patterning.  
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Figure 4.1 foxc1a and foxc1b are expressed within the developing trunk 

(A) Expression of foxc1a in WT embryos at 10s (A). Red arrowhead points to anterior somitic 

mesoderm, orange arrowhead indicates pre-somitic mesoderm. (B) Expression of foxc1a in WT 

embryos at 16s. Red arrowhead points to anterior somitic mesoderm, orange arrowhead 

indicates posterior somitic mesoderm. (C-E) Lateral view of foxc1a expression in the trunk at 

24hpf (C), 28hpf (D) and 30hpf (E) of WT embryos respectively. Black arrowheads highlight 

sclerotome expression, red arrowheads point to axial-mesoderm, green arrowheads point to PBI. 
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(F) Lateral view of expression of foxc1a in the CHT at 50hpf (green arrowhead). (G) Expression of 

foxc1b in WT embryos at 10s (G). Red arrowhead points to anterior somitic mesoderm, orange 

arrowhead indicates pre-somitic mesoderm. (H) Expression of foxc1b in WT embryos at 16s. Red 

arrowhead points to anterior somitic mesoderm, orange arrowhead indicates posterior somitic 

mesoderm. (I-K) Lateral view of foxc1b expression in the trunk at 24hpf (I), 28hpf (J) and 30hpf 

(K) of WT embryos respectively. Black arrowheads highlight sclerotome expression, red 

arrowheads point to axial-mesoderm, green arrowheads point to PBI, orange arrowheads point 

to posterior somites. (L) Lateral view of expression of foxc1b is absent from the CHT at 50hpf 

(green arrowhead). PBI, posterior blood island; CHT, caudal haematopoietic tissue   
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Figure 4.2 foxc1a is required for normal somitogenesis 

(A-D) Lateral view of somite patterning in WT (A), foxc1b single mutant (B), foxc1a single mutants 

(C) and foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants (D) at 12s. Black arrowheads indicate formed somites; red 

arrowheads point to abnormal somites. (E-F) Lateral view of xirp2a expression within the somite 

boundaries at 24hpf of WT embryos (E) and foxc1a single mutants (F). (G, H) Quantification of 

boundaries length of the first 4 somite (red arrowheads in panel E and F) and average somite 

angle of the selected 9 somites (black arrowheads in panel E and F). Mann-Whitney U test. 

****<0.0001, ***<0.001.  
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Figure 4.3 foxc1a is required for normal expression of sclerotome markers 

(A, C, E, G) Lateral view of in situ hybridisation of sclerotome markers expression in WT embryos 

at 24hpf. (B, D, F, H) Lateral view of in situ hybridisation of sclerotome markers expression in 

foxc1a single mutants at 24hpf. Black arrowheads point to sclerotome; red arrowheads point to 

axial-mesoderm; green arrowheads highlight hypochord. 
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4.2.4 foxc1a single mutants display delayed trunk lymphangiogenesis 

In the previous chapter we describe abnormal facial lymphatic formation, which could contribute 

to the oedema displayed in foxc1a single mutants (Section 3.2.5). To further examine whether 

foxc1a contributes to trunk lymphatic development, we analysed major trunk lymphatic 

formation in foxc1a mutants. 

We utilised Tg(kdrl:mcherry; fli1a:EGFP) to analyse lymphatic vessel formation. ECs negative for 

kdrl:mcherry but positive for fli1a:EGFP expression were identified as lymphatic endothelial cells 

(LEC). The thoracic duct (TD), the first major trunk lymphatic vessel, forms via venous sprouting 

from the PCV (Karpanen and Schulte-Merker, 2011). In wild-type (WT) embryos, TD formation was 

first detected in the mesenchyme between the dorsal aorta (DA) and PCV around 3 days post 

fertilisation (dpf) (Fig. 4.4 A, A’ Yellow arrowhead) while LECs were migrating horizontally beneath 

the DA. At 4dpf, LEC migration was completed and TD coverage was complete (Fig. 4.4 B, B’ Yellow 

arrowhead). At 5dpf, TD formation was completed (Fig. 4.4 C, C’ Yellow arrowhead). In foxc1a 

single mutants, at 3dpf, LECs were not detectable (Fig. 4.4 E, E’ Yellow arrowhead). At 4dpf and 

5dpf, LECs were detected between the DA and PCV in foxc1a single mutants (Fig. 4.4 F’, G’ Yellow 

arrowheads), however, the TD was discontinuous (Fig. 4.4 F, G White asterisks) when compared 

with the WT embryos at these stages (Fig. 4.4 B, C).  

To further examine whether the abnormal TD formation is due to reduced LEC specification and/ 

or delayed LEC migration, we analysed the expression of wnt5b in WT and foxc1a single mutants. 

wnt5b has been recently reported as a novel lymphatic regulator, which can induce the Wnt-β-

catenin pathway to promote LEC specification (Nicenboim et al., 2015). The expression of wnt5b 

in foxc1a single mutants was normal in the endoderm beneath the PCV (Fig. 4.4 H Red arrowhead) 

when compared with WT embryos (Fig. 4.4 D Red arrowhead). This data indicates that the wnt5b-

mediated specification of LECs was unlikely to have been affected in foxc1a single mutants. 

To summarise, foxc1a is required for normal TD formation in the trunk. The abnormality of TD 

formation displayed in foxc1a mutants is unlikely to have been caused by reduced wnt5b-

mediated LEC specification. Rather, the likelihood is that delayed LEC migration and/ or reduced 

secondary PCV angiogenesis results in delayed TD formation. This will be further discussed in 

section 4.2.9. 
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Figure 4.4 foxc1a single mutants display delayed trunk lymphangiogenesis 

(A-C) Lateral view of the trunk vasculature at 3dpf (A), 4dpf (B) and 5dpf (C) in WT embryos with Tg(kdrl:mcherry; fli1a:EGFP) background. (A’-C’) Higher 

magnification pictures of white dotted boxed area in panel A-C. Red bar highlight DA, blue bar point to PCV, yellow arrowheads denote TD. (D) In situ 

hybridisation of wnt5b in WT embryos at 24hpf. (E-G) Lateral view of the trunk vasculature at 3dpf (E), 4dpf (F) and 5dpf (G) in foxc1a single mutant 

embryos with Tg(kdrl:mcherry; fli1a:EGFP) background. (E’-G’) Higher magnification pictures of white dotted boxed area in panel E, F. Red bar highlight 

DA, blue bar point to PCV, yellow arrowheads denote TD. (H) In situ hybridisation of wnt5b in foxc1a single mutant embryos at 24hpf. DA, dorsal aorta; 

PCV, posterior cardinal vein; TD, thoracic duct. 
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4.2.5 foxc1a single mutants display reduced transgelin positive cells 

Knockdown of foxc1a using Mo has been reported to induce haemorrhage and pericardial 

oedema in zebrafish, whereas foxc1b morphants have no vascular phenotype (Skarie and Link, 

2009). This observation suggests foxc1a may be required to promote blood vessel stability (Skarie 

and Link, 2009). Interestingly, our foxc1a mutants and foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants displayed 

similar morphological phenotypes with pericardial oedema but no haemorrhage (Fig 3.4 C, D Red 

arrowheads). To examine whether foxc1a induces MC recruitment to contribute to blood vessel 

stability, we analysed the pericyte gene expression and vSMC recruitment. 

We analysed expression of pdgfrb (Wang et al., 2014), which has been described as a pericyte 

marker (Wang et al., 2014). At 24hpf, pdgfrb expression in WT embryos could be observed within 

the ventral somites (Fig. 4.5 A Black arrowheads), paraxial mesoderm (Fig. 4.5 A Red arrowhead) 

and hypochord (Fig. 4.5 A Green arrowhead). In foxc1a single mutants, while pdgfrb expression 

in the paraxial mesoderm (Fig. 4.5 B Red arrowhead) and hypochord (Fig. 4.5 B Green arrowhead) 

remained unchanged, expression within the ventral somite was reduced (Fig. 4.5 B Black 

arrowheads). At 48hpf, pdgfrb expression in WT embryos was associated with the DA, particularly 

enriched along the endothelium where ISVs were formed (Fig. 4.5 C Black arrowheads). A 

substantial reduction of pdgfrb expression was observed in the region of axial vessels (Fig. 4.5 D 

Black arrowheads) in foxc1a mutants. Taken together, this suggests foxc1a is required for normal 

pdgfrb expression, which may positively regulate pericyte recruitment. 

To examine vSMC recruitment in foxc1a mutants, we utilised a sm22a-b enhancer (transgelin1) 

(Seiler et al., 2010) to label vSMCs and generated a transgenic line Tg(sm22ab:mcherry)sh441 

(generated by Dr Robert Wilkinson) which we crossed with Tg(fli1a:EGFP) to label ECs in green 

and vSMCs in red. At 5dpf, WT embryos showed clear recruitment of vSMCs with sm22ab:mcherry 

expression, which localised to trunk arteries (Fig. 4.6 A-A’’ Yellow arrowheads). However, in the 

absence of foxc1a, the intensity of sm22ab:mcherry expression was reduced substantially (Fig. 

4.6 B’’). This data indicates transgelin positive cell coverage is abnormal in the absence of foxc1a. 
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Figure 4.5 foxc1a regulates the expression of pdgfrb in trunk 

(A, B) Lateral view of in situ hybridisation of pdgfrb in WT embryos (A) and foxc1a single mutants 

(B) at 24hpf. Black arrowheads point to sclerotome; red arrowheads point to DA; green 

arrowheads highlight hypochord. (C-D) Lateral view of in situ hybridisation of pdgfrb in WT 

embryos (C) and foxc1a single mutants (D) at 48hpf. DA, dorsal aorta.
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Figure 4.6 foxc1a is required for recruitment of vascular smooth muscle cells 

(A-A’’) Lateral view of WT embryos’ trunk with merged (A) or single channel of Tg(flia:EGFP) (A’) 

and Tg(sm22ab:mcherry) (A’’) at 5dpf. Red bar highlight DA, blue bars highlight PCV, yellow 

arrowheads point to vSMC. (B-B’’) Lateral view of foxc1a single mutant embryos’ trunk with 

merged (B) or single channel of Tg(flia:EGFP) (B’) and Tg(sm22ab:mcherry) (B’’) at 5dpf. Red bars 

highlight DA, blue bars highlight PCV. DA, dorsal aorta; PCV, posterior cardinal vein.  
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4.2.6 foxc1a and foxc1b co-operatively antagonise angiogenesis in the trunk 

Unlike cranial angiogenesis, where a significant reduction in frequency of cranial vessels was 

observed in both foxc1a single mutants and foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants (Fig. 3.5 B, C), foxc1a; 

foxc1b double mutants displayed ectopic ISV branching in the trunk (Fig. 4.7 C, F Yellow 

arrowheads, G). Interestingly, the hypersprouting phenotype could not be observed in foxc1a 

single mutants (Fig. 4.7 B, E, G). These data indicate foxc1a and foxc1b genetically interact during 

ISV formation. The initiation of ISV formation was normal in both foxc1a single mutants and in 

foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants (data not shown), however, ectopic ISV sprouting was observed 

as early as 28hpf in foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants (Fig. 4.7 C Yellow arrowheads). At later stages, 

the hypersprouting phenotype displayed in foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants was more pronounced 

(Fig. 4.7 F Yellow arrowheads). 

Formation of the DA and PCV was normal in both foxc1a single mutants and foxc1a; foxc1b double 

mutants (Fig. 4.7 B, C). However, in both foxc1a single mutants and foxc1a; foxc1b double 

mutants, the PCV was dilated (Fig. 4.7 B, C Blue bars), whereas the DA showed reduced diameter 

(Fig. 4.7 B, C Red bars) when compared with WT siblings (Fig. 4.7 A Blue and red bars). This 

phenotype likely resulted from the disrupted trunk blood circulation in mutants as discussed 

previously (Section 3.2.3). 

Taken together, these data suggest redundant function between foxc1a and foxc1b during ISV 

formation and that these genes work co-operatively to antagonise angiogenesis in the trunk. 

4.2.7 foxc1a single and foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants show significantly reduced endothelial cell 

number 

To determine whether hypersprouting observed in foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants was caused by 

elevated EC proliferation, we quantified the average EC number within 9 pairs of ISVs above the 

yolk extension of the WT embryos, foxc1a single mutants and foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants (Fig. 

4.8). Interestingly, foxc1a single mutants (Fig. 4.8 B, B’, D) and foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants 

(Fig. 4.8 C, C’, D) displayed significantly reduced EC numbers in ISVs when compared with WT 

siblings at 4dpf (Fig. 4.8 A, A’, D). Furthermore, no significant difference could be detected in EC 

number between foxc1a single mutants and foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants (Fig. 4.8 D). Thus, the 

ectopic angiogenesis displayed in the foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants is unlikely caused by 

abnormal EC proliferation. In addition, this reduced EC number displayed in foxc1a single mutants 

and foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants is potentially caused by loss of function of foxc1a alone. 
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Figure 4.7 foxc1a and foxc1b negatively regulate trunk angiogenesis 

(A-C) Lateral view of trunk ISV formation at 28hpf in WT (A) foxc1a single mutants (B) and foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants (C) in Tg(fli1a:EGFP) background. 

Yellow arrowheads indicate ectopic angiogenesis; red bars indicate DA; blue bars highlight PCV. (D-F) Lateral view of trunk ISV formation at 5dpf in WT 

(D) foxc1a single mutants (E) and foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants (F) in Tg(fli1a:EGFP) background. Yellow arrowheads indicate ectopic angiogenesis. (G) 

Quantification of ectopic sprouts numbers within 8 pairs of ISV above yolk extension. One-way ANOVA multiple comparisons. **<0.01, NS: not significant. 

ISV, intersomitic vessel; DA, dorsal aorta; PCV, posterior cardinal vein. 
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Figure 4.8 foxc1a single mutants and foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants display reduced EC number in 

intersomitic vessels 

(A-C) Lateral view of ISV formation in the trunk of WT (A) foxc1a single mutants (B) and foxc1a; 

foxc1b double mutants (C) at 4dpf in Tg(kdrl:mcherry; nucflk1:GFP) background. (A’-C’) Lateral 

view of EC within the ISVs in the trunk of WT (A’) foxc1a single mutants (B’) and foxc1a; foxc1b 

double mutants (C’) at 4dpf in Tg(nucflk1:GFP) background. (D) Quantification of EC frequency 

per ISV within 9 pairs of ISV above yolk extension per embryo. One-way ANOVA multiple 

comparisons, **<0.01. ISV: Intersegmental vessel.  
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4.2.8 Lost function of foxc1a indirectly leads to reduced EC numbers within developing 

intersegmental vessels 

foxc1a mutants display absent or reduced blood circulation throughout the trunk, and this is 

known to contribute to abnormal EC proliferation (Johnson et al., 2011, Levesque et al., 1990). 

We therefore analysed EC number and ISV formation before and after blood circulation had 

commenced at 24hpf and 60hpf respectively. At 24hpf, blood circulation was not detectable in 

either WT or foxc1a single mutants. The average EC number in ISVs in the absence of foxc1a (Fig. 

4.9 B, C) was similar to that observed in WT embryos (Fig. 4.9 A, C) indicating EC specification was 

not adversely affected by loss of function of foxc1a before blood circulation initiated. 

Interestingly, at 60hpf, the average EC number was dramatically reduced within the ISV of foxc1a 

single mutants (Fig. 4.9 E, J) when compared with the WT embryos (Fig. 4.9 D, J). 

To determine whether the reduction of EC in ISVs at later stages directly resulted from loss of 

function of foxc1a, we performed a foxc1a gain of function experiment by injecting the foxc1a 

full length mRNA into the one-cell stage of WT embryos and foxc1a single mutant embryos. 

Overexpression of foxc1a did not cause gross morphological change or abnormal vascular 

formation (Fig. 4.9 F). Interestingly, the mean EC number per ISV still remained significantly 

reduced in foxc1a single mutants post foxc1a overexpression (Fig. 4.9 G, J) when compared with 

WT embryos injected with foxc1a full length mRNA (Fig. 4.9 F, J) at 60hpf. Therefore, foxc1a is 

not sufficient to rescue EC number in foxc1a single mutants. Since foxc1a mRNA was able to 

partially restore abnormal cranial angiogenesis, but unable to restore blood circulation (data not 

shown) or ISV EC number (Fig. 4.9 J), this suggests that reduced EC number in foxc1a single 

mutants may be an effect of disruption of trunk circulation. 

To test this, we injected the tnnt2 Mo to stop blood circulation in WT siblings and foxc1a single 

mutants (Fig. 4.9 H, I). Interestingly, WT tnnt2 morphants showed significant reduction in EC 

numbers (Fig. 4.9 H, J), when compared with control siblings (Fig. 4.9 D, J). Furthermore, the 

difference of average EC number within ISVs between WT embryos and foxc1a single mutants 

was no longer significant after tnnt2 Mo injection (Fig. 4.9 H-J). Taken together, reduced EC 

numbers in foxc1a single mutants at 60hpf was likely a secondary defect caused by loss of trunk 

blood circulation in the absence of foxc1a function.  
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Figure 4.9 Reduced trunk blood circulation limits endothelial cell number in foxc1a mutants 

(A, B) Lateral view of trunk ISV sprouting at 24hpf in WT (A) and foxc1a single mutant embryos 

(B) with Tg(kdrl:mcherry; flk1:nlsEGFP) background. (C) Quantification of average EC number per 

ISV within 8 pairs of ISV above yolk extension. Mann-Whitney U test was used. NS, not significant. 

(D, E) 700pg control GFP full-length mRNA injected Tg(kdrl:mcherry; flk1:nlsEGFP) WT (D) and 

foxc1a single mutant embryos (E) with lateral view of the trunk. (F, G) 700pg foxc1a full length 

mRNA injected Tg(kdrl:mcherry; flk1:nlsEGFP) WT (F) and foxc1a single mutant embryos (G) with 

lateral view of the trunk. (H, I) 2ng tnnt2 Mo injected Tg(kdrl:mcherry; flk1:nlsEGFP) WT (H) and 

foxc1a single mutant embryos (I) with lateral view of the trunk. (J) Quantification of average EC 

number per ISV within 6 pairs of ISV above yolk extension at 3dpf. One-way ANOVA multiple 

comparisons, ****<0.0001, NS, not significant. ISV: Intersegmental vessel.   
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4.2.9 foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants display ectopic arterial angiogenesis and reduced venous 

angiogenesis within the trunk 

To better understand the mechanism of how foxc1a, foxc1b regulate angiogenesis in the trunk, 

we further analysed the origin of the ectopic ISVs displayed in foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants (Fig. 

4.10) using Tg(fli1a:EGFP; flt1:RFP). Tg(fli1a:EGFP) labels ECs with GFP, whereas Tg(flt1:RFP) 

labels only arterial ECs with RFP (Bussmann et al., 2010). At 4dpf, ectopic angiogenesis was 

observed in foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants (Fig. 4.10 C, C’). Interestingly, the majority of ectopic 

vessels in foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants expressed the arterial marker flt1:RFP (Fig. 4.12 C, C’ 

Yellow arrowheads) indicating these were ectopic segmental arteries (SeA). 

Since arterial angiogenesis was increased in foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants, we examined 

whether this occurred at the expense of venous sprouting from the PCV. While the relative 

distribution of SeAs and segmental veins (SeVs) in WT embryos, occurred at a 1:1 ratio at 3dpf 

(Fig. 4.11 A). In foxc1a single and foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants, this ratio increased to around 

3:1, indicating a 50% reduction in SeV frequency in both single and double mutants (Fig. 4.11 A). 

Consistent with this, expression of venous marker flt4 was reduced substantially within the SeVs 

and expanded in the PCV of both foxc1a single mutants (Fig. 4.11 C Green asterisk, blue 

arrowhead respectively) and foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants (Fig. 4.11 D Green asterisk, blue 

arrowhead respectively), when compared with WT embryos (Fig. 4.11 A Green arrowhead and 

blue arrowhead respectively) at 48hpf. These data indicate that foxc1a is required for secondary 

angiogenesis from the PCV. 

Taken together, the ectopic angiogenesis in foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants occurs at the expense 

of venous sprouting in the trunk. This data is in line with our observation that ectopic sprouting 

is first observed from 28hpf (Fig. 4.7 C), which occurs slightly earlier than venous angiogenesis 

(32hpf) as previously reported (Yaniv et al., 2006). 
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Figure 4.10 foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants display ectopic arterial angiogenesis 

(A, B, C) Lateral view of trunk vasculature in WT (A), foxc1a single mutant (B) and foxc1a; foxc1b 

double mutant embryos (C) in Tg(fli1:EGFP; flt1:RFP) at 4dpf. (A’, B’, C’) Merged pictures of higher 

magnifications of the white boxed area in panel A-C showed ectopic ISV sprouts in foxc1a; foxc1b 

double mutants express flt1:RFP. Yellow arrowheads indicate ectopic sprouts, red bars indicate 

DA, blue bars highlight PCV. ISV, intersegmental vessel; DA, dorsal aorta; PCV, posterior cardinal 

vein.
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Figure 4.11 foxc1a single mutants and foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants display reduced secondary 

angiogenesis and abnormal flt4 expression 

(A) Quantification of mean distribution of SeA and SeV in WT embryos (n=6), foxc1a single 

mutants (n=9) and foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants (n=5) with Tg(fli1a:EGFP; flt1:RFP) back ground 

at 3dpf. 9 ISVs above the yolk extension were analysed. SeA and SeV were colour coded. Two-

Way ANOVA multiple comparisons. **<0.01; *<0.05. (B) Lateral view of trunk flt4 expression in 

WT embryos at 48hpf. Green arrowhead indicates SeV expression, blue arrowheads highlights 

PCV expression. (C-D) Lateral view of trunk flt4 expression in foxc1a single mutants (C) and foxc1a; 

foxc1b double mutants (D) at 48hpf. Green asterisks highlight reduced SeV expression, blue 

arrowheads denote PCV expression. SeA, segmental artery; SeV, segmental vein; PCV, posterior 

cardinal vein. 
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4.2.10 foxc1a single mutants and foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants display reduced expression of vegf 

receptors 

Vegf signalling is essential for SeA and SeV formation in zebrafish (Kuchler et al., 2006, Isogai et 

al., 2003, Yaniv et al., 2006, Hogan et al., 2009a, Bahary et al., 2007, Covassin et al., 2006, Habeck 

et al., 2002, Lawson et al., 2003a, Nasevicius et al., 2000, Rossi et al., 2016, Shin et al., 2016a, Shin 

et al., 2016b). In Chapter 3, we reported reduced expression of vegfrs in cranial vessels of foxc1a 

mutants (Fig. 3.19). To examine whether foxc1a and foxc1b potentially contribute to SeA 

formation via modulation of vegfr expression, we analysed the expression of Vegf signalling 

components in the mutants (Fig. 4.12). 

The expression of the major Vegf ligand vegfaa, which is essential for angiogenesis (Nasevicius et 

al., 2000, Rissanen et al., 2005), remained unchanged in both foxc1a and foxc1a; foxc1b double 

mutants (Fig. 4.12 B, C). kdrl expression was moderately reduced in the DA (Fig. 4.12 E, F Red 

arrowheads) and SeAs (Fig. 4.12 E, F Black arrowheads) of foxc1a and foxc1a; foxc1b double 

mutants, in line with our observations of reduced kdrl expression within cranial vessels (Chapter 

3, Fig. 3.19). Given that Kdrl promotes SeA formation (Habeck et al., 2002) and its expression was 

not significantly altered between foxc1a and foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants (Fig. 4.12 E, F), we 

concluded that the moderate reduction in kdrl expression was unlikely to account for the ectopic 

SeA sprouting observed in foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants. 

Unlike the rostral flt4 expression, which was significantly reduced in cranial veins of foxc1a 

mutants (Chapter 3, Fig. 3.19), the expression of flt4 in the trunk of foxc1a single mutants was 

normal within the PCV (Fig. 4.12 H Blue arrowhead) and SeA tip cells (Fig. 4.12 H Black arrowhead) 

when compared with the WT embryos (Fig. 4.12 G Blue and black arrowheads). Interestingly, in 

foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants, flt4 has not only expressed in the tip cells but also in the stalk 

cells of the SeAs at 24hpf (Fig. 4.12 I Black arrowhead). In the PCV, the expression of flt4 remained 

unchanged in the absence of foxc1a and foxc1b (Fig. 4.12 I Blue arrowhead). We will further 

discuss this ectopic flt4 expression in section 4.2.13. 

We also analysed expression of the Vegf decoy receptor, flt1. Two major isoforms of flt1 are 

expressed in zebrafish embryos, soluble flt1 (sflt1) and membrane-bound flt1 (mflt1) (Krueger et 

al., 2011). In WT embryos, sflt1 expression could be detected within the SeAs (Fig. 4.12 J Black 

arrowhead) and DA (Fig. 4.12 J Red arrowhead), whereas in foxc1a single mutants, sflt1 

expression was reduced in both the SeAs (Fig. 4.12 K Black arrowhead) and the DA (Fig. 4.12 K 

Red arrowhead). More importantly, this reduction was more pronounced in the vasculature of 
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foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants (Fig. 4.12 L Red and black arrowhead). Expression of mflt1 in WT 

siblings was detected in the SeA (Fig. 4.12 M Black arrowhead), DA (Fig. 4.12 M Red arrowhead) 

and also in the PBI (Fig. 4.12 M Green arrowhead). Expression of mflt1 was reduced in foxc1a 

single mutants (Fig. 4.12 N), in a similar manner to sflt1 expression (Fig. 4.12 K), and also in foxc1a; 

foxc1b double mutants with a greater down-regulation (Fig. 4.12 O). This data indicates that both 

foxc1a and foxc1b are required for arterial flt1 expression. 

To further examine the regulation between Vegf signalling and foxc1a/ b, we treated embryos 

with the VEGFR inhibitor AV951 (Eskens et al., 2011). Tg(fli1a:EGFP) embryos were treated as a 

positive control (Fig. 4.13 A, B) followed by whole mount in situ hybridisation for foxc1a and 

foxc1b. AV951 treatment completely abolished ISV formation and displayed a single ‘vein-like’ 

vessel within the trunk (Fig. 4.13 B Blue bar) as previously described (Buchanan et al., 2012), 

which indicates the AV951 treatment was functional. Expression of foxc1a and foxc1b remained 

unchanged post AV951 treatment in the trunk (Fig. 4.13 A-D Red arrowheads). These data 

provided the evidence of foxc1a/ foxc1b function either upstream or in parallel to Vegfrs. 
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Figure 4.12 foxc1a and foxc1b are required for normal expression of vegfrs 

(A-C) In situ hybridisation of vegfaa in sibling embryos (A), foxc1a single mutants (B) and foxc1a; 

foxc1b double mutants (C) at 24hpf. (D-O) In situ hybridisation of kdrl in sibling embryos (D), 

foxc1a single mutants (E) and foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants (F) at 24hpf. Black arrowheads point 

at SeA, red arrowheads indicate DA. In situ hybridisation of flt4 in sibling embryos (G), foxc1a 

single mutants (H) and foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants (I) at 24hpf. Black arrowheads point at SeA, 

blue arrowheads indicate PCV. In situ hybridisation of sflt1 in sibling embryos (J), foxc1a single 

mutants (K) and foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants (L) at 24hpf. In situ hybridisation of mflt1 in sibling 

embryos (M), foxc1a single mutants (N) and foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants (O) at 24hpf. Red 

arrowheads indicate DA; black arrowheads denote SeA expression; green arrowhead points to 

PBI. DA, dorsal aorta; PCV, posterior cardinal vein; SeA, segmental artery; PBI, posterior blood 

island.
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Figure 4.13 Expression of foxc1a and foxc1b are not dependent on Vegf signalling 

(A-B) Lateral view of trunk vessels in WT embryos following DMSO treatment (A) and AV951 

treatment (B) with Tg(fli1a:EGFP) background at 26hpf. Red bars highlight DA, blue bars indicate 

PCV. (C-D) Lateral view of foxc1a in situ at 26hpf in DMSO treated (C) and AV951 treated (D) WT 

embryos. (E-F) Lateral view of the expression of foxc1b after DMSO (E) and AV951 treatment (F) 

at 26hpf. Red arrowheads indicate sclerotome expression. DA, dorsal aorta; PCV, posterior 

cardinal vein.  
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4.2.11 sflt1 is not sufficient to rescue ectopic segmental artery formation in foxc1a; foxc1b double 

mutants 

Since the expression of both sflt1 and mflt1 were substantially reduced in foxc1a; foxc1b double 

mutants, when compared with foxc1a single mutants and WT embryos (Fig. 4.12), and previous 

studies have demonstrated that sflt1 negatively regulates trunk angiogenesis, whereas mflt1 is 

dispensable for this process (Krueger et al., 2011), we therefore hypothesised that reduction of 

sflt1 expression might be responsible for the hypersprouting phenotype displayed in foxc1a; 

foxc1b double mutants. To test this, we overexpressed full length sflt1 mRNA (Krueger et al., 

2011) in WT and foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants and quantified the frequency of ectopic 

angiogenic sprouts. 

sflt1 overexpression in WT embryos did not cause any detectable phenotypic changes at 28hpf 

or 3dpf (Fig. 4.14 B, F). In foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants, the ectopic sprouts were still visible at 

28hpf following sflt1 overexpression (Fig. 4.14 D Yellow arrowheads), which was similar to those 

shown in control RNA injected foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants (Fig. 4.14 C Yellow arrowheads). At 

3dpf, ectopic sprout numbers were comparable between foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants with 

and without sflt1 overexpression (Fig. 4.14 G, H Yellow arrowheads, I) indicating sflt1 is not 

sufficient to rescue the hypersprouting phenotype and thus reduced sflt1 expression does not 

account for ectopic sprout formation in foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants. 

4.2.12 foxc1a and foxc1b negatively regulate arterial angiogenesis by promoting Dll4/ Notch 

signalling 

Murine Foxc1 and Foxc2 have been shown to function upstream of the Notch signalling pathway 

to regulate blood vessel formation (Hayashi and Kume, 2008b), however, a conflicting study has 

reported that zebrafish foxc1a/ b function downstream of Notch signalling (Jang et al., 2015). To 

determine epistasis between foxc1a/ b and Notch signalling, we performed DAPT treatment to 

antagonise Notch signalling followed by in situ hybridisation for foxc1a and foxc1b at 30hpf (Fig. 

4.15). her12, was employed as a positive control since it is a Notch downstream target, whose 

expression is induced by Notch signalling (Zhen Jiang MSc thesis, University of Sheffield). her12 

expression was reduced globally by DAPT treatment (Fig. 4.15 A, B) indicating the DAPT treatment 

was effective. Interestingly, neither foxc1a nor foxc1b expression was altered by DAPT treatment 

(Fig.4.15 D, F) when compared with the DMSO treated control group (Fig. 4.15 C, E). These data 

indicate foxc1a and foxc1b expression is independent of Notch signalling. 
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Dll4/ Notch signalling limits angiogenic sprouting from arteries (Siekmann and Lawson, 2007, 

Lawson et al., 2001), we therefore hypothesised that ectopic arterial angiogenesis in foxc1a; 

foxc1b double mutants could be due to reduced Dll4/ Notch signalling. To test this, we analysed 

the expression level of Notch signalling components in foxc1a and foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants. 

We employed the Tg(dll4in3:GFP), in which GFP expression is driven by an arterial specific Dll4 

enhancer (Sacilotto et al., 2013), and we observed a substantial reduction of GFP fluorescence 

within SeAs (Fig. 4.16 B Black arrowhead) and the DA (Fig. 4.16 B Red arrowhead) of foxc1a single 

mutants when compared with WT embryos (Fig. 4.16 A). This reduction was more substantial in 

foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants (Fig. 4.16 Black and red arrowheads respectively). Consistent with 

this, expression of dll4 (Fig. 4.16 D-F), displayed a more pronounced reduction in SeAs and the 

DA of foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants (Fig. 4.16 F Black and red arrowheads respectively) when 

compared with WT embryos and foxc1a single mutants (Fig. 4.16 D, E Black and red arrowheads 

respectively). In addition, expression of the Notch target gridlock (grl)/ hey2 was more 

substantially reduced in foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants (Fig. 4.16 I) when compared with WT and 

foxc1a single mutants (Fig. 4.16 G, H). These results indicate that Dll4/ Notch signalling was 

reduced in both single and double mutants, but the greater down-regulation of Notch signalling 

components in foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants might account for the ectopic SeA formation 

following loss of both foxc1a and foxc1b. 

To determine whether the ectopic sprouting in foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants was Notch-

dependent, we crossed the Tg(hs-gal4; 5xUAS-E1b:6xMYC-notch1a) (Scheer and Campos-Ortega, 

1999) into the foxc1a; foxc1b double heterozygotes using a Tg(kdrl:mcherry) background to label 

blood vessels and subjected progeny to heat shock at 18s to induce expression of NICD. Heat 

shock induction of Notch signalling substantially reduced the ectopic sprouting phenotype in 

foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants (Fig. 4.16 L, O Yellow arrowheads) demonstrating that the ectopic 

SeA sprouting in foxc1a; foxc1b mutants was due to reduced Notch signalling. Taken together, 

these data indicate that foxc1a and foxc1b function upstream of Notch signalling and positively 

regulate the expression of Notch. 
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Figure 4.14 Gain of function of sflt1 is not sufficient to rescue ectopic angiogenesis displayed in 

foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants 

(A, B) Lateral view of trunk of control mRNA injected (A) and sflt1 mRNA injected (B) WT embryos 

at 28hpf with Tg(fli1a:EGFP) background. (C, D) Lateral view of trunk of control mRNA injected 

(C) and sflt1 mRNA injected (D) foxc1a; foxc1b double mutant embryos at 28hpf with 

Tg(fli1a:eGFP) background. Yellow arrowheads indicate ectopic angiogenesis. (E, F) Lateral view 

of trunk of control mRNA injected (E) and sflt1 mRNA injected (F) WT embryos at 3dpf with 

Tg(fli1a:EGFP) background. (G, H) Lateral view of trunk of control mRNA injected (G) and sflt1 

mRNA injected (H) foxc1a; foxc1b double mutant embryos at 3dpf with Tg(fli1a:EGFP) 

background. Yellow arrowheads indicate ectopic angiogenesis. (I) Quantification of ectopic SeA 

number within 6 pairs of ISV above yolk extension per embryo at 3dpf. One-Way ANOVA multiple 

comparisons. ****<0.0001; NS, not significant. 
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Figure 4.15 Expression of foxc1a and foxc1b are not dependent on Notch signalling 

(A, B) Expression of her12 in WT embryos following 20 hours of DMSO treatment (A) and DAPT 

treatment (B) at 30hpf. Blue arrowheads indicate neural tube. (C-D) Expression of foxc1a in WT 

embryos following 20 hours of DMSO treatment (C) and DAPT treatment (D) at 30hpf. (E) 

Expression of foxc1b in WT embryos following DMSO treatment (E) and DAPT treatment (F) at 

30hpf. 
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Figure 4.16 foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants display reduced Dll4/ Notch signalling and ectopic 

arterial angiogenesis can be suppressed by induction of Notch 

(A-C) Expression level of GFP of Tg(dll4in3:GFP) in WT embryos (A), foxc1a single mutants (B) and 

foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants (C) at 24hpf with lateral view. Black arrowheads indicate SeA, red 

bars highlight DA, blue bars denote PCV. (D-F) In situ hybridisation of dll4 in WT (D), foxc1a single 

mutants (E) and foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants (F) at 24hpf. (G-I) In situ hybridisation of grl in WT 

embryos (G), foxc1a single mutants (H) and foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants (I) at 24hpf. Black 

arrowheads indicate SeAs; red arrowheads denote DA. (J-O) Lateral view of light-sheet 

microscopy images at 3.5dpf of heat shocked Tg(kdrl:mcherry) in WT (J), foxc1a single mutants 

(K) and foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants (L) and Tg(kdrl:mcherry; hs-gal4; UAS-NICD) in WT (M), 

foxc1a single mutants (N) and foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants (O). Yellow arrowheads point to 

ectopic SeAs. SeA, segmental artery; DA, Dorsal aorta; PCV, posterior cardinal vein.  
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4.2.13 foxc1a and foxc1b negatively regulate arterial angiogenesis by promoting Notch-mediated 

suppression of Vegfc/ Flt4 signalling 

Dll4/ Notch signalling limits angiogenic sprouting from arteries (Siekmann and Lawson, 2007, 

Lawson et al., 2001) via suppression of Vegfc/ Flt4 signalling in SeAs (Hogan et al., 2009b). As 

shown in section 4.2.10, in foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants, flt4 expression was observed within 

both tip cells and stalk cells of the SeAs (Fig. 4.12 I Black arrowhead) in contrast to WT siblings 

and foxc1a single mutants, which displayed enrichment of flt4 expression in tip cells (Fig. 4.12 G, 

H Black arrowheads). Notch signalling supresses flt4 in SeAs (Lawson et al., 2001), and Dll4/ Notch 

signalling is reduced in foxc1a single and foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants (Fig. 4.16 A-I) and 

hypersprouting in foxc1a; foxc1b mutants can be suppressed by induction of Notch (Fig. 4.16 J-

O). We therefore hypothesised that ectopic SeA formation in foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants was 

induced by failure of Notch-mediated repression of Vegfc/ Flt4 signalling. To test this, we KD vegfc 

in foxc1a; foxc1b mutant embryos using Mo and quantified frequency of ectopic SeAs (Fig. 4.17). 

Delayed formation of PHBC at 26hpf (Data not shown) and absent parachordal lymphangioblast 

at 3dpf (Fig. 4.17 C Blue asterisks) were observed in the WT morphants as previously described 

(Hogan et al., 2009b), indicating vegfc function was inhibited. The frequency of ectopic SeAs was 

significantly reduced by vegfc KD in foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants in comparison to uninjected 

double mutants (Fig. 4.17 B, D Yellow arrowheads, E). 

Collectively, these data indicate that foxc1a and foxc1b co-operatively limit arterial sprouting by 

positively regulating Dll4/ Notch signalling and negatively regulating Flt4/ Vegfc signalling. 

Reduced Notch signalling in foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants leads to activation of flt4/ vegfc 

signalling, which results in ectopic angiogenesis from arteries. 
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Figure 4.17 Knockdown of vegfc supresses ectopic segmental artery formation in foxc1a; fox1b 

double mutants 

(A-D) Lateral view of uninjected WT (A) and foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants (B) in Tg(fli1a:EGFP; 

flt1RFP) background at 3dpf. vegfc Mo injected WT (C) and foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants (D) in 

Tg(fli1a:EGFP; flt1RFP) background at 3dpf. Blue arrowheads highlight parachordal 

lymphangioblasts, blue asterisks indicate absent parachordal lymphangioblasts, yellow 

arrowheads indicate ectopic SeA. (E) Quantification of ectopic SeA number within 6 pairs of ISV 

above yolk extension in control group and vegfc Mo injected group at 3dpf. One-way ANOVA 

multiple comparisons. **<0.01; ****<0.0001. SeA, segmental artery; ISV, intersegmental vessel. 
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4.2.14 foxc1a is expressed in endothelial cells of trunk vessels, whereas foxc1b expression is 

excluded from these 

Since foxc1a and foxc1b promote arterial Notch signalling, we wished to determine whether 

these genes were expressed in arteries. We utilised a combination of fluorescent in situ 

hybridisation and immuno-fluorescence to increase the resolution of detection as previously 

described in chapter 3 (Section 3.2.7). 

Similar to its expression in the head, foxc1a expression could be detected in the trunk, both in 

the mesenchymal tissue and in axial vessels (Fig. 4.18 A-A’’) at 28hpf. Reconstructed transverse 

section of a single z-plane through the trunk revealed foxc1a expression in SeAs (Fig. 4.18 B-B’’ 

Yellow arrowheads), DA and PCV (Fig. 4.18 C-C’’). By contrast, expression of foxc1b was only 

present in mesenchymal tissue, including sclerotome and was excluded from ECs (Fig.4.18 D-F). 

Absence of foxc1b expression from ECs was confirmed in the reconstructed transverse section of 

a single z-plane through trunk (Fig. 4.18 E-F). Co-localisation of foxc1b expression and EC α-GFP 

staining was not detected in the SeAs (Fig. 4.18 E-E’’ Yellow arrowheads), DA and PCV (Fig. 4.18 

F-F’’). Taken together, our data indicates foxc1a is expressed in both ECs and surrounding 

mesenchyme whereas foxc1b expression is restricted to trunk mesenchyme and excluded from 

ECs. 

4.2.15 Lost function of foxc1a does not alter expression of foxc1a and foxc1b 

We described in section 4.2.6 that foxc1a and foxc1b genetically interact during ISV formation, 

yet foxc1a is expressed in ECs, while foxc1b is excluded from these. This may explain the lack of 

vascular phenotype in foxc1b single mutants, but also suggests either non-cell autonomous 

function of foxc1b or the possibility that under normal circumstances foxc1a may suppress foxc1b 

in ECs. We therefore examined whether foxc1b expression was induced in ECs of foxc1a mutants. 

In foxc1a single mutants, the expression of foxc1a remained unchanged (Fig. 4.19 A-C) when 

compared with foxc1a expression in WT siblings (Fig. 4.18 A-C). foxc1a expression could be 

detected in ECs of the trunk vasculature (Fig. 4.19 A, B, C) in addition to the expression within the 

sclerotome in foxc1a mutants. foxc1b expression was excluded from the vasculature in foxc1a 

mutants (Fig. 4.19 D, E, F) as shown in WT embryos (Fig. 4.18 D-F). Viewed dorsally, foxc1a 

expression could be detected within the midline between somites (Fig. 4.19 B-B’’) indicating its 

expression within axial trunk vasculature. By contrast, the expression of foxc1b was not visible at 

the midline between somites, where the α-GFP antibody staining was detected (Fig. 4.19 E-E’’). 

Reconstructed transverse sections of single z-plane of trunk further confirmed the co-localisation 
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of foxc1a expression with α-GFP antibody staining in both the DA and PCV (Fig. 4.19 C-C’’ Red and 

blue bars), whereas the expression of foxc1b could only be observed in the sclerotome and was 

excluded from ECs (Fig.4.19 F-F’’ Red and blue bars). These data indicate that expression of foxc1b 

is not altered by loss of foxc1a. Taken together, this data indicates that foxc1b is not expressed in 

ECs normally, or in the absence of foxc1a function, and foxc1b must therefore function non-cell 

autonomously to promote Notch signalling. 

4.2.16 foxc1a single mutants and foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants display reduced haematopoietic 

stem cell formation 

Notch signalling is required for many essential aspects of embryogenesis. In addition to regulating 

arterial angiogenesis, it is also required for haematopoietic stem cell (HSC) formation from the 

ventral wall of the DA (Kumano et al., 2003, Rowlinson and Gering, 2010, Guiu et al., 2013, Kim 

et al., 2014). We therefore examined whether HSC formation was perturbed by loss of function 

of foxc1a and/ or foxc1b. 

As reported in section 4.2.12, Notch signalling was significantly reduced in foxc1a single mutants 

and foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants. We therefore hypothesised that HSC formation may be 

reduced in the absence of foxc1a and/ or foxc1b. We first analysed the expression of the HSC 

marker, runx1, at 24hpf and found its expression was reduced in foxc1a single mutants (Fig. 4.20 

C). In the absence of both foxc1a and foxc1b, the runx1 expression reduction was more 

pronounced in the trunk (Fig. 4.20 D). This observation is in line with the increased reduction in 

Notch signalling in foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants than that observed in foxc1a single mutants 

(Fig. 4.16 A-I). Taken together, foxc1a and foxc1b function co-operatively to induce expression of 

HSC markers. 

We further validated this result by analysing the emergence of HSCs budding from ventral arterial 

endothelium in WT and foxc1a single mutant embryos at 2dpf (Fig. 4.21). By utilising the 

Tg(flt1:RFP; gfi1aa:GFP) line, which label arterial endothelium in red (Bussmann et al., 2010) and 

haemogenic endothelium in green (Thambyrajah et al., 2016) respectively, ECs positive for both 

flt1:RFP and gfi1aa:EGFP expression could be identified as HSCs. Consistent with reduced runx1 

expression in foxc1a single mutants, HSC frequency was significantly reduced at 2dpf in the 

absence of foxc1a (Fig. 4.21 B Yellow arrowheads, C) when compared with WT siblings (Fig. 4.21 

A Yellow arrowheads, C). 

Taken together, these results indicate foxc1a and foxc1b are required for HSC formation 

potentially via regulation of Notch signalling. In addition, foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants show 
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greater reduction in runx1 expression than foxc1a single mutants and indicate foxc1a and foxc1b 

promote HSC emergence co-operatively. 
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Figure 4.18 foxc1a is expressed in trunk vessels, whereas expression of foxc1b is excluded from these 

(A-C’’) Antibody staining of α-GFP (green channel) and foxc1a fluorescent in situ (red channel) in Tg(fli1a:EGFP) in WT embryos at 28hpf with lateral view 

(A-A’’), cross section of the SeA (B-B’’) and cross section view of axial vessel (C-C’’) showing foxc1a expression can be detected within trunk vessels. Red 

bar indicate DA, blue bar demote PCV, yellow arrowheads highlight SeA. (D-F’’) Antibody staining of α-GFP (green channel) and foxc1b fluorescent in situ 

(red channel) in Tg(fli1a:EGFP) in WT embryos at 28hpf with lateral view (D-D’’), cross section of SeA (E-E’’) and cross section of axial vessels (F-F’’) showing 

foxc1b expression is excluded from trunk vessels. Red bar indicate DA, blue bar demote PCV, yellow arrowheads highlight SeA. DA, dorsal aorta; PCV, 

posterior cardinal vein; SeA, segmental artery.  
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Figure 4.19 foxc1b expression is not induced in endothelial cells in the absence of foxc1a 

(A, A’, A’’) Lateral view of the fluorescent Cy3 staining of foxc1a (red channel) in trunk vessels and 

the scolerotome at 28hpf in foxc1a single mutants with α-GFP antibody staining (green channel) 

in Tg(fli1a:EGFP). (B, B’, B’’) Dorsal view of the fluorescent Cy3 staining of foxc1a (red channel) in 

the trunk vessels and the scolerotome at 28hpf in foxc1a single mutants with α-GFP antibody 

staining (green channel) in Tg(fli1a:EGFP). (C, C’, C’’) Cross section shows fluorescent Cy3 staining 

of foxc1a (red channel) co-expresses with α-GFP antibody staining (green channel) in the trunk 

vessels. Red bar indicates DA, blue bar points to PCV, yellow darsh circles the yolk. (D, D’, D’’) 

Lateral view of the fluorescent Cy3 staining of foxc1b (red channel) in the scolerotome at 28hpf 

in foxc1a single mutants with α-GFP antibody staining (green channel) in Tg(fli1a:EGFP). (E, E’, E’’) 

Dorsal view of the fluorescent Cy3 staining of foxc1b (red channel) in the scolerotome at 28hpf in 

foxc1a single mutants with α-GFP antibody staining (green channel) in Tg(fli1a:EGFP). (F, F’, F’’) 

Cross section shows fluorescent Cy3 staining of foxc1b (red channel) not co-expresses with α-GFP 

antibody staining (green channel) in the trunk vessels. Red bar indicates DA, blue bar points to 

PCV, yellow darsh circles the yolk. DA, dorsal aorta; PCV, posterior cardinal vein; Y, yolk.  
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Figure 4.20 foxc1a and foxc1b function co-operatively to promote runx1 expression 

(A-D) Lateral view of in situ hybridisation of runx1 expression in the trunk of WT embryos (A), 

foxc1b single mutants (B), foxc1a single mutants (C) and foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants (D) at 

24hpf. 
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Figure 4.21 fox1a is required for HSC emergence 

(A, B) Lateral view of trunk of WT embryos (A) and foxc1a single mutants (B) with Tg(flt1:RFP; 

gfi1aa:GFP) background at 2dpf. Yellow arrowheads indicate budding HSC from the DA. (C) 

Quantification of HSC number per embryo at 2dpf. Mann-Whitney U test. P=0.0179. DA, dorsal 

aorta.  
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4.2.17 The dorsal aorta and posterior cardinal vein were specified in foxc1a mutants 

HSC are generated from the ventral wall of the DA, therefore the intact and functional DA is 

necessary for the HSC formation (Burns et al., 2005, Gering and Patient, 2005, Bertrand et al., 

2010). To further understand the mechanism of how foxc1a regulates HSC formation we 

examined arterial-venous specification in foxc1a mutants. 

The arterial marker and Notch target, ephrinb2a, remained unchanged in foxc1a single mutants 

(Fig. 4.22 B Red arrowhead) indicating that DA formation was not affected by the absence of 

foxc1a. We further analysed expression of the major Notch receptor involved in arterial-venous 

specification, notch1b (Fig. 4.22 C Red arrowhead) (Lawson et al., 2001). Consistent with the 

unchanged ephrinb2a expression in foxc1a single mutants, arterial notch1b also remained 

unchanged (Fig. 4.22 D Red arrowheads) at 24hpf. In addition, arterial-specific notch3 showed 

similar expression in foxc1a single mutants compare to WT embryos (Fig. 4.22 E, F Red 

arrowheads), which further indicates normal DA formation in the absence of foxc1a. In summary, 

the expression of major Notch receptors remained unchanged in foxc1a mutants indicating DA 

formation was normal in the absence of foxc1a, consistent with previous data (Fig. 3.5). The 

venous marker aplnr2a/ msr showed expanded expression in the absence of foxc1a (Fig. 4.22 H 

Red bar), which could be explained by the dilated PCV (Fig. 4.7 B) caused by reduced trunk blood 

circulation in foxc1a single mutants. 

Taken together, these data indicate that the DA is formed normally in foxc1a mutants. Therefore, 

the reduced HSC formation displayed in foxc1a single mutants is not likely to be caused by 

abnormal arterial specification. In addition, the expression of major Notch receptors remained 

unchanged in the absence of foxc1a, indicating foxc1a might potentially regulate the Notch 

ligands to control Notch function. 

4.2.18 foxc1a is required for haematopoietic stem cell formation potentially via regulating the 

expression of the Notch ligands 

Given that Notch receptor expression was normal in foxc1a mutants (Fig. 4.22) and activity of Dll4 

enhancer was moderately reduced in foxc1a mutants (Fig. 4.16 B), we checked multiple Notch 

ligands and targets, which have been reported to be essential for HSC formation (Kim et al., 2014, 

Shankaran et al., 2007, Butko et al., 2015). 
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Expression of Notch ligand dlc was abolished in the DA (Fig. 4.23 B Red arrowhead) and reduced 

in SeAs (Fig. 4.23 B Black arrowheads) in foxc1a single mutants, indicating foxc1a promotes 

expression of multiple Notch ligands including dll4 and dlc. 

Unpublished data from the Wilkinson lab has demonstrated that her12 is a downstream target of 

the Notch signalling pathway required for HSC emergence (Zhen Jiang MSc thesis, University of 

Sheffield) (Jack Adams MSc Thesis, University of Sheffield) (Shankaran et al., 2007). We therefore 

analysed the expression of her12 in WT and foxc1a single mutants. The expression of her12 was 

reduced within the DA (Fig. 4.23 D Red arrowhead) but not the neural tube (Fig. 4.23 D Blue 

arrowhead) in the absence of foxc1a, consistent with reduced Dll4 activity reported in section 

4.2.12. This data also indicates foxc1a induces her12 expression selectively in the DA, but not the 

neural tube in keeping with lack of expression of foxc1a in the neural tube (Fig. 4.18 A-A’’). This 

suggests foxc1a might regulate HSC formation via a cell-autonomous mechanism. Interestingly, 

the expression of the Notch target gata2a remained unchanged in foxc1a single mutants (Fig. 

4.23 F) at 26hpf. Furthermore, expression of gata2b, which was shown to promote HSC formation 

from haemogenic endothelium (Butko et al., 2015), was unchanged in foxc1a mutants at 26hpf 

(Fig. 4.23 H Red arrowhead). 

tbx20 is an arterial marker restricted to the roof of the DA during HSC emergence (Szeto et al., 

2002; Wilkinson et al., 2009). Interestingly, we observed a dramatic reduction of tbx20 expression 

at 24hpf in most foxc1a mutant embryos (Fig. 4.23 J Red arrowhead). We previously reported 

that DA formation was normal in the absence of foxc1a (Fig. 4.22), therefore this reduction of 

tbx20 expression was not due to loss of ECs, but reduced expression within ECs of the DA roof. 

Taken together, foxc1a is required for HSC emergence from the DA potentially by promoting the 

expression of Notch ligands and Notch downstream target her12, but independently of Notch 

receptor expression and gata2a/ gata2b signalling. In addition, our data also suggests foxc1a is 

potentially required for establishing dorsal-ventral differentiation of DA. 

4.2.19 foxc1a is required for somitic Notch contributions to HSC formation 

In addition to cell-autonomous requirements for Notch signalling, a non-cell autonomous Wnt16/ 

Notch regulatory pathway was identified within the developing somites for HSC specification 

(Clements et al., 2011). In section 4.2.1, we demonstrated that foxc1a and foxc1b are expressed 

in developing somites and foxc1a is required for normal somite formation and patterning (Fig. 

4.1, 4.2). We therefore hypothesised that foxc1a and foxc1b might also contribute to HSC 

specification via Wnt16/ Dlc/ Dld signalling during early embryogenesis. 
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To test this, we examined the expression of components of this pathway in WT embryos, foxc1a 

single mutants and foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants at 12s. Interestingly, the expression of wnt16 

was significantly reduced in the somitic mesoderm of foxc1a single mutants (Fig. 4.24 B Red bar) 

when compared with the WT embryos (Fig. 4.24 A Red bar). Reduced expression of dlc was also 

observed in the somitic mesoderm, particularly within the 4 most anterior somites of foxc1a 

single mutants (Fig. 4.24 E, E’ Red arrowheads and red bars), which is in line with previous studies 

(Julich et al., 2005, Topczewska et al., 2001a, Kume et al., 2001). Expression of dld remained 

unchanged in foxc1a single mutants (Fig. 4.24 H, H’ Red arrowheads) when compared with WT 

siblings (Fig. 4.24 G, G’ Red arrowheads). Interestingly, the reduction of wnt16 expression and dlc 

expression were more significant in foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants (Fig. 4.24 C, F, F’), which could 

account for the greater reduced runx1 expression show in section 4.2.16. 

Expression of wnt16, dlc and dld were normal in foxc1b single mutants (data not shown). 

Collectively, these data support our hypothesis that foxc1a and foxc1b co-operatively contribute 

to HSC specification via a non-cell-autonomous Wnt-Dlc pathway in the developing somites. 

Consistent with this, foxc1b expression is excluded from ECs yet a greater reduction of runx1 

expression was observed in foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants than in foxc1a single mutants (Fig. 

4.20). These data also suggest that foxc1a and foxc1b promote Notch signalling by inducing 

expression of Notch ligands and that foxc1a and foxc1b influence EC physiology via cell-

autonomous and non-cell-autonomous mechanisms. 
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Figure 4.22 foxc1a is dispensable for arterial-venous specification 

(A-F) Lateral view of in situ hybridisation of arterial specific markers expression in WT (A, C, E) and 

foxc1a single mutants (B, D, F) at 24hpf. Red arrowheads indicate DA. (G, H) Lateral view of in situ 

hybridisation of venous marker msr expression in WT embryos (G) and foxc1a single mutants (H) 

at 24hpf. Red bars indicate PCV. DA, dorsal aorta; PCV, posterior cardinal vein.  
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Figure 4.23 foxc1a is required for arterial Notch contributions to HSC formation 

(A, B) In situ hybridisation of dlc expression in WT embryos (A) and foxc1a single mutants (B) at 

24hpf. Red arrowheads indicate DA, black arrowheads point to ISVs. (C, D) in situ hybridisation of 

her12 expression in WT embryos (C) and foxc1a single mutants (D) at 24hpf. Red arrowheads 

indicate DA, blue arrowheads highlight neural tube. (E-H) In situ hybridisation of gata2a and 

gata2b expression in WT embryos (E, G) and foxc1a single mutants (F, H) at 26hpf. (I, J) Lateral 

view of in situ hybridisation of tbx20 expression in WT embryos (I) and foxc1a single mutants (J) 

at 24hpf. Red arrowheads indicate DA. DA, dorsal aorta; PCV, posterior cardinal vein; ISV, 

intersegmental vessel.  
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Figure 4.24 foxc1a is required for somitic Notch contributions to HSC formation 

(A-C) Dorsal view of flat mount of in situ hybridisation of wnt16 in WT (A) foxc1a single mutants 

(B) and foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants (C) at 12s. Red bars highlight the somitic expression. (D-F) 

Lateral view of in situ hybridisation of dlc in WT (D) foxc1a single mutants (E) and foxc1a; foxc1b 

double mutants (F) at 12s. (D’-F’) Dorsal view of flat mount of in situ hybridisation of dlc in WT 

(D’) foxc1a single mutants (E’) and foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants (F’) at 12s. Red arrowheads 

and red bars indicate the first 4 anterior somites. (G-I) Lateral view of in situ hybridisation of dld 

in WT (G) foxc1a single mutants (H) and foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants (I) at 12s. (G’-I’) Dorsal 

view of flat mount of in situ hybridisation of dld in WT (G’) foxc1a single mutants (H’) and foxc1a; 

foxc1b double mutants (I’) at 12s. Red arrowheads indicate somitic expression. 
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4.3 Discussion 

In this chapter, we have demonstrated that foxc1a is required for somitogenesis and sclerotome 

patterning, whereas foxc1b is dispensable from this process. Here we highlight our findings 

below: 

1. foxc1a and foxc1b cooperate to antagonise arterial angiogenesis in trunk.  

2. foxc1a and foxc1b limits trunk angiogenesis via induction of Notch signalling to suppress pro-

angiogenic signalling via the Flt4/ Vegfc pathway.  

3. foxc1a and foxc1b are required for HSC formation potentially via non-cell-autonomous and/ 

or cell-autonomous regulation of Notch signalling. 

4.3.1 foxc1a and foxc1b suppress arterial angiogenesis via induction of Notch-mediated 

suppression of Flt4/ Vegfc signalling 

Elegant experiments have demonstrated that murine Foxc1 and Foxc2 directly activate the Dll4 

and Hey2 promoters during vascular development (Seo et al., 2006, Hayashi and Kume, 2008b). 

FOXC2 was shown to interact with the Notch transcriptional activation complex physically and 

functionally (Hayashi and Kume, 2008b). In vitro evidence also supports that Foxc genes can 

induce Notch signalling (Seo et al., 2006). In zebrafish, Foxc1a has been reported to physically 

interact with Rbpjk, which binds to NICD to form the Notch transcriptional activation complex and 

activate the Notch signalling pathway during podocyte development (O'Brien et al., 2011). 

However, it remains unclear whether zebrafish foxc1 genes interact with the Notch signalling 

pathway during vascular development. 

Here we have reported that foxc1a and foxc1b function collectively upstream of Notch signalling 

and positively regulate dll4 expression during SeA formation. In the absence of both foxc1a and 

foxc1b, we observed increased angiogenesis in trunk vessels, which has never been reported in 

either murine or zebrafish studies previously. In foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants, more substantial 

down regulation of dll4 and grl was detected when compared to the foxc1a single mutants and 

WT siblings (Fig. 4.16). More importantly, this abnormal angiogenesis could be rescued by either 

induction of Notch signalling or inhibition of Vegfc function in the trunk. Taken together, the 

negative regulation of trunk angiogenesis by foxc1a and foxc1b occurred via Notch-mediated 

suppression of vegfc/ flt4 expression. As shown in section 4.2.14, expression of foxc1b is excluded 

from ECs in trunk vessels, instead being expressed in perivascular tissue and sclerotome (Fig. 4.18 
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D-F’’). Furthermore, foxc1b expression is also excluded from ECs in foxc1a mutants (Fig. 4.19 D-

F). This suggests that foxc1b can induce dll4-mediated suppression of vegfc/ flt4 in a non-cell-

autonomous manner. Taken together, the foxc1a and foxc1b induce expression of dll4 and 

positively regulate Notch signalling pathway.  

Foxc proteins and ETS transcription factors have been demonstrated to work co-operatively and 

these FOXC:EST motifs function as enhancers of endothelial-specific genes including the VEGFRs 

FLT4, and NRP1 (De Val et al., 2008). As introduced in section 4.2.14 foxc1a is expressed in ECs of 

trunk vasculature (Fig. 4.18 A-C). Therefore, it is more likely that foxc1a positively regulates the 

Dll4/ Notch-mediated suppression of vegfc/ flt4 cell-autonomously. 

In addition, the ectopic SeAs in foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants could not be rescued by 

overexpression of sflt1 mRNA. Consistent with our observation, recent studies have reported that 

sflt1 selectively limits sprouting from veins, but not arteries (Wild et al., 2017, Matsuoka et al., 

2016), which could explain why sflt1 gain of function failed to rescue the ectopic SeA formation 

in foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants (Fig. 4.14). 

The VEGF decoy receptor, FLT1, has been described to function as a VEGFA sink, in which excess 

VEGFA is unable to bind to pro-angiogenic VEGFRs such as KDR. FLT1 and KDR function 

antagonistically to balance angiogenesis through interaction with VEGFA (Gerhardt et al., 2003, 

Ambati et al., 2006, Roberts et al., 2004). In foxc1a single mutants and foxc1a; foxc1b double 

mutants comparable expression levels of kdrl were observed, along with unchanged vegfaa 

expression (Fig 4.12). However, while foxc1a single mutants displayed reduced anti-angiogenic 

sflt1, foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants displayed a greater reduction (Fig 4.12). Furthermore, 

foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants displayed ectopic trunk angiogenesis, while foxc1a single mutants 

do not. Therefore, it is possible that the reduction in sflt1 and kdrl observed in foxc1a single 

mutants can balance their pro- and anti-angiogenic effects, whereas in foxc1a; foxc1b double 

mutants sflt1 expression was lower than single mutants, leading to an imbalance between Kdrl 

and sFlt1. Therefore, in foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants, increased free Vegfa could potentially 

contribute to ectopic angiogenesis, binding more freely to the relatively less reduced Kdrl in the 

double mutants. Further experiments will be needed to test this hypothesis. 

4.3.2 foxc1a is required for trunk lymphatic development 

In the previous chapter we introduced foxc1a being essential for facial lymphatic development 

and brain lymphatic cell specification. In this chapter we have reported that thoracic duct (TD) 
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formation in the trunk was delayed in the absence of foxc1a at 3dpf and the TD coverage was 

reduced in the foxc1a single mutants by 4-5dpf. 

The TD originates from ECs which sprout from the PCV (Karpanen and Schulte-Merker, 2011). In 

general, every second SeV from the PCV will migrate dorsally and stop at the horizontal 

myoseptum to form the parachordal lymphangioblast, which will eventually migrate ventrally to 

form the TD (Koltowska et al., 2013, Bussmann et al., 2010). In foxc1a single mutants, secondary 

angiogenesis was reduced by approximately 50% when compared with the WT embryos (Section 

4.2.9). Also flt4 expression within SeV was also reduced in foxc1a single mutants and foxc1a; 

foxc1b double mutants (Fig. 4.11 C, D) when compared with WT embryos (Fig. 4.11 B). Therefore, 

the reduced SeV formation displayed in foxc1a single mutants is likely to account for the delayed 

TD formation and reduced TD coverage. In chapter3 (Section 3.2.11) we have demonstrated that 

foxc1a promotes venous CtA formation potentially via positive regulation of flt4 expression (Fig. 

3.19 A-D). Flt4/ Vegfc is a master regulatory pathway for venous angiogenesis and lymphatic 

development (Gordon et al., 2013, Le Guen et al., 2014, Villefranc et al., 2013). Taken together, 

foxc1a and foxc1b differentially regulate the Flt4/ Vegfc pathway in arteries and veins. In arteries, 

foxc1a/ foxc1b positively regulate the Dll4/ Notch-mediated suppression of Flt4/ Vegfc signalling, 

whereas, in veins, foxc1a/ foxc1b directly promote the Flt4/ Vegfc pathway. 

In addition, foxc1a single mutants displayed reduced mesenchyme distance between the DA and 

the PCV (Fig. 4.4 E-G), which could potentially become physical obstacles for the LEC horizontal 

migration. This also likely contributes to the abnormal TD formation displayed in foxc1a single 

mutants. 

4.3.3 foxc1a is dispensable for arterial-venous specification 

We reported that in the absence of foxc1a or both foxc1a and foxc1b, the DA and PCV could be 

observed in the trunk, however the DA displayed reduced diameter and the PCV displayed 

increased diameter, which likely resulted from disrupted blood circulation as introduced in the 

previous chapter. The relatively normal DA formation displayed in both foxc1a single mutants and 

foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants conflicts with previous zebrafish morphants and mouse studies, 

which reported severe arterial-venous malformations in the absence of both Foxc genes (De Val 

et al., 2008, Skarie and Link, 2009, Kume et al., 2001, Seo et al., 2006). We further validated our 

data using in situ hybridisation for arterial markers including ephrinb2a, notch1b and notch3 and 

showed that their expression was not obviously affected in foxc1a mutants. Interestingly, the 

expression of tbx20 was significantly reduced in the DA roof of foxc1a single mutants. Wilkinson 
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et al. previously showed that Hedgehog (Hh)-mediated tbx20 expression in the dorsal DA 

alongside Bmp signalling from the ventral DA are important for defining the dorsal-ventral 

patterning of the DA (Wilkinson et al., 2009). Taken together, the reduction of tbx20 expression 

displayed in foxc1a single mutants could potentially result in disrupted dorsal-ventral patterning 

of the DA. In summary, foxc1a is dispensable for arterial-venous specification, however, we 

cannot exclude the possibility that foxc1a might be essential for establishing dorsal-ventral 

patterning of the DA. 

Hh from the notochord regulates the expression of tbx20 in the DA roof, which is located 

upstream of Notch signalling (Gering and Patient, 2005, Murayama et al., 2006, Zhang and 

Rodaway, 2007, Wilkinson et al., 2009, Lawson et al., 2001). Further study showed that the 

expression of tbx20 is also VEGF signalling dependent (Carroll et al., 2014). Interestingly, Sonic 

hedgehog (Shh) was reported to be required for expression of murine Foxc1 and Foxc2 (Yamagishi 

et al., 2003). In addition, Foxc1 physically and functionally interacts with the Hh effector, Gli2, 

during endochondral ossification (Yoshida et al., 2015), which further confirmed the interaction 

between mammalian Foxc genes and Hh signalling. These data are in line with the unpublished 

data from the Wilkinson lab, which showed reduced foxc1a expression following down-regulation 

of Hh signalling (Wilkinson lab unpublished data). Taken together, similar to mammalian Foxc1/ 

2, foxc1a potentially acts as a downstream target of the Hh signalling pathway in zebrafish. In 

addition, we have also reported that foxc1a acts upstream of the Vegfrs. This data supports the 

idea that Vegf signalling increases the induction of Foxc1 downstream signalling as previously 

reported in mice (Hayashi and Kume, 2008b). Taken together the reduced expression of tbx20 

from the DA roof in foxc1a single mutants could either be regulated by Hh-foxc1a directly or by 

foxc1a-mediated reduction of vegfr expression indirectly in the trunk. Further experiments would 

be needed to address this hypothesis. 

4.3.4 foxc1a is required for haematopoietic stem cell formation via cell-autonomous Notch 

pathways 

Notch1 is essential for regulating HSC specification from the ventral wall of the DA (Kumano et 

al., 2003, Hadland et al., 2004). Notch signal strength has been demonstrated to be important for 

establishing cell fate within murine haemogenic endothelium (Gama-Norton et al., 2015). In the 

absence of Jag1-induced low Notch signalling, HSC formation was reduced with unimpaired 

endothelial programming. Conversely, in the absence of Dll4-induced high level Notch signalling, 

the endothelial programme was blocked. Taken together this competitive regulation of Notch 

signalling between Jag1-Notch1 (low Notch signal strength) and Dll4-Notch1 (high Notch signal 
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strength) is essential for arterial programming and HSC formation specifically (Gama-Norton et 

al., 2015). 

In the previous section, we discussed that foxc1a is dispensable for arterial-venous specification. 

We described the unchanged expression of Notch receptors including notch1b and notch3 (Fig. 

4.22), but moderately reduced expression of Notch ligands including dll4 and dlc within the DA of 

foxc1a single mutants (Fig. 4.16, 4.23). In foxc1a single mutants, reduced HSC formation but 

relatively normal vascular patterning was observed (Fig. 4.7, 4.20). Taken together, this reduced 

HSC formation is likely due to the foxc1a-mediated moderate down-regulation of Notch signalling 

post DA formation. 

foxc1a is expressed in the DA, therefore this foxc1a-mediated Notch regulation is likely 

functioning cell-autonomously. Unpublished data from the Wilkinson lab has demonstrated that 

her12 is a downstream target of Notch signalling, essential for HSC formation via a cell-

autonomous mechanism (Zhen Jiang MSc Thesis, University of Sheffield) (Jack Adams MSc Thesis, 

University of Sheffield). In foxc1a single mutants, we have shown that foxc1a is required for her12 

expression in the DA but not the neural tube (Fig. 4.23). Therefore, foxc1a contributes to HSC 

emergence potentially via regulating this Notch-her12 cell-autonomous pathway. 

Furthermore, murine studies proved that Gata2 is essential for haemogenic endothelium to 

adapt its progeny during early development (Kumano et al., 2003, Hadland et al., 2004, Robert-

Moreno et al., 2005, de Pater et al., 2013), whose expression is regulated by Notch1 (Robert-

Moreno et al., 2005). In zebrafish, two murine orthologues exist, namely gata2a and gata2b (Gillis 

et al., 2009). Having showed that the expression of both gata2a and gata2b remained unchanged 

in the absence of foxc1a (Fig. 4.23), we concluded that this Notch1-gata2a/ b pathway is 

dispensable for foxc1a-regulated HSC formation. Our data further provides evidence that the 

foxc1a-Notch-her12 pathway might be in parallel with the Notch1-gata2a/ b cascade during HSC 

formation. 

Having shown foxc1a is dispensable for DA specification, however, substantially reduced tbx20 

expression was observed within the DA roof of foxc1a single mutants (Fig. 4.23). We could not 

rule out the possibility that foxc1a contributes to establishing DA dorsal-ventral patterning, 

abnormalities which might also contribute to reduced HSC specification. 

Given expression of foxc1b is excluded from the ECs of the trunk vasculature, it is unlikely that 

foxc1b can regulate HSC specification cell-autonomously. Interestingly, we observed more 

pronounced down-regulation of runx1 expression within the DA of foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants 
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(Fig. 4.20), when compared with foxc1a single mutants (Fig. 4.20), which proved foxc1a and 

foxc1b co-operatively promote HSC formation. In section 4.3.1 we discussed that foxc1a and 

foxc1b function co-operatively to antagonise angiogenesis via promoting the Notch-mediated 

suppression of the Flt4/ Vegfc pathway. We also demonstrated that foxc1b functions non-cell-

autonomously to antagonise angiogenesis in the absence of foxc1a (Section 4.2.15). Therefore, 

foxc1b likely contributes to HSC specification non-cell-autonomously in the absence of foxc1a. 

4.3.5 foxc1a is required for somite formation, foxc1a and foxc1b are required for the somitic Notch 

pathway to promote haematopoietic stem cell specification. 

Our foxc1a single mutants showed similar morphology to recently published foxc1a mutants and 

morphants with abnormal anterior somite formation (Hsu et al., 2015, Li et al., 2015, Topczewska 

et al., 2001a). This is also similar to somite abnormalities observed in murine Foxc1 mutants 

(Kume et al., 2001, Topczewska et al., 2001a, Schuermann et al., 2014). We further reported, 

similar abnormal somite formation in foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants, whereas foxc1b single 

mutants showed no obvious defect in somitogenesis (Fig. 4.2). Interestingly, no severity 

difference of the somite deficit between foxc1a single and foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants was 

observed, indicating foxc1b is dispensable for somite formation. 

Further analysis of expression of sclerotome markers (Fig. 4.3) revealed foxc1a is also required 

for sclerotome patterning. The expression of pax1a and pax9 were both reduced in the absence 

of foxc1a indicating an interaction between the pax genes and foxc1a while regulating sclerotome 

formation. Interestingly, mammalian Foxc2 was previously reported to potentially interact with 

Pax genes to regulate sclerotome formation (Smith et al., 2000). Taken together, zebrafish foxc1a 

and murine Foxc2 may share similar functions during sclerotome specification. 

Dld/ Dlc-Notch3 has been reported to promote sclerotome formation (Kim et al., 2014). Kim et 

al. further proposed that, in zebrafish, Notch induction between 6-15h is required for sclerotome 

specification, whereas Notch induction at 15-26h is required for arterial-venous specification (Kim 

et al., 2014). Interestingly, we have shown reduced expression of dlc at both stages (Fig. 4.23, Fig. 

4.24) in foxc1a single mutants but with normal arterial-venous specification (Fig. 4.22). Given the 

reduction of dlc expression in foxc1a single mutants (Fig. 4.24), these data indicate that foxc1a 

promotes somitogenesis and sclerotome formation potentially via regulating this Dlc-Notch3 

pathway at 6-15hpf prior to completion of DA formation. Furthermore, the reduced expression 

of dlc in foxc1a single mutants at 24hpf (Fig. 4.23) did not result in arterial-venous malformation 

as previously demonstrated (Kim et al., 2014, Quillien et al., 2014). This observation could be 
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explained by either insufficient reduction of dlc expression in foxc1a single mutants to adversely 

affect normal arterial-venous patterning or that the dlc-Notch3-mediated abnormal arterial-

venous specification could potentially be compensated by Notch1, the expression of which is 

normal in foxc1a single mutants (Fig. 4.22). 

In addition, the Wnt16-Dlc/ Dld-Notch3 signalling cascade in developing somites promotes HSC 

specification (Kim et al., 2014, Clements et al., 2011). The expression of wnt16 and dlc were 

substantially reduced in foxc1a single mutants (Fig. 4.24). Furthermore, greater reduction of this 

signalling pathway component expression was observed in foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants at 12s 

(Fig. 4.24). Therefore, we conclude that foxc1a and foxc1b both promote induction of this somitic 

Notch pathway to promote HSC emergence at early stages. Conversely, in the absence of foxc1b, 

expression of wnt16, dlc and dld remained unchanged (data not shown). This data indicates that 

foxc1a and foxc1b have redundant functions during regulation of this somitic Notch signalling. 

Furthermore, the Jam1a-Jam2a interaction was reported by the Traver lab to maintain the 

interaction between the posterior lateral mesoderm and the somite, which is essential for Dld/ 

Dlc-mediated Notch signalling transduction to specify HSCs (Kobayashi et al., 2014). 

Overexpression of dld but not dlc could almost fully recover the HSC deficiency observed in 

jam1a-depleted embryos (Kobayashi et al., 2014). This data indicates that dld is more important 

to facilitate the Notch signal transmission. In section 4.2.19 we reported reduced dlc expression 

but not dld expression in the somitic mesoderm (Fig. 4.24) with moderately reduced runx1 

expression (Fig. 4.20) in foxc1a single mutants, whereas significant reduction of wnt16, dlc and 

runx1 expression was observed in foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants (Fig. 4.20, 4.24). The moderate 

reduction of runx1 expression in foxc1a mutants could be explained by retention of wnt16 and 

dlc expression at 12s and the remaining Notch signalling at 24hpf in foxc1a single mutants 

facilitating HSC formation. Whereas in the absence of both foxc1a and foxc1b, a more substantial 

reduction of wnt16/ dlc expression and more pronounced reduced expression of Notch pathway 

components was observed, which may contribute to the more substantial reductions in runx1 

expression in foxc1a; foxc1b double mutants. 

Furthermore, retinoic acid (RA) secreted from the somite was also reported to regulate HSC 

emergence prior to 19hpf and is dispensable for DA formation (Pillay et al., 2016), this early 

somitic pathway has been demonstrated this function independently of the Wnt16-Dlc/ Dld-

Notch3 pathway (Pillay et al., 2016). Abnormal expression of jam1a and jam2a was observed in 

RA-depleted embryos, which further provides evidence for the potential interaction between the 
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somitic RA and the Jam1a-Jam2a pathway in regulating HSC formation (Pillay et al., 2016). Murine 

studies have shown RA secretion from the meninges is positively regulated by Foxc1, which is 

critical for cerebrovascular development (Mishra et al., 2016, Siegenthaler et al., 2009). Taken 

together, it is also possible that foxc1a and foxc1b could be involved in this somitic RA pathway 

to specify HSC via the Jam1a/ Jam2a pathway non-cell-autonomously. This could be an interesting 

direction for further studies. 

4.3.6 foxc1a may be important for pericyte recruitment 

In addition to its role in non-cell autonomous promotion of HSC formation, Notch3 has also been 

reported as a key regulator of mural cell (MC) recruitment (Wang et al., 2014). 

In section 2.5, we reported that foxc1a is required for the expression of the pericyte marker 

pdgfrb at 24hpf and 48hpf and also for vSMC recruitment at 5dpf in the trunk. The reduction of 

pdgfrb expression in foxc1a single mutants could be detected at 24hpf (Fig. 4.5) as reported 

previously in an Mo study (French et al., 2014), which was prior to the initiation of blood 

circulation. Therefore, we can exclude the possibility that the reduced pdgfrb expression is a 

secondary defect caused by foxc1a-mediated failure of blood circulation. However, we could not 

exclude the contribution of disrupted blood circulation to later pericyte recruitment. Taken 

together, foxc1a is required for pdgfrb expression. In addition, Vegf signalling is required for the 

expression of pdgfrb (Kuhnert et al., 2008). Therefore, this disrupted pdgfrb expression could also 

potentially be due to impaired Vegf signalling in ECs following mutation of foxc1a. 

Unlike zebrafish, conditional KO of murine Foxc1 in pericytes leads to proliferation of pericytes 

(Siegenthaler et al., 2013). In addition, KO of Foxc2 results in up-regulation of Pdgfrb (Petrova et 

al., 2004), on the contrary, Foxc2 positively regulates mural cell recruitment in B16 tumour cells 

(Sano et al., 2010). The similar functions between zebrafish foxc1a and Foxc2 in tumorigenesis 

suggest zebrafish might be a better model organism to study Foxc gene functions in 

tumorigenesis. Taken together, our data suggest a surprising divergence of how Foxc genes 

control pericyte recruitment between mammals and teleosts. 

As discussed in section 4.3.5, foxc1a but not foxc1b is required for sclerotome patterning, which 

conflicts with previous zebrafish data (Chen et al., 2017). Chen et al. used the CRISPR/ Cas9 system 

to conditionally KO foxc1a and foxc1b in ECs and proposed that foxc1b but not foxc1a function in 

ECs is required for vSMC formation (Chen et al., 2017). We have reported that foxc1b expression 

was excluded from the ECs in both WT and foxc1a single mutant embryos (Section 4.2.14, 4.2.15). 

Therefore, it is unlikely that foxc1b functions in ECs to promote vSMC recruitment. The vSMC 
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recruitment in the DA is associate a with a specified cell population of the sclerotome (Stratman 

et al., 2017). Thus, the reduced vSMC coverage in foxc1a single mutants could also be potentially 

explained by the disrupted sclerotome patterning. In addition, blood circulation was reported to 

contribute to vSMC recruitment in zebrafish (Chen et al., 2017). Given the reduced blood 

circulation in foxc1a mutants, it is therefore more likely the vSMC reduction could be a secondary 

defect caused by reduced blood circulation in the absence of foxc1a. 

 

Collectively, our data indicate foxc1a and foxc1b play compensatory and context-dependent roles 

during co-ordination of head and trunk angiogenesis via differential regulation of Vegf and Notch 

signalling (Fig. 4.25). In the head, foxc1a positively regulates expression of kdrl and sox7 in ECs to 

induce angiogenesis, whereas in the trunk, foxc1a and foxc1b co-operatively promote Notch-

mediated suppression of Flt4/ Vegfc to antagonise arterial angiogenesis. This novel regulation by 

foxc1a and foxc1b helps establish a competitive balance between anti- and pro-angiogenic factors 

throughout the body.
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Figure 4.25 foxc1a and foxc1b balance angiogenesis by induction of competing pro- and anti-

angiogenic signalling 
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CHAPTER 5 

The Role of the G-Protein Coupled Receptors 

calcrla and calcrlb during Vascular 

Development in Zebrafish 
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5.1 Introduction 

As briefly introduced in Chapter 1, the Calcitonin receptor-like receptor (CALCRL, formerly known 

as CLR and CRLR) can bind to numerous receptor activity-modifying proteins (RAMPs), which are 

single pass transmembrane proteins, to regulate receptor trafficking and activation of 

downstream signalling (Sexton et al., 2006, McLatchie et al., 1998). RAMP1 and CALCRL comprise 

the receptor for the calcitonin gene-related peptide (CGRP), whereas RAMP2-CALCRL and 

RAMP3-CALCRL are the receptor complexes for Adrenomedullin (AM) (McLatchie et al., 1998). 

Taken together, the functions of the receptor complexes formed by interaction between RAMPs 

and CALCRL are largely dependent on RAMPs since RAMPs confer ligand specificity to the GPCR 

(McLatchie et al., 1998, Dunworth and Caron, 2009). Intermedin (IMD), also known as 

Adrenomedullin 2 (AM2), is a more recently discovered ligand, which also binds RAMP-CALCRL 

complexes (Bell and McDermott, 2008). However, unlike CGRP or AM, IMD showed no specific 

binding preference among these RAMP-CALCRL receptor complexes (Roh et al., 2004). The 

regulations among CALCRL, RAMPs and their ligands have been show to play essential roles under 

numerous disease conditions, particularly in cardiovascular diseases including chronic heart 

failure and hypertension (Jacob et al., 2012). Due to the ligand selectivity of RAMPs-CALCRL 

interactions, RAMP-CALCRL complexes have become attractive candidates for therapeutic targets 

(reviewed in (Sexton et al., 2012)). 

Despite extensive mammalian studies of the CALCRL-RAMP pathway, the mechanisms by which 

this pathway functions in these pathological conditions still remain largely unclear. Unlike 

mammals, in teleostan zebrafish, 4 andrenomedullin genes (namely adma: 

ENSDARG00000015263, admb: ENSDARG00000069027, adm2a: ENSDARG00000045708 and 

adm2b: ENSDARG00000078875), one crcp (ENSDARG00000069373) encoding a calcitonin gene-

related peptide-receptor component protein, 2 calcrl genes (termed calcrla: 

ENSDARG00000011473, calcrlb: ENSDARG00000011571) and 4 ramp genes (ramp1: 

ENSDARG00000056704, ramp2a: ENSDARG00000037895, ramp2b: ENSDARG00000087020 and 

ramp3: IMAGE:8151627 (5')) have been identified (Zerbino et al., 2018) (Wilkinson Lab 

unpublished data). Given the duplication of calcrl and ramp genes in zebrafish, the number of 

possible combinations is increased compared to mammals, which increases the possibility for 

tissue-specific combinations and therefore tissue-specific functions of Calcrl-Ramp pathways. 

Among all Ams in teleosts, Ama shares the largest conserved amino acid sequence with the 
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mammalian AM (Nag et al., 2006). Previous studies in pufferfish T. obscurus have shown 

combinations of Calcrla/ Calcrlb with certain Ramps comprise the receptors for Am, which has 

the widest expression in various tissues (Nag et al., 2006). As introduced in previous chapters, the 

zebrafish is an ideal model organism for studying blood vessel formation in vivo. In this chapter, 

we employed the zebrafish to investigate the functions of calcrla and calcrlb during establishment 

of blood vessel integrity and lymphatic development. 

5.1.1 Calcitonin receptor-like receptor and receptor activity-modifying proteins 

Hydrops fetalis occurs in Am, Calcrl or Ramp2-knockout (KO) mice (Fritz-Six et al., 2008, Dackor 

et al., 2007, Dackor et al., 2006, Caron and Smithies, 2001), and these mutants die mid-gestation 

with severe oedema (Fritz-Six et al., 2008, Dackor et al., 2007, Dackor et al., 2006, Caron and 

Smithies, 2001). Conversely, neither Ramp1-/- mice nor Ramp3-/- mice display apparent 

abnormalities during development and both Ramp1 and Ramp3-KO mice survive until adulthood 

(Tsujikawa et al., 2007, Dackor et al., 2007). These data indicate the importance of Am-Ramp2-

Calcrl signalling for embryonic survival, and that Ramp1 and Ramp3 are not sufficient to 

compensate for loss of Ramp2 function. 

Interestingly, phenotypic onset differs among Am-, Calcrl- or Ramp2-KO mice. Calcrl-/- mice 

showed the earliest onset of oedema at E12.5 while at E13.5 the Am-/- mutant mice became 

distinguishable from WT littermates (Dackor et al., 2006). Ramp2 mutant mice exhibit the latest 

phenotypic onset and oedema is visible at E14.5 (Fritz-Six et al., 2008). This late oedema onset 

provides evidence for the potential compensatory relations among the 3 AM components-

mediated pathways. 

Similar Am-/- and Ramp2-/- mice generated independently by the Shindo group in a C57BL/6 

background exhibit a similar hydrops fetalis phenotype to the Am-/- and Ramp2-/- mutants 

generated by the Caron lab in a 129/S6-SvEv-TC1 background (Fritz-Six et al., 2008, Dackor et al., 

2007, Dackor et al., 2006, Caron and Smithies, 2001, Shindo et al., 2014, Ichikawa-Shindo et al., 

2008). Interestingly, the typical oedema phenotype was not fully penetrant in the Am-/- mice 

published by Shindo et al. (Shindo et al., 2001). In addition, severe haemorrhage under the skin 

and inside organs were reported in both Am-/- and Ramp2-/- in these studies (Ichikawa-Shindo 

et al., 2008, Shindo et al., 2001), whereas no haemorrhage was observed in Am-/- and Ramp2-/- 

mice generated by Fritz-Six et al. (Fritz-Six et al., 2008). This phenotypic difference between the 

two independent mutant strains could potentially arise from the different genetic backgrounds 
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used to generate the mutants (Kadmiel et al., 2012), and this will be discussed further in the 

following sections.  

5.1.2 Calcitonin receptor-like receptor in lymphatic development 

As introduced in previous chapters, the lymphatic system is essential to regulate tissue fluid 

homeostasis. Abnormalities in lymphatics could lead to lymphoedema, tissue fibrosis and 

inflammation, which result from failure of tissue fluid drainage (Lagerstrom and Schioth, 2008, 

Dunworth and Caron, 2009). Abnormal lymphatic formation has been reported in Ramp2, Calcrl 

and Am mutant mice and has been proposed to underline the stereotypical oedema which 

present without haemorrhage in these mice (Fritz-Six et al., 2008, Dackor et al., 2007, Dackor et 

al., 2006, Caron and Smithies, 2001). The murine tail lymphoedema model has been proposed as 

a powerful real-time experimental system to examine lymphangiogenesis in vivo (Boardman and 

Swartz, 2003). In this model, a ring of dermal tissue is surgically removed from the mouse tail 

resulting in complete interruption of interstitial fluid drainage but normal blood circulation, which 

will induce secondary lymphoedema as a result of reduced lymphatic function (Boardman and 

Swartz, 2003). Consistent with the previously published murine studies, AM treated BALB/c mice 

exhibited a significantly increased recovery rate post-operation when compared with the 

untreated control group (Jin et al., 2008). This data indicates AM signalling is required for 

lymphangiogenesis (Jin et al., 2008). Fritz-Six et al. further reported AM-Ramp2-Calcrl signalling 

specifically contributes to lymphatic endothelial cell (LEC) proliferation, but not venous 

endothelial cell (EC) proliferation (Fritz-Six et al., 2008). This reduced LEC proliferation-mediated 

by Am-Ramp2-Calcrl signalling resulted in smaller lymphatic sac formation in Ramp2, Calcrl and 

Am mutant mice (Fritz-Six et al., 2008). The specific effect of Calcrl in LEC was further confirmed 

in human dermal lymphatic microvascular endothelial cells, in which Calcrl expression was 

controlled by the master regulator of lymphatic fate, Prox1 (Fritz-Six et al., 2008). In addition, the 

AM associated protein, complement factor H, is characteristically enriched in LEC rather than in 

EC (Wick et al., 2007, Pio et al., 2001), which further indicates that AM-RAMP2-CALCRL signalling 

functions in LEC. Furthermore, LEC-conditional KO of Calcrl revealed a cell-autonomous function 

of Calcrl in regulating intestinal lymphatic vessel function and restoration following disease 

exposure. More interestingly, substantial down-regulation of the expression of DLL4 was 

observed in the LEC-conditional KO of Calcrl mutant mice, similar downregulation of DLL4 

expression was also observed following the KD of CALCRL in human LEC culture (Davis et al., 

2017).Taken together, these data suggeste that Calcrl functions upstream of the Dll4, and it 
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governs the LEC function and restoration following disease exposure through this AM-Calcrl-

Ramp-Dll4 cascade (Davis et al., 2017). 

Previous studies have shown AM-Ramp3-Calcrl is dispensable for vasculogenesis and 

angiogenesis (Yamauchi et al., 2014). Interestingly, abnormal lipid absorption was reported in 

Ramp3-KO mice fed with a high-fat diet, however, this phenotype was described as subclinical, 

since it could be rescued by free-feeding (Yamauchi et al., 2014). In addition, delayed lymphatic 

drainage has also been reported in Ramp3-/- mice (Yamauchi et al., 2014), which indicates 

abnormal lymphatic function. Indeed, further in vitro experiments showed reduced migration and 

proliferation of LECs from Ramp3-/- mice (Yamauchi et al., 2014). Taken together, the AM-

Ramp3-Calcrl signalling is also required for lymphatic function when the system is overloaded.  

Yamauchi et al. also performed the mouse tail lymphoedema assay in WT, Ramp3-/-, LEC-

conditional KO of Ramp2 mutants and EC-conditional KO of Ramp2 mutants (Yamauchi et al., 

2014). Strikingly, only Ramp3-/- showed significantly increased lymphoedema after this 

procedure (Yamauchi et al., 2014). Taken together, Yamauchi et al. proposed that Ramp3 but not 

Ramp2 is involved in regulating lymphatic function, which conflicts with the murine study 

performed by Fritz-six et al. (Fritz-Six et al., 2008). This will be further discussed in section 5.1.5. 

5.1.3 Calcitonin receptor-like receptor in blood vessel formation 

In the mouse hind-limb ischemia model, AM treatment can restore blood circulation in the 

ischemic limb via up-regulation of local Vegf expression (Iimuro et al., 2004). Iimuro et al. further 

showed reduced density of capillary development and reduced levels of VEGF in Am heterozygous 

mutant mice (Iimuro et al., 2004). These data indicate that Am functions upstream of Vegf in 

regulating vascular development. Given that the Am-Ramp2-Calcrl signalling cascade has been 

shown to be essential for angiogenesis in vitro (Zhao et al., 1998, Kim et al., 2003, Nikitenko et 

al., 2000), surprisingly, no obvious defects in blood vessel formation were detected in Calcrl, 

Ramp2 and Am mutant mice (Shindo et al., 2001, Dackor et al., 2006, Fritz-Six et al., 2008). In 

zebrafish, morpholino (Mo) KD of calcrla (orthologue of mammalian Calcrl) revealed a novel 

function of calcrla in arterial specification (Nicoli et al., 2008). In zebrafish, calcrla is expressed 

throughout embryonic development where it is enriched within the developing endothelium and 

somites, whereas the paralogous gene calcrlb was described to exhibit maternal expression only 

at 1 hour post fertilisation (hpf) (Nicoli et al., 2008). Knockdown of calcrla disrupted blood 

circulation as a result of arterial-venous malformation and delayed intersegmental vessel (ISV) 

sprouting (Nicoli et al., 2008). Furthermore, reduced arterial gene expression induced by calcrla 
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KD could be rescued by overexpression of the major secreted isoform of vegfa in zebrafish, 

vegfaa121 (Liang et al., 1998, Nicoli et al., 2008). Taken together, these studies proposed that in 

zebrafish, calcrla is essential for arterial-venous specification via induction of downstream Vegf 

signalling. This is in line with studies in mouse which indicate Am functions upstream of Vegf 

signalling (Iimuro et al., 2004).  

However, in vitro studies have indicated a more complicated interaction between AM and VEGF 

signalling (Fernandez-Sauze et al., 2004). Using capillary tube formation assays on Matrigel® both 

AM and VEGF treatment were demonstrated to induce capillary tube formation independently, 

however, inhibition of VEGF signalling using a neutralising antibody, only VEGF-induced and not 

AM-induced capillaries were significantly reduced, indicating these pathways may function in 

parallel. Furthermore, the AM-induced capillary formation could be inhibited effectively by 

applying neutralising RAMP2 and CALCRL antibodies. These data indicated AM and VEGF may not 

function as a linear hierarchical pathway (Fernandez-Sauze et al., 2004). Further in vitro studies 

proposed that the AM signalling pathway cooperates with VEGF signalling to induce arterial cell 

specification from vascular progenitors (Yurugi-Kobayashi et al., 2006). This conclusion was 

further supported by an in vivo zebrafish study utilising the same Mo targeting calcrla as 

previously described (Nicoli et al., 2008, Wilkinson et al., 2012). In zebrafish, Hedgehog (Hh) 

signalling normally induces vegfaa to promote arterial development via induction of Notch 

signalling (Lawson et al., 2002). However, Hh is also able to signal in parallel to Vegfaa and induce 

Notch signalling independently via a mechanism mediated by calcrla (Wilkinson et al., 2012). 

Collectively, these data suggest both human CALCRL and zebrafish calcrla promote blood vessel 

formation independently of VEGF signalling.  

5.1.4 Calcitonin receptor-like receptor in angiogenesis 

Adrenomedullin (AM) has been established as a pro-angiogenic factor, whose expression is 

enriched in vascular ECs and induced by hypoxic activation of HIF-1α (Garayoa et al., 2002, 

Cormier-Regard et al., 1998, Nakayama et al., 1998, Nguyen and Claycomb, 1999). The pro-

angiogenic functions of AM have been shown both in vivo and in vitro (Zhao et al., 1998, Kim et 

al., 2003, Nikitenko et al., 2000). Similar to AM, the expression of CALCRL, but not RAMPs, also 

can be induced by a hypoxic microenvironment in ECs (Nikitenko et al., 2003). The role of Calcrl 

in angiogenesis is also conserved in zebrafish, as zebrafish calcrla morphants showed delayed ISV 

formation (Nicoli et al., 2008). In adult Ramp2 heterozygous mice, the protein expression level of 

AM was significantly elevated indicating a compensatory relationship may exist between these 

genes (Ichikawa-Shindo et al., 2008). Reduced neovasculosation in Matrigel® plug assays in adult 
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Ramp2+/- mice, indicates that Ramp2 is not only required for embryonic vascular function but 

also required for vessel function during adulthood (Ichikawa-Shindo et al., 2008). Consistent with 

this finding, elegant ex vivo studies showed that VEGF-mediated angiogenesis was greatly 

reduced in Ramp2+/- explants (Ichikawa-Shindo et al., 2008). In addition, substantially reduced 

vascular density was observed in Ramp2-/- aorta-gonad-mesonephros (AGM) cultures, when 

compared with the WT AGM cultures (Ichikawa-Shindo et al., 2008). Taken together, these data 

suggest an important role of Am-Ramp2-Calcrl in promoting angiogenesis. 

5.1.5 Calcitonin receptor-like receptor in vessel integrity 

As discussed earlier, distinct phenotypes have been reported between independently generated 

Ramp2-/- and AM-/- mutant mice (Shindo et al., 2001, Dackor et al., 2006, Fritz-Six et al., 2008, 

Ichikawa-Shindo et al., 2008). The Shindo group have reported widespread haemorrhage and 

diminished expression of endothelial adhesion genes but not abnormalities in lymphatic 

development, suggestive of reduced endothelial integrity in these mutants (Ichikawa-Shindo et 

al., 2008). Electron microscopy images of these mutants revealed numerous lesions in blood 

vessels in Am-/- mutant mice (Shindo et al., 2001). Furthermore, AM expression could be 

detected in mural cells (MCs) and ECs (Yurugi-Kobayashi et al., 2006). Signalling cross-talk 

between perivascular cells and ECs coordinated via VEGF-NOTCH signalling was proposed to 

contribute to vascular development and maintain vessel function (Yurugi-Kobayashi et al., 2006). 

The small GTPases, Rac1 and RhoA, were reported to interact with the AM-RAMP2-CALCRL 

pathway to regulate permeability of ECs (Koyama et al., 2013, Aslam et al., 2011). Drug-induced 

EC-conditional KO of Ramp2 mutant mice displayed reduced Rac1 activation and disorganised 

actin polymerisation in ECs (Koyama et al., 2013).This abnormally formed EC barrier was proposed 

to underline intracellular leakage. Interestingly, when activity of the AM-RAMP2 pathway was 

elevated, the cortical actin formation was induced, which could be rescued by Rac1 inhibitor 

treatment. Taken together, the AM-RAMP2-CALCRL pathway may also be important to contribute 

to the EC integrity (Yokoyama et al., 2016). 

5.1.6 Objectives 

While many studies have shed light on functions of the AM-RAMPs-CALCRL pathway, has 

remained unclear what is the cause of the stereotypical hydrops fetalis phenotype displayed in 

AM signalling deficient mutants and whether this was caused by abnormal lymphatic formation, 

reduced vascular integrity or both. To further understand the function of Calcrl during vascular 

development, we generated novel zebrafish mutants of calcrla and calcrlb. In this chapter, we 
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will focus on characterisation of calcrla and calcrlb mutants, the interactions between calcrla/ 

calcrlb and with other key signalling pathways. Here we show, unlike previously published calcrla 

morphants (Nicoli et al., 2008, Wilkinson et al., 2012), that calcrla mutants exhibit no obvious 

vascular abnormalities during embryonic development, but displayed reduced body length. By 

contrast, calcrlb mutants displayed severe oedema and abnormal trunk lymphatic formation but 

with normal vascular patterning. Furthermore, our data further suggests that calcrla genetically 

interacts with calcrlb and calcrlb can fully compensate for loss of calcrla function, whereas calcrla 

can only partially compensate for loss of calcrlb during embryonic development. Collectively this 

suggests that AM signalling is required for both vascular integrity and formation of lymphatics in 

zebrafish.  
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5.2 Results 

5.2.1 Generation of calcrlash404 and calcrlash405 mutant alleles 

Zebrafish calcrla contains 13 exons, which encodes 475 amino acids (Zerbino et al., 2018). The 

calcrlash404 and calcrlash405 alleles were generated by Dr Robert Wilkinson via genome editing using 

Transcription Activator-Like Effector Nucleases (TALENs) (Cermak et al., 2011) before I joined the 

lab. Both of these mutations contain distinct 1bp deletions. The calcrlash404 mutant allele was 

predicted to retain the first 46 amino acids of wild-type (WT) Calcrla before shifting frame, 

inducing 7 incorrect amino acids after the genetic lesion before prematurely truncating the 

protein before the conserved hormone receptor domain (HRM) (Fig. 5.1 A, C). The calcrlash405 

mutant allele was predicted to shift frame after the first 45 amino acids and truncate the protein 

following 8 incorrect amino acids before the conserved hormone receptor domain (Fig. 5.1 A, 

D).The conserved HRM and the 7 transmembrane receptor (7TM-2) were predicted to be lost in 

both calcrlash404 and calcrlash405 alleles (Fig. 5.1 C, D), therefore calcrlash404 and calcrlash405 alleles 

are likely to represent severe loss of function or null mutations. All calcrla single mutant data 

generated in this chapter employed calcrlash404/sh405 compound homozygous embryos, hereafter 

referred to as calcrla, unless otherwise stated. 

5.2.2 calcrla mutants exhibit reduced body length 

Zebrafish calcrla mutants were morphologically normal during embryonic stages (Fig. 5.2 A-D) 

and homozygous viable and fertile in adulthood. However, calcrla mutants displayed reduced 

body length (Fig. 5.2 E). Body length of 7 embryos from the same parental intercross were 

measured every 4 weeks from week 14 to week 35 post fertilisation by Dr Robert Wilkinson. WT, 

calcrla heterozygote siblings and calcrla homozygous mutants were genotyped using embryonic 

fin clips at 3dpf and identified, and raised in tanks at equal density and with the same feeding 

regime. calcrla mutants displayed significantly reduced mean body length throughout the 20 

weeks, in comparison to calcrla heterozygotes or WT siblings (Fig. 5.2 E). 
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Figure 5.1 Schematic representation of calcrlash404 and calcrlash405 alleles and their predicted 

proteins 

(A) Schematic representation of the calcrlash404 and calcrlash405 alleles with premature stop codon 

after amino acid position 53 (asterisk) before the conserved hormone receptor domain (HRM, 

red box) and the 7 transmembrane receptor (7TM-2, green box). (B) Schematic representation of 

the WT Calcrla composed of extracellular hormone receptor domain (HRM) and 7 

transmembrane receptors (TM1-7). (C, D) Predicted protein structures of Calcrlash404 and 

Calcrlash405. 
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Figure 5.2 calcrla mutants are morphologically normal but display reduced body length 

(A, B) Dorsal and lateral view of WT embryos at 5dpf. (C, D) Dorsal and lateral view of calcrla 

compound mutant embryos at 5dpf. (E) Quantification of mean body length through 21 weeks 

among WT, calcrla heterozygous and calcrla homozygous mutant embryos. N=7 of each group. 

(Panel E, courtesy of Robert Wilkinson). 
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5.2.3 Generation of calcrlbsh468, calcrlbsh469 and calcrlbsh487 mutant alleles 

Zebrafish calcrlb contains 13 exons, which encodes 466 amino acids (Nicoli et al., 2008). We 

generated three calcrlb mutant alleles, namely calcrlbsh468, calcrlbsh469 and calcrlbsh487 using 

genome editing via CRISPR/Cas9 (See sections 2.1.8 and 2.2.4) (Hwang et al., 2013). 

Calcrlbsh468 was predicted to retain the first 132 amino acids of WT Calcrlb, then shift frame due 

to a 7bp deletion (GTCGGTG) followed by an 8bp insertion (TAATTACA), truncating after this 

point and before the conserved 7TM-2 domain (Fig. 5.3 A, B, Fig. 5.4 B). Therefore this calcrlbsh468 

allele is likely to represent severe loss of function or null mutation.  

Calcrlbsh469 retained the first 130 amino acids of WT Calcrlb, followed by a 4bp deletion (AGTC) 

and a 10bp insertion (GGTGTAATTC) prior to the conserved 7TM-2 domain (Fig. 5.3 C Red star, D, 

Fig. 5.4 C). Since the calcrlbsh469 mutation is an in-frame mutation, to further examine the protein 

function of Calcrlbsh469, we performed amino acid sequence alignment among the human, mouse, 

zebrafish WT Calcrlb and Calcrlbsh469 (Fig. 5.5). The amino acid alignment suggested the amino 

acid mutation caused by calcrlbsh469 was located at amino acid position 131-134 (Fig. 5.5 A, B Red 

boxed area) between the conserved HRM domain (Fig. 5.5 A Yellow shade) and the 7TM-2 domain 

(Fig. 5.5 A Green shade). Furthermore, using PROVEAN analysis (Choi et al., 2012, Choi and Chan, 

2015), the cysteine (C) to leucine (L) substitution at position 132 scored -8.767 and the two 

arginine (R) insertions between position 133 and 134 scored -6.680 (Fig. 5.5 C) were both 

classified as deleterious by the PROVEAN system. 

In addition, Calcrlbsh487 contained the first 129 amino acids of WT Calcrlb, then shifted frame due 

to a 7bp deletion (CAGTCGG) and a 3bp insertion (GGC), truncating after 18 amino acids, before 

the conserved 7TM-2 domain (Fig. 5.3 E, F, Fig. 5.4 D). 
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Figure 5.3 Schematic representation and sequences of the calcrlbsh468, calcrlbsh469 and calcrlbsh487 

alleles 

(A) Schematic representation of the calcrlbsh468 allele with premature stop codon after amino acid 

position 139 (asterisk), between the conserved hormone receptor domain (HRM, red) and the 7 

transmembrane receptor (7TM-2, green). (B) Sequence traces of WT calcrlb and calcrlbsh468 allele 

with 7bp deletion (Red box in WT calcrlb) and 8bp insertion (Green box in calcrlbsh468 allele). (C) 

Schematic representation of the calcrlbsh469 allele with mutations at amino acid position 132-134 

(star), between the conserved hormone receptor domain (HRM, red) and the 7 transmembrane 

receptor (7TM-2, green). (D) Sequence traces of WT calcrlb and calcrlbsh469 allele with 4bp 

deletion (Red box in WT calcrlb) and 10bp insertion (Green box in calcrlbsh469 allele). (E) Schematic 

representation of the calcrlbsh487 allele with premature stop codon after amino acid 137 (asterisk), 

between the conserved hormone receptor domain (HRM, red) and the 7 transmembrane 

receptor (7TM-2, green). (F). Sequence traces of WT calcrlb and calcrlbsh487 allele with 7bp 

deletion (red box in WT calcrlb) and 3bp insertion (green box in calcrlbsh487 allele).
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Figure 5.4 Schematic representation of predicted protein structures of the Calcrlbsh468, Calcrlbsh469 

and Calcrlbsh487 

(A) Schematic representation of the WT Calcrlb composed of extracellular hormone receptor 

domain (HRM) and 7 transmembrane receptors (TM1-7). (B, D) Calcrlbsh468 and Calcrlbsh487 are 

predicted to retain the hormone receptor domain. (C) Calcrlbsh469 is predicted to mutate the 

region between the hormone receptor domain (HRM) and 7 transmembrane receptors (TM1-7).  
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Figure 5.5 PROVEAN analysis of calcrlbsh469 allele 

(A) Amino acid sequence alignment of human, mouse, WT zebrafish Calcrlb with Calcrlbsh469. 

Yellow highlighted area indicates the conserved hormone receptor domain (HRM) and green 

highlighted area indicates the 7 transmembrane receptor domain (7TM-2). (B) Magnified area 

highlighting the mutated region of red boxed area in panel A. (C) PROVEAN output indicating 

prediction of mutations induced by the calcrlbsh469 allele as deleterious.  
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5.2.4 calcrlbsh468/sh468, calcrlbsh469/sh469 and calcrlbsh487/sh486 mutants display similar oedema 

phenotype 

To establish whether these calcrlb alleles represented loss of function mutations, we analysed 

the phenotypes of all three calcrlb homozygous mutants (Fig. 5.6). calcrlb homozygous mutants 

were obtained by independent calcrlb heterozygous incrosses. calcrlbsh468/sh468, calcrlbsh469/sh469 

and calcrlbsh487/sh487 mutants were morphologically normal prior to day 3. Interestingly, mild 

oedema was first detected around the eyes and heart as early as late day 3 (data not shown). 

Between 4-5 days post fertilisation (dpf), oedema was clear and equally severe in homozygous 

embryos of all three calcrlb alleles. Approximately 25% of calcrlb heterozygous incrossed 

offspring displayed oedema, indicating recessive Mendelian transmission (data not shown). 

Distinct classes of the oedema severity were defined according to level of oedema and 

involvement of different tissues. Class I mutant embryos displayed oedema around the eyes and 

mild cardiac oedema (Fig. 5.6 B, B’, E, E’, G, G’ Red and purple arrowheads); and class II mutants 

displayed severe ocular oedema and severe pericardiac oedema and involvement of the yolk (Fig. 

5.6 C, C’, F, F’, H, H’ Red and purple arrowheads). Interestingly, the class I embryos of 

calcrlbsh468/sh468, calcrlbsh469/sh469 and calcrlbsh487/sh486 mutants retained functional blood circulation 

(data not shown), whereas the majority of class II embryos did not have blood circulation (data 

not shown). No haemorrhage was observed in any calcrlb mutants. Notably, some mutants 

displayed abnormal pectoral fin position which could result from severe oedema beneath the 

yolk. Furthermore, no obvious morphological abnormalities could be detected among 

calcrlbsh468/sh468, calcrlbsh469/sh469 and calcrlbsh487/sh486 mutants and the phenotypic similarity 

between these suggests all three mutated calcrlb alleles, including the in-frame calcrlbsh469 

mutation represent similar loss of function. calcrlbsh468/sh468, calcrlbsh469/sh469 and calcrlbsh487/sh486 

are hereafter referred as calcrlb. 

Class I calcrlb mutants were viable to juvenile stage and at 4 weeks calcrlb mutants showed 

reduced body length (Fig. 5.7 B), smaller fins (Fig. 5.7 B4) and displayed severe periocular oedema 

(Fig. 5.7 B1 Red arrowhead) and oedema in the ventral trunk (Fig. 5.7 B2 Blue arrowhead) when 

compared with the WT embryos of the same age (Fig. 5.7 A-A4). No haemorrhage could be 

detected under the skin. Subsequently, we analysed sagittal tissue sections of WT and calcrlb 

mutant 4 week-old juveniles to investigate internal development. calcrlb-/- juveniles displayed 

smaller eyes with an enlarged space with few cells present underneath the retina (Fig. 5.8 A1, B1 

Red arrowheads), likely a consequence of oedema around the eyes as previously described (Fig. 

5.7 B, B1 Red arrowheads). Abnormally developed gill filaments were observed in calcrlb mutants 
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with shorter filaments and fewer secondary lamellae (Fig. 5.8 A4, B4). In the gut, calcrlb single 

mutants displayed disorganised swim bladder and enlarged tissue spaces (Fig. 5.8 A3, B3 Red 

arrows), which could also result from severe oedema. No haemorrhages were observed in the 

gut (Fig. 5.8 A3, B3). In the trunk, the muscle fibres were normally developed in the absence of 

calcrlb (Fig. 5.8 A5, B5). These histological analyses are consistent with our previous observation 

in calcrlb-/- juveniles at 4 weeks, which displayed severe oedema but no haemorrhage (Fig. 5.7). 

5.2.5 calcrla and calcrlb genetically interact during embryogenesis 

To understand the genetic relationship between calcrla and calcrlb, we generated calcrla; calcrlb 

double mutants. Double mutant embryos were generated via calcrla; calcrlb double heterozygous 

incrosses. Similar to calcrlb single mutants, calcrla; calcrlb double mutants developed mild 

oedema at late day 3 (data not shown). At 5dpf, progeny were grouped in classes based on 

severity of oedema. Interestingly, among the progeny of calcrla; calcrlb double heterozygous 

incrosses, a more severe group class III was defined. Class III embryos were similar to class II and 

exhibited severe oedema behind the eyes, around the heart and beneath the yolk (Fig. 5.9 C), but 

also displayed oedema involving the head and displayed curvature of body axis with more 

increased oedema in the ventral trunk (Fig. 5.9 D, D’ Orange, black and purple arrowheads 

respectively). Following blind phenotyping, we performed genotyping of calcrla and calcrlb. We 

observed a correlation between increasing phenotypic severity and mutation of both calcrla and 

calcrlb (Fig. 5.9 E). No calcrlb mutants were present within the morphologically normal class (WT) 

(Fig. 5.9 E), but calcrlb mutants were present in all other oedematous classes (Fig. 5.9 E class I-

class III). The most prevalent genotype in class I embryos was calcrla+/+; calcrlb-/-. The most 

frequent genotype of class II embryos was calcrla+/-; calcrlb-/-, whereas calcrla-/-; calcrlb-/- 

double mutants were only present in the class III group. Taken together, this genotype-phenotype 

correlation indicates calcrla and calcrlb genetically interact and that calcrlb can compensate for 

loss of calcrla with respect to presence of oedema, whereas calcrla can only partially compensate 

for loss of calcrlb. 
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Figure 5.6 calcrlb mutants display two classes of oedema phenotypes 

(A, A’) Dorsal and lateral view of WT embryos at 5dpf. (B, B’) Dorsal and lateral view of the class I 

oedema in calcrlbsh468/sh468 mutants. (C, C’) Dorsal and lateral view of the class II oedema in 

calcrlbsh468/sh468 mutants. (E, E’) Dorsal and lateral view of the class I oedema in calcrlbsh469/sh469 

mutants. (F, F’) Dorsal and lateral view of the class II oedema in calcrlbsh469/sh469 mutants. (G, G’) 

Dorsal and lateral view of the class I oedema in calcrlbsh487/sh487 mutants. (F, F’) Dorsal and lateral 

view of the class II oedema in calcrlbsh487/sh487 mutants. Red arrowheads indicate oedema around 

eyes, purple arrowheads indicate oedema around heart and involving the yolk. 
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Figure 5.7 Class I calcrlb mutants survive to juvenile stage and display severe oedema 

(A) Lateral view of 4 weeks old WT juvenile. Scale bar equals 1mm. (A1-A4) Magnified pictures of black dotted boxed areas in panel A. Scale bar equals 

500µm. (B) Lateral view of 4 weeks old Class I calcrlb single mutants. Scale bar equals 1mm. (B1-B4) Magnified pictured of black dotted boxed areas in 

panel B. Scale bar equals 500µm. Red arrowheads indicate eyes; blue arrowheads indicate guts and black arrowheads highlight scales.  
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Figure 5.8 4 week old class I calcrlb mutants display severe oedema  

(A, B) Overview of sagittal tissue slides of 4 weeks old WT zebrafish juvenile (A) and class I calcrlb mutant (B). Scale bar equals 1mm. (A1-A5) Magnified 

picture of eye (A1), brain (A2), gut (A3), gill (A4) and trunk (A5). Pictures were taken from tissue slide series of one single WT zebrafish juvenile. (B1-B5) 

Magnified picture of eye (B1), brain (B2), gut (B3), gill (B4) and trunk (B5). Pictures were taken from tissue slide series of one single calcrlb mutant juvenile. 

Scale bar equals 500µm. Red arrows and arrowheads indicate enlarged spaces with few cells. 
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Figure 5.9 calcrla and calcrlb genetically interact 

(A-D’) Lateral view of 5dpf WT (A), class I embryos (B), class II embryos (C) and class III embryos (D, D’). Red arrowheads indicate eyes; purple arrowheads 

point to heart and beneath the yolk; orange arrowheads highlight the oedema above the head; black arrowheads denote the bending notochord. (E) 

Quantification of genotype-phenotype correlation. Different genotypes were colour coded.  
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5.2.6 calcrla is expressed within the developing vasculature and skeletal system and is dispensable 

for blood vessel formation 

To investigate the potential cause of the different phenotypes in calcrla and calcrlb mutants we 

examined in which tissues each genes were expressed. At 9 somite stage (s), the expression of 

calcrla could be found in the somitic mesoderm (Fig. 5.10 A). Consistent with this observation, at 

26-28hpf, calcrla was expressed at high levels within the posterior somites (Fig. 5.10 B-E Black 

arrowheads). At 26hpf, calcrla was expressed throughout the vasculature, but was more strongly 

expressed within the DA and PCV (Fig. 5.10 B, C Red bar). Between 26-28hpf, calcrla was also 

expressed in the first aortic arch (AA1) (Fig. 5.10 B’, D’ Red arrowheads), lateral dorsal aorta (LDA) 

(Fig. 5.10 B, B’, D, D’ White arrowheads), major trunk vessels (Fig. 5.10 C, E) and posterior blood 

island (PBI) (Fig. 5.10 B-E Green arrowheads). After 48hpf, calcrla expression was reduced in the 

vasculature (Fig. 5.10 F, G). At 4dpf and 5dpf, calcrla expression could be detected in the aortic 

arches (AA’) (Fig. 5.10 H Red arrowheads), whereas trunk vascular expression was barely 

detectable (Fig. 5.10 I, K). Interestingly, we also detected calcrla expression within the notochord 

from 28hpf up to 4dpf (Fig. 5.10 D-E Orange arrowheads), which could potentially be responsible 

for the reduced body length that displayed in calcrla mutant juvenile as demonstrated in section 

5.2.2. 

Given expression of calcrla in developing vasculature during embryonic development and 

previous gene KD studies demonstrating a requirement for calcrla in this tissue (Wilkinson et al., 

2012, Nicoli et al., 2008), we employed Tg(kdrl:mcherry; flk1:nucEGFP) to examine blood vessel 

formation. Cranial and trunk blood vessels were unremarkable in calcrla single mutants (Fig. 5.11 

D-F) when compared with WT siblings (Fig. 5.11 A-C). Since calcrla single mutants are homozygous 

viable and fertile and displayed no morphological abnormalities, yet these mutants enhance the 

morphological phenotype of calcrlb and therefore represent a loss of function allele, we conclude 

that calcrla is dispensable for vascular development, potentially due to compensation from 

calcrlb. 
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Figure 5.10 calcrla is expressed in the developing vasculature, skeletal muscle and notochord 

(A) In situ hybridisation of calcrla in WT embryos at 9s stage showing calcrla is expressed within 

the developing somites. (B-C) calcrla expression at 26hpf with lateral view (B), dorsal view of head 

(B’) and magnified lateral view of trunk (C) in the posterior somites and vasculature. (D-E) calcrla 

expression at 28hpf with lateral view (D), dorsal view of head (D’) and magnified lateral view of 

trunk (E) in the posterior somites, vasculature and notochord. Red arrowheads indicate 

expression in AA1; white arrowheads point to LDA; green arrowheads indicate PBI; red bar 

highlights DA, blue bar denotes the PCV and orange arrowheads point to notochord. (F-G) calcrla 

expression at 48hpf with lateral view (F) and magnified lateral view of trunk (G). Red bar highlights 

DA, blue bar denotes the PCV and orange arrowheads point to notochord. (H-K) calcrla expression 

at 4dpf (H-I) and 5dpf (J-K) with lateral view (H, J), ventral view of head (H’, J’) and magnified 

lateral view of trunk (I, K). Red arrowhead indicate AA’, orange arrowheads point to notochord. 

AA1, first aortic arch; AA’, aortic arches; LDA, lateral dorsal aorta; DA, dorsal aorta; PCV, posterior 

cardinal vein; PBI, posterior blood island.  
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Figure 5.11 calcrla single mutants display normal vascular development 

(A-C) Lightsheet image of 3dpf WT embryos with Tg(kdrl:mcherry; flk1:nucEGFP) background with 

dorsal view of head (A), lateral view of head (B) and lateral view of trunk (C). Red arrowhead 

points to CtAs; blue arrowhead indicates PHBC; red bar highlights the DA and blue bar denotes 

the PCV. (D-F) Lightsheet image of 3dpf calcrla single mutants with Tg(kdrl:mcherry; 

flk1:nucEGFP) background with dorsal view of head (D), lateral view of head (E) and lateral view 

of trunk (F). Red arrowhead points to CtAs; blue arrowhead indicates PHBC; red bar highlights the 

DA and blue bar denotes the PCV. CtAs, central arteries; PHBC, primordial hindbrain channel; DA, 

dorsal aorta; PCV, posterior cardinal vein.  
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5.2.7 calcrlb is expressed in the developing vasculature and notochord and is dispensable for blood 

vessel patterning 

calcrlb was previously reported to be expressed maternally and not zygotically (Nicoli et al., 2008). 

Given the relatively late onset and nature of the calcrlb mutant phenotype we sought to verify 

this. Two calcrlb (ENSDARG00000011571) transcripts have been identified in zebrafish, 

containing 8 and 13 exons respectively (Fig. 5.2 A) (Zerbino et al., 2018). Therefore, we designed 

and generated two probes which would detect both isoforms (calcrlb-both) covering the first 8 

exons and a second probe (calcrlb-long) covering the final 5 exons which would only detect the 

longer isoform (Fig. 5.12 A). In situ hybridisation using both probes showed similar expression 

patterns, however, the probe which detected the longer isoform showed much reduced staining 

in comparison to the probe which detected both isoforms, suggesting that the long isoform is 

expressed at lower level than the short isoform. Expression of calcrlb could be detected in major 

veins, including the primordial hindbrain channel (PHBC) in the head (Fig. 5.12 B, C White 

arrowheads), posterior cardinal vein (PCV) (Fig. 5.12 B, D Red arrowheads) and PBI in trunk (Fig. 

5.12 D Green arrowheads). The expression of the longer calcrlb isoform was also present albeit 

at lower levels in the PCV and PBI (Fig. 5.12 E, G Red and green arrowheads respectively). We also 

observed high expression of the long isoform within the hindbrain region (Fig. 5.12 E, F Black 

arrowheads), which was likely due to the extended staining time used to detect low levels of 

expression of this isoform and likely represents non-specific probe trapping in the brain 

ventricles.  

We therefore analysed the expression profile of calcrlb during embryonic development using the 

probe which detected both isoforms (Fig. 5.13). Unlike calcrla expression, at 9s the expression of 

calcrlb could not be observed in developing somites (Fig. 5.13 A), whereas expression of calcrlb 

in the developing rhombomeres was detected at this stage (Fig. 5.13 A). From 26hpf to 48hpf, 

calcrlb was expressed in major veins, including PHBC (black arrowhead), PCV (blue arrowheads) 

and PBI (green arrowheads) in both the head and trunk (Fig. 5.13 B-G). The strongest expression 

of calcrlb was observed at 28hpf. At 4dpf, weak expression of calcrlb could be observed in the 

PCV (Fig. 5.13 H, I Blue arrowheads), whereas at 5dpf, calcrlb expression was barely detectable 

by in situ hybridisation (Fig. 5.13 J, K). Interestingly, unlike calcrla expression, which was expressed 

more strongly in arteries, calcrlb was expressed more strongly in veins. Consistent with this, in 

contrast to calcrla, calcrlb expression was excluded from AA’ (Fig. 5.13 H, J) during embryonic 

development. We also detected calcrlb expression within the notochord from 26hpf up to 4dpf 
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(Fig. 5.13 B-I Orange arrowheads), which could potentially be responsible for the reduced body 

length that was displayed in calcrlb mutant juveniles as demonstrated in section 5.2.4. 

We next employed the Tg(fli1a:EGFP; kdrl:mcherry) transgenic line to examine vascular 

patterning in calcrla; calcrlb double mutants (Fig. 5.14). Despite strong expression of calcrlb 

within developing vasculature (Fig. 5.13), no obvious difference in vascular development could 

be observed between the WT and calcrla; calcrlb double mutant embryos prior to onset of 

oedema (data not shown). Interestingly, at 4dpf while calcrla; calcrlb double mutants displayed 

severe oedema as shown in section 5.2.5, these embryos displayed unremarkable vascular 

patterning (Fig. 5.14 D-F’’) when compared with the WT embryos (Fig. 5.14 A-C’’). Collectively, 

this indicates that both calcrla and calcrlb are dispensable for vascular patterning and that 

oedema in calcrlb single or calcrla; calcrlb double mutants is not a consequence of aberrant blood 

vessel formation. 

5.2.8 calcrlb is dispensable for facial and brain lymphatic formation 

Both calcrlb single mutants and calcrla; calcrlb double mutants displayed severe oedema and no 

haemorrhage, which is similar to those observed in mouse AM, Calcrl, Ramp2 knockouts (Fritz-

Six et al., 2008, Dackor et al., 2007, Dackor et al., 2006, Caron and Smithies, 2001). We therefore 

hypothesised oedema in calcrlb mutants may be caused by an abnormally formed lymphatic 

system. To test this hypothesis, and since periocular oedema was prevalent in these mutants, we 

first analysed formation of facial lymphatics at 5dpf by utilising Tg(fli1a:LifeACT-mClover; 

kdrl:mcherry) transgenes as introduced in previous chapters. The facial lymphatics showed 

normal formation in calcrlb single mutants at 5dpf (Fig. 5.15 B-B’’’) when compared with WT 

embryos (Fig. 5.15 A-A’’’). Furthermore, as previously described in chapter 3, brain lymphatic 

endothelial cells (BLECs) formed stereotypical loop structures located bilaterally in the forehead 

behind the eyes of WT zebrafish embryos (Fig. 5.15 C-C’’ Blue arrowheads). Similarly, these loop 

structures were normally patterned in the calcrlb mutants (Fig. 5.15 D-D’’).Taken together, these 

results indicate that calcrlb is dispensable for facial and brain lymphatic formation and abnormal 

cranial lymphatic formation does not account for oedema observed in calcrlb mutants. However, 

we did not perform the same experiment in calcrla; calcrlb double mutants. Therefore, we cannot 

exclude the possibility that calcrla and calcrlb potentially compensate for each other during facial 

and brain lymphatic development and if so, may contribute to development of cranial oedema in 

calcrla; calcrlb double mutants as shown in section 5.2.5. 
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Figure 5.12 calcrlb is preferentially expressed in veins 

(A) Schematic representation of the two calcrlb transcripts (ENSDARG00000011571) (Zerbino et 

al., 2018), calcrlb-both probe covers the first 8 exons, whereas calcrlb-long probe covers the last 

5 exons of the longer transcript to detect the longer isoform specifically. (B-D) In situ of calcrlb-

both probe at 28hpf WT embryos with lateral view (B), magnified lateral view of head (C) and 

magnified lateral view of trunk (D) showing both calcrlb isoforms are expressed in veins. (E-G) In 

situ of calcrlb-long probe at 28hpf WT embryos with lateral view (E), magnified lateral view of 

head (F) and magnified lateral view of trunk (G) showing the expression of the longer calcrlb 

isoform can be detected in the veins and hindbrain. White arrowheads point to the PHBC; red 

arrowheads donate the PCV, green arrowheads highlight the PBI, black arrowheads indicate the 

brain. PHBC, primordial hindbrain channel; PCV, posterior cardinal vein; PBI, posterior blood 

island.  
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Figure 5.13 calcrlb is expressed in the developing notochord and vasculature 

(A) In situ hybridisation of calcrlb in WT embryos at 9s stage showing calcrlb is expressed in the 

developing rhombomeres. (B-E) In situ hybridisation of calcrlb at 26hpf with lateral view (B) and 

magnified lateral view of trunk (C). In situ hybridisation of calcrlb at 28hpf with lateral view (D) 

and magnified lateral view of trunk (E). The expression of calcrlb can be detected in veins and 

notochord at 26hpf and 28hpf. Black arrowhead points to the PHBC; green arrowheads indicate 

PBI; red arrowheads highlight DA and blue arrowheads denote the PCV. (F-K) calcrlb expression 

at 48hpf with lateral view (F) and magnified lateral view of trunk (G) in major vessels and 

notochord. calcrlb expression at 4dpf (H-I) and 5dpf (J-K) with lateral view (H, J) and magnified 

lateral view of trunk (I, K). The expression of calcrlb can be detected in major vessels and 

notochord. Black arrowhead points to the PHBC; green arrowheads indicate CHT; red arrowheads 

highlight DA and blue arrowheads denote the PCV. PHBC, primordial hindbrain channel; DA, 

dorsal aorta; PCV, posterior cardinal vein; PBI, posterior blood island; CHT, caudal haematopoietic 

tissue. 
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Figure 5.14 calcrla and calcrlb are dispensable for blood vessel patterning 

(A-C’’) Lightsheet images of WT embryos with Tg(fli1a:EGFP; kdrl:mcherry) background with dorsal view of head (A-A’’), lateral view of head (B-B’’) and 

lateral view of trunk (C-C’’) at 4dpf. (D-F’’) Lightsheet images of calcrla; calcrlb double mutants with Tg(fli1a:EGFP; kdrl:mcherry) background with dorsal 

view of head (D-D’’), lateral view of head (E-E’’) and lateral view of trunk (F-F’’) at 4dpf showing unremarkable vascular patterning when compared with 

the WT embryos. Red bars highlight the DA; blue bars indicate the PCV. DA, dorsal aorta; PCV, posterior cardinal vein. 
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Figure 5.15 calcrb is dispensable for cranial lymphatic formation 

(A-A’’’) Lateral view of facial lymphatics with schematic representation in WT embryos with 

Tg(fli1a:LifeACT-mClover; kdrl:mcherry) at 5dpf. (B-B’’’) Lateral view of facial lymphatics with 

Schematic representation in calcrlb mutant embryos with Tg(fli1a:LifeACT-mClover; kdrl:mcherry) 

at 5dpf showing unremarkable facial lymphatic development, when compared with the WT 

embryos. (C-C’’) Dorsal view of head in WT embryos with Tg(fli1a:LifeACT-mClover; kdrl:mcherry) 

background showing normally formed BLEC loops located bilaterally in the forebrain (blue 

arrowheads) at 5dpf. (D-D’’) Dorsal view of head in calcrlb single mutants with head circulation 

showing normal BLEC patterning (Blue arrowheads). BLEC, brain lymphatic cell; LFL, lateral facial 

lymphatic; MFL, medial facial lymphatic; OLV, otolithic lymphatic vessel; LAA, lymphatic branchial 

arch.  
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5.2.9 calcrlb is required for thoracic duct formation 

Since cranial lymphatic formation was unremarkable in calcrlb single mutants, we also 

investigated formation of the first trunk lymphatic vessel, the thoracic duct (TD), to further 

investigate the underlying cause of oedema in calcrlb single mutants and calcrla; calcrlb double 

mutants. In WT embryos, at 4dpf, the mean TD coverage across 9 ISVs above the yolk extension 

was 100% (Fig. 5.16 A Yellow arrowhead). Conversely, a discontinuous TD was observed in both 

calcrlb single mutants and calcrla; calcrlb double mutants (Fig. 5.16 B, C Yellow asterisks). These 

data indicate that calcrlb positively regulates trunk lymphatic formation. Interestingly, disruption 

of TD formation occurred in 36% of calcrlb single mutants (n=11) whereas 60% of calcrla; calcrlb 

double mutants (n=5) showed a discontinuous TD (Fig. 5.16 D). These preliminary data suggest 

zebrafish calcrla and calcrlb genetically interact to promote trunk lymphangiogenesis. 

Furthermore, abnormal trunk lymphatics may contribute to the oedema observed in calcrlb and 

calcrla; calcrlb double mutants. 

5.2.10 calcrlb single mutants display increased vascular permeability 

Zebrafish ccbe1, flt4 and vegfc mutants exhibit a failure of LEC specification and are devoid of 

functional lymphatics, but interestingly, only display mild oedema with onset at early day 5, 

considering with the onset of functional lymphatic drainage (van Impel et al., 2014, Hogan et al., 

2009a). This phenotypic onset is much later than observed in calcrlb single mutants and calcrla; 

calcrlb double mutants and thus failure of lymphatic drainage arising from abnormal TD 

development is unlikely to be responsible for the early onset of oedema displayed in calcrlb single 

mutants and calcrla; calcrlb double mutants. 

Mouse Calcrl knockouts have been reported to display reduced vascular integrity, albeit with 

associated haemorrhage (Ichikawa-Shindo et al., 2008, Shindo et al., 2001). Therefore to 

investigate whether reduced vascular permeability may be responsible for the early onset of 

oedema in calcrlb mutants, we performed dextran microangiography at 4dpf and injected high 

molecular weight tetramethylrhodamine (TAMRA) dye (2,000,000 Da) into the PCV in WT and 

calcrlb single mutants with blood flow lacking any transgenic marker, followed by Lightsheet time-

lapse imaging for 15 hours (Fig. 5.17). Post TAMRA injection, calcrlb single mutants displayed 

extravasation of fluorescent dye (Fig. 5.17 D-F’’ Yellow arrowheads) when compared with WT 

siblings post injection (Fig. 5.17 A-C’’). Interestingly, fluorescent dye was observed to extravasate 

via microvesicles less than 1µm in diameter (Fig. 5.17 D-F’’ Yellow arrowheads). This preliminary 
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data suggests calcrlb mutants display increased vascular permeability, which may contribute to 

the early onset of oedema in these mutants. 
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Figure 5.16 calcrlb is required for thoracic duct formation 

(A-C) Lateral view of trunk of WT embryos, n=8 (A), calcrlb single mutants, n=11 (B) and calcrla; calcrlb double mutants, n=5 (C) with Tg(fli1a:LifeACT-

mClover) background at 4dpf. Red bars denote DA; blue bars highlight PCV; yellow arrowheads point to TD and yellow asterisks highlight the discontinued 

TD. (D) Quantification of mean percentages of TD coverage of trunk. One-way ANOVA multiple comparisons. NS: not significant. DA, dorsal aorta; PCV, 

posterior cardinal vein, TD thoracic duct. 
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Figure 5.17 calcrlb mutants displays reduced vascular permeability 

(A-C) Single frame images from 15h confocal time-lapses post injection of 20µg dextran 

tetramethylrhodamine dye (2,000,000 Da) into the PCV of WT embryos at 4dpf. (A’-C’) Higher 

magnification picture of green dotted boxed areas in panel A-C. Green arrowheads indicate 

anterior mesencephalic central artery. (A’’-C’’) Higher magnification pictures of red dotted boxed 

areas in panel A-C. Red arrowheads indicate middle cerebral vein. (D-F) Single frame images from 

15h confocal time lapses post injection of 20µg dextran tetramethylrhodamine (2,000,000 Da) 

into calcrlb single mutant embryos at 4dpf. (D’-F’) Higher magnification picture of green dotted 

boxed area in panel A-C. Green arrowheads indicate anterior mesencephalic central artery. 

Yellow arrows heads point to dextran leakage. (D’’-F’’) Higher magnification picture of red dotted 

boxed area in panel A-C. Red arrowheads indicate middle cerebral vein. Yellow arrows heads point 

to dextran leakage.   
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5.3 Discussion 

In this chapter we describe the generation of novel calcrla and calcrlb mutant zebrafish and 

present detailed characterisation of calcrla single mutants, calcrlb single mutants and calcrla; 

calcrlb double mutants. Here we highlight our findings below: 

1. Zebrafish calcrla and calcrlb act co-operatively to promote vascular integrity and trunk 

lymphangiogenesis. 

2. Both calcrla and calcrlb are dispensable for blood vessel patterning and cranial lymphatic 

formation in zebrafish.  

5.3.1 calcrla and calcrlb are expressed within the vasculature 

As reported by Nicoli et al., expression of zebrafish calcrla can be detected as early as 4s (11hpf) 

(Nicoli et al., 2008). Its expression could be detected in major vessels and somites during 

embryonic development (Nicoli et al., 2008). Nicoli et al. reported at 26hpf calcrla expression has 

unique arterial preference, whereas at 48hpf calcrla expression could also be detected within 

veins (Nicoli et al., 2008). Interestingly, we also observed calcrla was preferentially expressed in 

arteries, which peaks at 26hpf, in line with previous data (Nicoli et al., 2008). At 28hpf, calcrla still 

shows arterial expression in cranial vessels, however, calcrla expression could also be detected in 

both the DA and PCV in the trunk (Fig. 5.10). In addition, we also showed calcrla expression within 

AA’ during embryonic development (Fig. 5.10). Interestingly, Calcrla and Ramp5 expression have 

been shown in the interlamellar vessels in the gill filaments in pufferfish T. obscurus, which 

facilitate the blood circulation between lamellae and filaments (Nag et al., 2006, Wilson and 

Laurent, 2002). Taken together, these observations indicate the pufferfish Calcrla and Ramp5 may 

represent an Am receptor on the gill structures. Given the functional similarity between the fish 

gill and mammalian lungs, this is not surprising since mammalian AM is a well-known pulmonary 

vasodilator (Dschietzig et al., 2002, Heaton et al., 1995).  

Unlike calcrla expression, we showed that expression of calcrlb displays a venous preference in 

both cranial and trunk vessels (Fig. 5.12, 5.13). This observation conflicts with previous studies in 

zebrafish, which indicates that calcrlb expression is maternally but not zygotically expressed 

(Nicoli et al., 2008). Consistent with our data, zebrafish calcrlb expression during embryogenesis 

has been previously confirmed using RT-PCR (Lafont et al., 2011). Interestingly, no calcrlb 

expression could be detected in AA’ by in situ hybridisation during embryonic development (Fig. 
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5.13), this data indicates that calcrlb is unlikely to be required for AA’ formation cell-

autonomously during embryogenesis. In adult pufferfish, Calcrlb and Ramp2a expression can be 

detected in gill lamellae, particularly in the pillar cells of lamellae (Nag et al., 2006). The pillar cell 

is a fish-specific EC type, which is essential for establishing the blood spaces and controlling the 

microcirculation within secondary lamellae (Wilson and Laurent, 2002). Histological analysis of 4 

weeks zebrafish calcrlb mutant juveniles, revealed abnormal gill formation, including shortened 

gill filament formation and significantly reduced secondary lamella development (Fig. 5.8 A4, B4). 

Our observation reinforced a requirement for calcrlb in zebrafish lamella formation post 

embryogenesis, in line with previous study in pufferfish (Nag et al., 2006). 

5.3.2 Mutants in calcrla and calcrlb display strikingly different phenotypes  

calcrla single mutants do not have morphological abnormalities during embryonic development 

(Fig. 5.2), which conflicts with the published phenotype of zebrafish calcrla morphants (Nicoli et 

al., 2008, Wilkinson et al., 2012). Therefore, our data suggest calcrla is not essential for vascular 

development. The expression of calcrla was detected in the notochord during embryogenesis 

(Fig. 5.10). In addition, we showed calcrla single mutants display reduced body length during the 

embryo to larval transition (Fig. 5.2). Taken together, these data suggest calcrla may be involved 

in skeletal development.  

In mammals, CGRP is essential for bone growth and healing post injury (Naot et al., 2008). 

Interestingly, among the identified Calcrl proteins in pufferfish, Calcrla is the only one that binds 

to Ramp1 to construct receptors for the CGRP ligand (Nag et al., 2006). Therefore, this growth 

delay shown in our calcrla single mutants during early embryo-larval transition could potentially 

be due to Calcrla-CGRP-mediated abnormalities in bone development, rather than Am-Calcrla-

Ramp2 Signalling. 

In this thesis we generated 3 independent calcrlb mutant alleles, which possessed distinct 

mutations (Fig. 5.3, 5.4, 5.5). Interestingly, analyses of gross morphology of individual calcrlb 

mutants revealed all 3 independent calcrlb homozygous mutants, including the in-frame 

mutation calcrlbsh469, showed similar oedematous phenotypes with two defined classes of 

severity (Fig. 5.6). Therefore, all 3 calcrlb alleles are likely to represent similar severe loss of 

function mutations. In addition, as described in section 5.2.4 class I calcrlb mutants displayed 

normal blood circulation, whereas class II calcrlb mutants exhibited reduced blood circulation 

post phenotypic onset. Therefore, reduced blood circulation displayed in class II calcrlb single 
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mutants is likely to be a secondary effect resulting from oedema, which may in turn contribute to 

the severity of oedema observed. 

 

 

5.3.3 calcrla and calcrlb display overlapping functions during embryonic development 

As shown in section 5.2.5, calcrla; calcrlb double mutants display more severe oedema than 

calcrla and calcrlb single mutants. The strong genotype-phenotype correlation suggests calcrla 

and calcrlb genetically interact and exhibit overlapping functions, disruption of which induces 

oedema. Since calcrla single mutants were morphologically unremarkable, whereas calcrlb single 

mutants showed a milder but similar phenotype to calcrla; calcrlb double mutants during 

embryonic development, we conclude calcrla can partially compensate for the lost function of 

calcrlb, however, calcrlb can fully compensate for loss of function of calcrla during embryonic 

development. In the pufferfish T. obscurus, Calcrla and Calcrlb have been demonstrated to bind 

to either Ramp2a or Ramp2b to form an Am receptor (Nag et al., 2006). Therefore, in the absence 

of Calcrlb, Calcrla could theoretically still interact with Ramp2 proteins to respond to Am ligand. 

Taken together, to our knowledge our results show the first in vivo evidence to support this 

compensatory relationship between calcrla and calcrlb in teleosts. 

Conflicting results have been reported in murine studies using independent AM signalling-

depleted mutants (Shindo et al., 2001, Dackor et al., 2006, Fritz-Six et al., 2008, Ichikawa-Shindo 

et al., 2008). Data reported by the Shindo group showed that severe haemorrhage in mutant mice 

results from reduced endothelial adhesion and increased EC permeability (Ichikawa-Shindo et al., 

2008, Shindo et al., 2001), whereas the Caron group have provided evidence indicating that an 

abnormally developed lymphatic system is more likely to be responsible for the hydrops fetalis 

phenotype in their mutants (Fritz-Six et al., 2008). We observed no haemorrhage in either calcrlb 

single mutants (Fig. 5.6) or calcrla; calcrlb double mutants (Fig. 5.9) during embryogenesis. In 

addition, no haemorrhage was observed in calcrlb mutant juveniles (Fig. 5.7, 5.8). These 

morphological phenotypes are in line with those reported by the Caron group (Fritz-Six et al., 

2008). 

Interestingly, subcutaneous dextran injection into zebrafish larvae demonstrated that the trunk 

lymphatic system becomes functional at 5dpf (Karpanen and Schulte-Merker, 2011). The typical 

zebrafish mutants with completely abolished lymphatic formation including ccbe1, flt4 and vegfc 

mutants have been demonstrated previously (van Impel et al., 2014, Hogan et al., 2009a), which 
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display mild oedema onset from early day 5 (van Impel et al., 2014). Despite having shown 

abnormal lymphatic formation in calcrlb single mutants and calcrla; calcrlb double mutants (Fig. 

5.16). The phenotypic onset in both calcrlb single mutants and calcrla; calcrlb double mutants is 

late day 3 to day 4, which is earlier than the oedema onset displayed in the zebrafish mutants 

with failure in tissue fluid drainage (van Impel et al., 2014, Hogan et al., 2009a). Therefore, this 

early onset oedema displayed in calcrlb single mutants and calcrla; calcrlb double mutants is 

unlikely due to failed lymphatic drainage. However, we cannot discount the possibility that 

abnormal trunk lymphatic formation mediated by loss of function of calcrla and calcrlb might 

contribute to the oedema post embryogenesis. Furthermore, our preliminary dextran TAMRA 

injection into WT and calcrlb-depleted embryos followed by time lapse imaging indicates that the 

permeability of cranial vasculature was increased in the absence of calcrlb (Fig. 5.17). Therefore, 

we hypothesised that the increased vascular permeability is likely to cause the early onset 

oedema directly. 

Furthermore, despite our results indicating increased vascular permeability in the absence of 

calcrlb, we observed no haemorrhage in the absence of calcrla and/ or calcrlb, which could 

potentially be explained by the lesions caused by these defects not being big enough for 

erythrocytes to go through. As introduced in chapter 1 section 1.4.1, transcellular gaps including 

the vesiculo-vascuolar organelle (VVO) are the major pathways that facilitate transcytosis in the developing 

brain (Claesson-Welsh, 2015, Kohn et al., 1992). Interestingly, the fluorescent dye extravasates 

potentially via microvesicles in calcrlb single mutants (Fig. 5.17 D-F’’ Yellow arrowheads). 

Therefore, it is possible that calcrlb promotes vascular permeability via negatively regulating 

transcellular VVO formation.  

Murine mutants of Ramp2 or AM/ CALCRL displayed thin vSMC (Fritz-Six et al., 2008, Dackor et 

al., 2006, Kamitani et al., 1999, Caron and Smithies, 2001), indicating that the AM signalling 

pathway is required for normal vSMC recruitment to stabilise the formed vascular network. Given 

that vascular permeability was increased in the absence of calcrlb (Fig. 5.17) and since calcrla and 

calcrlb compensate for each other during the onset of oedema (Fig. 5.9), calcrla and/ or calcrlb 

may also contribute to maintaining the stability of the formed vasculature via recruitment of 

supportive non-endothelial cells in zebrafish. 

5.3.4 calcrlb is required for trunk lymphatic development 

We have shown abnormal trunk lymphatic development in calcrlb single mutants and calcrla; 

calcrlb double mutants at 4dpf (Fig. 5.16). Interestingly, cranial lymphatic formation including 
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facial lymphatics and BLECs were formed normally in the absence of calcrlb (Fig. 5.15). These data 

suggest calcrlb alone is unlikely to be required for cranial lymphangiogenesis. As reported, calcrla 

and calcrlb compensate for each other during embryogenesis. Therefore, we cannot discount the 

possibility that calcrla and calcrlb potentially have redundant functions during facial lymphatic 

development. Future experiments to examine the formation of cranial lymphatic development in 

calcrla; calcrlb double mutants would address this hypothesis. 

Reduced TD coverage was also observed in the trunk of calcrlb single mutants and calcrla; calcrlb 

double mutants at 4dpf (Fig. 5.16). There was no significant difference in reduced TD coverage 

between calcrlb single mutants and calcrla; calcrlb double mutants. This preliminary data 

indicates that calcrlb is indispensable for trunk lymphatic development. In addition, we observed 

a higher proportion of calcrla; calcrlb double mutant embryos (60%, n=5) displayed TD 

abnormalities, when compared with calcrlb single mutants (36%, n=11) (Fig. 5.16). calcrla single 

mutants showed normal TD formation (data not shown) suggesting calcrla alone is dispensable 

for lymphangiogenesis. The expression of calcrla was detected within the PCV from 26hpf to 

48hpf (Fig. 5.10 B-G). Therefore, these data indicate the involvement of calcrla during trunk 

lymphatic formation when calcrlb function is absent. As mentioned earlier, pufferfish Calcrla 

expression could be detected within interlamellar vessels (Nag et al., 2006), which have been 

suggested to be similar to the lymphatic duct in mammals (Evans et al., 2005). This data supports 

our conclusion that calcrla also contributes to lymphangiogenesis. 

5.3.5 calcrla and calcrlb are dispensable for vascular patterning 

While many murine studies have described abnormalities in lymphatic formation and blood vessel 

stability and integrity, which resulted in extreme hydrops fetalis in AM signalling-depleted mutant 

mice (Shindo et al., 2001, Dackor et al., 2006, Fritz-Six et al., 2008, Ichikawa-Shindo et al., 2008), 

strikingly, no abnormality was detected in the formation of major blood vessels in these animals 

(Shindo et al., 2001, Dackor et al., 2006, Fritz-Six et al., 2008). As introduced in section 5.1.3, 

zebrafish calcrla morphants have been reported to have severe arterial-venous malformations 

and disrupted trunk angiogenesis (Nicoli et al., 2008). Furthermore, reduced diameter of the 

lateral dorsal aorta (LDA) and failure in lumenisation were also reported in calcrla morphants 

(Nicoli et al., 2008). Conflicting with these data, our calcrla mutants showed no obvious 

phenotype, the homozygous mutant adult fish were viable and fertile (Fig. 5.2), whereas calcrlb 

single mutants showed severe oedema during embryonic stages (Fig. 5.6). By employing 

endothelial transgenic reporter lines, we have reported relatively normal vasculature patterning 

in the absence of calcrla and/ or calcrlb during embryogenesis (Fig. 5.11, 5.14). This observation 
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is in line with previous published murine data (Shindo et al., 2001, Dackor et al., 2006, Fritz-Six et 

al., 2008). Therefore, our data indicate both calcrla and calcrlb are likely to be dispensable for 

vascular patterning.  

Previous studies from the Wilkinson lab using calcrla Mo have revealed that injection of 0.67pmol 

calcrla Mo (Wilkinson et al., 2012) into one-cell stage embryos, which is lower than initial 

published dosage (0.8pmol) (Nicoli et al., 2008) induced a 22 fold increase in p53 expression when 

compared with the uninjected control group (A. Savage, unpublished observations). This data 

indicates the severe vascular abnormalities displayed in calcrla morphants as previously reported 

(Nicoli et al., 2008, Wilkinson et al., 2012) may be caused by the off-target effects of the calcrla 

Mo, since normal vascular patterning was observed in calcrla single mutants (Fig. 5.11). However, 

we cannot exclude the possibility that genetic compensation may also cause this phenotypic 

difference between morphants and knockouts (Rossi et al., 2015) (Reviewed in (El-Brolosy and 

Stainier, 2017)). Future experiments of KD calcrla using Mo in the calcrla single mutants will 

address this issue. 
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CHAPTER 6 

Discussion 
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How blood vessel formation is regulated is an interesting and challenging developmental biology 

subject, which has great potential in therapeutic development. Haematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) 

are derived from the embryonic artery during early development and give rise to all adult blood 

cell lineages throughout life. The shared origin of arterial endothelial cells (ECs) and HSCs means 

these cells share common mechanisms which regulate their formation. Many pioneering studies 

have shed light on the importance of different signalling pathways which regulate these 

complicated processes during embryonic development, however, much less is understood about 

how these signalling pathways are regulated at the transcriptional level. In this thesis, we 

investigate the regulatory roles of Foxc1 and Calcrl pathways during blood vessel formation using 

zebrafish and demonstrate both Foxc1 and Calcrl pathways are important for different aspects of 

vascular development. 

In chapter 3 and chapter 4 we performed detailed characterisation of the foxc1a/ foxc1b mutants 

and showed foxc1a and foxc1b differentially regulate angiogenesis from arteries and veins by 

modulating VEGF signalling. In the head, the formation of central arteries (CtAs) initiates with 

sprouting from the primordial hindbrain channels (PHBCs), which are major cranial veins. In 

foxc1a single mutants, the formation of CtAs is significantly reduced. We provide evidences 

indicating foxc1a is required for CtAs formation by positively regulating the expression of kdrl, 

sox7 and sox18. In addition, we reported that foxc1a is also required for normal PHBC formation, 

likely via promoting the expression of flt4. In the trunk, reduced secondary angiogenesis from the 

posterior cardinal vein (PCV) was observed in foxc1a single mutants and foxc1a; foxc1b double 

mutants, which is in line with our previous conclusion that foxc1a promotes venous angiogenesis. 

However, in the absence of both foxc1a and foxc1b, ectopic trunk arterial angiogenesis was 

observed. Our data suggest foxc1a and foxc1b work co-operatively to antagonise arterial 

angiogenesis via promoting the Dll4/Notch-mediated suppression of Flt4/ Vegfc signalling. 

Collectively, foxc1a and foxc1b control the angiogenic balance during development by regulating 

competing pro- and anti-angiogenic mechanisms throughout the body (Fig. 4.25). In this thesis, 

we also demonstrate foxc1a and foxc1b interact with each other to promote HSC formation via 

positively regulating Notch signalling cell-autonomously and non-cell- autonomously. 

In chapter 5, we describe the generation and characterisation of calcrla mutants and calcrlb 

mutants. By performing detailed analysis, we demonstrate that calcrla is dispensable for 

embryonic development, which conflicts with previously published zebrafish studies using 

morpholinos (Nicoli et al., 2008, Wilkinson et al., 2012). In addition, calcrlb fully compensates for 

loss of calcrla function in blood vessels, whereas calcrla can only partially compensate for the loss 
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function of calcrlb. This interaction is required for trunk lymphatic formation and to promote 

vessel integrity. 

Also we provide preliminary data showing increased vascular permeability in calcrlb mutants with 

efflux of microvesicles less than 1µm in diameter to facilitate the extravasation of high molecular 

weight tetramethylrhodamine dye. These microvesicles could potentially reflect activation of the 

vesiculo-vascuolar organelle (VVO), the main transcellular permeability mechanism within the brain 

vasculature. There is currently no suitable animal model to study VVO formation in vivo (Dvorak 

and Feng, 2001, Claesson-Welsh, 2015). Our preliminary observations in calcrlb mutants suggest 

these may represent a potential in vivo model to study transcellular vascular permeability. 
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